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O.1. Note

Sources for the assumptions on the lexicon in Chapter VI can be found in Appendix 1 and 2.
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Introduction

I. Introduction

The continent „down under‟ had for a long time, been an uncharted area on the maps of the
Western world. The land was considered barren and hostile as were its inhabitants thought to
be cruel, degenerated, and subordinate. The establishment of a convict colony by the British
Empire did not add to a positive conception of the continent either. Other settlers were
merchants and simple workers searching for a new life in unknown lands. Yet another group
of Australian immigrants were missionaries attending to the seemingly impossible task of
evangelizing the Aboriginal people of Australia. They hoped to „free‟ them from their
„inhumane‟ heathen life and bring the word of God to the most remote places of the world.
This paper focuses on the Australian Indigenous people of the Dieri1 and their
language. The work is based on assumptions made by Heidi-Marie Kneebone in her
dissertation The Language of the chosen view: the first phase of graphization of Dieri by
Hermannsburg missionaries, Lake Killalpaninna 1867 – 80 in 2005. The language used to be
spoken in the northeastern part of South Australia and is considered “extinct”. 2 The first to
record the Dieri language were Lutheran missionaries from Hermannsburg, Germany. They
set up a mission at Lake Killalpaninna in 1850 and after having learned the language,
preached and taught in the vernacular. They also wrote dictionaries and grammars for future
missionary generations. My main assumption is that Dieri changed due to a variety of factors
such as the introduction of literacy, its establishment as lingua franca for the mission, and
foreign language influences from English and German, ultimately leading to its extinction. I
will support my claim by looking at the general features and results of language contact, the
nature of missionary work in Australia, the impact of literacy on an oral culture and finally
compare and contrast three grammars and dictionaries of Dieri compiled between 1871 and
1981.

1

Throughout this work, I am going to follow this spelling of „Dieri‟ and not Austin‟s spelling „Diyari‟. The
former is also used by Heidi Kneebone and represents the first way of spelling the name of the language. As this
paper mainly deals with the impact of the first phase of graphization of the language, it seems only appropriate to
me to use this spelling.
See Simpson for a different opinion: “Another question is raised by Kneebone's decision to use only the
nineteenth century orthography (Dieri rather than Diyari), and to use the nineteenth century grammatical terms,
rather than Austin's. It's a decision to think about - placing presentation of the material on its own terms above
the information that could be gained from clear comparison with later materials.”
http://blogs.usyd.edu.au/elac/2007/02/modern_grammars_from_nineteent.html#more accessed 27/08/07
2
Ethnologue. Languages of the world lists Dieri as an extinct language of Australia.
http://www.ethnologue.com/show_language.asp?code=dif accessed 09/06/07
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The first chapter deals with language contact in Australia in general to provide a basis for all
further assumptions. I will look at preconditions, types, and results of language change as well
as at mechanisms and social settings. The last subchapter then deals with the issue of
language death in the Australian context. Wherever possible, I will provide examples from
and assumptions on Dieri. It will become clear that the conditions for language contact were
fulfilled in case of the Dieri in a number of ways and that some of these influences eventually
supported language shift and, ultimately, language death.
Secondly, I will turn my attention to missionary work in Australia with particular focus on the
Lutheran Dieri mission. Perceptions and linguistic procedures will be described as well as the
effects of establishing Dieri as a lingua franca. Problems to be considered are the limited
linguistic abilities and knowledge of the missionaries regarding the record of unknown
languages. This, combined with the hardships of mission life, contributed to an incomplete
and erroneous recording of Dieri. However, it will not be suggested that the language material
provided by the missionaries cannot and should not be used by today‟s linguists investigate
further into the impact of literacy and other foreign influences on languages of oral cultures.
On the contrary, the materials provide a fascinating base for research on the nature of Dieri
during the early years of European contact.
The graphitization of Dieri and the introduction of literacy in the mission‟s school is subject
of the subsequent chapter. After briefly analysing the assumptions and observations of
scholars and linguists, I will apply these to the case of Dieri. The conclusions drawn by Peter
Mühlhäusler, on whose work about languages of the Pacific area this chapter is mainly based,
hold true for Dieri as well. The introduction of literacy led to a number of cultural and social
changes. The community no longer valued formerly highly respected skills and knowledge.
The children learned to write down their mother tongue and as a result contributed to a
standardization of Dieri supported by the missionaries. The increasing impact of a European
way of life in the course of the following years added to the threat of language decline that
had begun when the missionaries decided to put Christian texts into writing in Dieri and teach
reading and writing to the children. The last part of the chapter is concerned with the Standard
Alphabet of Richard Lepsius who wrote an influential book on the importance of establishing
a standard alphabet for all languages of the world in 1855. We do not know whether the book
was acknowledged at Lake Killalpaninna, but it may be suggested that the Lutheran
missionaries at least knew some of the principles of the Standard Alphabet, which included
the usage of the Roman alphabet.
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The following chapter gives a summary of the linguistic data this paper alludes to. I will look
at the earliest available data from Pastor Carl Schoknecht who worked at Lake Killalpaninna
between 1871 and 1873 producing a dictionary and a short grammar of Dieri. His work
probes as showing a rough understanding of Dieri but also draws a number of doubtful
conclusions, concerning declension and conjugation, and, most importantly, phonology. J.G.
Reuther was also a missionary during a later phase of mission work from 1888 to 1906. He
worked intensively on Dieri language and culture and published a 13-volume work. His short
grammar is more comprehensive than Schoknecht‟s and includes paradigms and a few
examples of usage. He was not a trained linguist; however, his intense anthropological and
linguistic interest provided him with a thorough understanding of Dieri. Nevertheless, his
description of the grammatical features already shows some differences to the Schoknecht
grammar not only derived from a better knowledge of the language. There is some evidence
that Dieri was experiencing language change at the time when Reuther recorded it. Peter
Austin, finally, published his grammar of Dieri in 1981 after working with the last remaining
speakers between 1974 and 1978. He mainly focused on phonology and syntactical features of
the language and is the only trained modern linguist of the three sources I used. Although his
grammar is, by far, the most comprehensible of the three, there are some flaws in it. The most
important one for my considerations is the fact that he does not describe any sources from
early missionary work even though his main language informants had all spent a considerable
amount of time in the mission at Lake Killalpaninna. He draws a number of conclusions that
would not hold in the face of early material on Dieri.
Subsequent to this descriptive chapter, an analysis of the linguistic data is the topic of the
final chapter. It deals with conceptual, lexical, and grammatical changes of Dieri from
Schoknecht via Reuther to Austin, also drawing on a number of other sources. It will be
highlighted that the missionaries‟ influence triggered some conceptual changes in the notions
of time and space in the language. The lexicon experienced reduction as well as expansion in
the course of time and a number of loan words and loan translations were added to the
lexicon. An analysis of the grammatical features underlines a reduction in variety and special
usage. The observations made in this chapter also add to my initial assumption and suggest a
slow decline of language features and thus of the language itself.
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I. 1. Australian Indigenous Languages

There is a debate among scholars concerning the length of popularisation of Australia.
Estimates range from 30.000 to 100.000 years. It is certain, however, that the Aboriginal
population did not experience immigration or close contact to other ethnic and language
groups until 1788. There were minor contacts to merchants from Indonesia, but principally the
Aborigines remained quite isolated for a very long period. Thus, it is not surprising that
Aboriginal languages are all related at a deep level. (Evans 2007:19) The languages of
Australia have to be distinguished between those of the Kimberleys and the Top End from
those in the rest of the Australian mainland. Tasmania is excluded, because no grammatical
information is available on any of the island‟s languages. They range among the first to
disappear in Australia leaving missionaries or linguists no time for recording. Typologically
one must discern between suffixing (all affixes are suffixes) and prefixing (some affixes are
prefixes) languages. Using genetic labels, one differentiates between Pama-Nyungan (being
the largest family covering approximately 90% of the continent and being mostly suffixing)
and non-Pama-Nyungan (25 families being mostly prefixing) languages (Blake 1987:1f). The
term was derived from the word roots pama „man‟ in North eastern Australia and nyungar
„man‟ in the Southwest (Schweiger 2003:75).

Australia is the only continent entirely occupied by hunter-gatherers in historical times. As a
result, “its sociolinguistic situation holds great significance for our understanding of the
processes of language change in a social universe entirely made up of small groups.” (Evans
2007:19) Consequently, the first chapter of this paper will deal with the phenomenon of
language contact on the continent.
Most Australian languages are “agglunative, i.e. the words are made up of meaningful parts
that are easily separable.” (Blake 1987:2) Most nominals inflect for case (typically
nominative, ergative, locative, dative, allative, ablative). (Blake 1987:4) Aboriginal case
suffixes are invariant for all nouns and adjectives. (Yallop 1982:79) For the majority of
suffixing languages there is no real gender system. (Yallop 1982:98) Pronouns distinguish
three persons (first, second and third) and usually three numbers (singular, dual, plural). Some
languages make an exclusive/inclusive distinction. (Blake 1987:4ff)
Verbs typically inflect for tense, aspect, mood, and voice, distinguishing past-present-future,
past-nonpast or future-nonfuture. All languages distinguish between indicative and imperative
and most Pama-Nyungan languages have a closed set of auxiliary verbs. (Blake 1987:7f)
Page 10 of 164
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Verbs are morphologically the most complex form in Australian languages and one hardly
finds completely irregular verbs. (Yallop 1982:107ff)
Syntactically, a very unusual feature of these languages is the widespread use of ergative case
marking for the subject of a transitive verb. (Blake 1982:9) Only a few languages sharply
distinguish between nouns and adjectives and very often the adjective has to follow the noun
it qualifies. (Yallop 1982:123ff) There are no specialized conjunctions and hardly any linking
words, mostly a number of inflected words or particles serve to link clauses. (Yallop
1982:134) Most languages have free word order. (Blake 1987:10)
“Phonological systems are remarkably predictable in Australian languages.” (Walsh 1991:40)
Typically, there are corresponding nasals for each stop, two semi-vowels, a labiovelar w and a
palatal y, two r-sounds, only a few separate vowel qualities. Mostly, there are no fricatives
and no voicing distinction in stops. (Walsh 1991:41) Typically the languages only have three
vowels i, a and o which often contrast in length (ii, aa, oo) and two diphthongs ai and au.
(Yallop 1982:61f)
The lexicon is usually very rich3 and complemented by words and semantic domains from
other Australian languages as most Aborigines used to speak more than one language. (Walsh
1991:43) There is a wide range of concrete nouns (Yallop 1982:134) and generally an
extremely rich vocabulary of directional and locational terms. (Yallop 1982:145) Every
culture knows words that should not be used in certain contexts (e.g. „pass away‟ instead of
„die‟). In Aboriginal cultures, names of recently deceased persons are often tabooed together
with words that sound similar to the person‟s name. Such indigenous languages have to
borrow words from neighbouring languages to be able to compensate for the semantic gap
and thus rapid language change is not unusual. (Amery & Mühlhäusler Lecture 08/18/05)
Languages all over Australia know special varieties or styles of language such as initiation4,
in-law, sign or mourning languages (Amery & Mühlhäusler Lecture 08/18/05), languages of
sacred songs and avoidance languages. (Yallop 1982:161ff) A special feature of some smaller
Australian languages is “kintax” – an interface between the complicated kinship system and
syntax. Languages such as Lardil and Adnyamathna use special syntactic conventions to
speak of and with harmonic and disharmonic relatives. (Amery & Mühlhäusler Lecture
3

Dixon (1980:2 in Walsh 1991:42) suggests an average vocabulary of about 10.000 words. Comprehensive
dictionaries have not yet been published which is mainly due to the difficulties arising when trying to get access
to passive vocabulary in a culture where there is little or no written material or literature present. (Walsh
1991:43)
4
Examples are found in Warlpiri, where as part of initiation, a special register known as Jiliwirri is used. This
register is based on the principle of replacing all lexical items (though not grammatical affixes other than
pronouns) with their opposites. A „normal‟ sentence such as „I am sitting on the ground‟ is expressed in Jiliwirri
as „Somebody else is standing in the sky‟.
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09/08/05) These features represent a very limited and general summary of some aspects of
Australian languages and are important for an understanding of some special aspects of Dieri.

I. 2. Language Situation at Arrival of the First Fleet

The number of Australian indigenous languages prior to white settlement is hard to pin down
exactly. Numbers vary from 200 to 300 languages and 500 to 600 dialects. This is mainly due
to the difficulties arising in defining the terms “language” and “dialect”. McConvell and
Thieberger state:
In technical linguistic parlance, different dialects are varieties of languages that
are mutually intelligible, whereas speakers of separate languages cannot
understand each other when talking in their different languages. […] A more
„objective‟ criterion used by some linguists is that of percentage of vocabulary
shared (above 70% being judged dialects, below 70% separate languages).
(McConvell & Thieberger 2001:16).
A similar debate has been going on about the population. Estimates range from 300.000 to
750.000 and up to a million or more (McConvell & Thieberger 2001:16). For every language,
an average number of speakers is estimated at 3.000 to 4.000 people (McConvell &
Thieberger 2001:16, Walsh 1991:27).
At the time of the arrival of the First Fleet in Botany Bay in 1788, Aboriginal people had
lived on the continent of Australia for approximately 40.000 to 60.000 years. First contacts
were peaceful and based on mutual respect. During the earliest days of European exploration
and settlement, indigenous knowledge as well as languages were highly valued. There was a
need to name places, flora, and fauna and find strategies to survive the, at times, unforgiving
conditions of the continent. The attitude toward the indigenous people unfortunately changed
significantly during the following decades. Their lives and land, their culture and languages
were deliberately devalued and destroyed. Many languages became extinct “simply” by
loosing all its speakers due to diseases 5 or massacres. Others “succumbed to the relentless
influence of English.” (Walsh 1991:46) Language destruction in Australia shows the worst
ever recorded rate in the world, which was due mainly to violent colonial history (massacres)
and language shift. (Amery & Mühlhäusler Lecture 08/11/05)

5

In 1789, only one year after the arrival of the first fleet, smallpox were introduced into the Sydney region and
killed about half of the local people. (Dixon 2002:12)
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I. 3. Language Situation Today

Today only very few languages remain strong. Preventing language death is the major effort
of many Australian scholars, Aboriginals, and other dedicated citizens. Of the 250 or so
original languages, only about 70 still have viable communities of speakers, only 25 of which
have 250 or more speakers. Probably 130 languages have less than 50 speakers and 50 have
become altogether extinct (Walsh 1991:30). Sixteen years after Walsh, Evans describes a
somewhat different situation: He accounts for 605 original languages, 25 have over 1.000
speakers, 36 have over 500 speakers, and the vast majority (526) have fewer than 100
speakers. (Evans 2007:21)
According to the 1996 Australian Census, 6 only 14% of indigenous people over 5 years speak
an indigenous language7 (McConvell & Thieberger 2001:17f).

6

Every five years the Australian Bureau of Statistics releases a national census with data on economy, industry,
environment and the Australian population.
http://www.abs.gov.au/websitedbs/d3310114.nsf/Home/Home?OpenDocument accessed on 09/06/07
7
18% in 1986 and 20% in 1991
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Figure 1: Speakers of Australian Languages. Source: Thieberger 1994/1996
http://www.linguistics.unimelb.edu.au/thieberger/popmap.html , accessed 06/10/07 8
In 1996 only 1,9% of the population of Australia identified themselves as being indigenous. 9
Of these, only 55.000 people accounting for 13% of the indigenous population spoke an
indigenous language. (McConvell & Thieberger 2001:2) The map also shows a clear
geographic pattern. The “strongest” languages distribute in remote rural areas such as Arnhem
Land, the Torres Straits and the outback. 10
Most indigenous languages have been replaced by English (or Aboriginal English), but there
have also been instances of indigenous languages becoming lingue franche 11. The most
widespread lingua franca is Kriol, a Creole based on English, spoken in northern Australia
(Walsh 1991:30).
During the last decades, Australia has experienced a change in attitude towards its indigenous
languages. Urgent action is needed and continually perceived by authorities and citizens in
order to preserve the remaining languages. Aboriginal languages are taught at school, place
names have been changed in order to reflect the traditional name of the area rather than the
European one imposed by the settlers and explorers. The most famous example is Uluru,
Australia‟s landmark that was formerly called Ayer‟s Rock. Additionally, efforts have been
made to reclaim extinct languages with the help of written sources. One of the forerunners of
this movement is Robert Amery, lecturer at the University of Adelaide. He tries to reclaim the
language of the Adelaide area, Kaurna, using old transcripts from the German missionaries
Teichelmann and Schürmann. Language courses are now taught at the University of South
Australia in Adelaide as well as in schools. Thus, some languages are gaining numbers of

8

“This map shows the number of speakers of Australian languages as per the Tindale map (1974). According to
this work, 25 named varieties have over 1000 speakers, 11 between 500 and 1000, 43 between 100 and 500, and
526 below 100, many of these having no speakers at all. This map is produced in MapInfo and maps tabulated
data on a vector-based geographic representation of Tindale's map of tribal distribution. This representation has a
number of problems. First is the Tindale map itself, which lists many languages (there are 605 named varieties
on this map), some of which are unknown in any other literature.” The map is taken from Thieberger 1994/1996
http://www.linguistics.unimelb.edu.au/thieberger/popmap.html accessed 06/10/07
Norman Tindale created the best-known language map of Australia in 1974. It shows the language-territories,
and not where speakers actually live. (Amery & Mühlhäusler Lecture 11/08/05)
9
According to the Australian Bureau of Statistics on census night in 1996 Australia‟s population was 17.892.423
including 342.864 persons identifying themselves as being indigenous (ca. 1,9%). In 2001 the population was
18.972.350 including 410.003 indigenous Australians accounting for 2,2% of the overall population.
http://www.abs.gov.au/websitedbs/d3310114.nsf/home/Census%20data accessed 06/10/07
10
Comp. Evans 2007:21 for remarks on the distribution of speakers of indigenous languages.
11
As the word “lingua franca” is a singular noun with no “official” plural form, I am going to use the term
“lingue franche” to refer to the plural. The term is used by a number of linguists as well working on indigenous
languages (e.g. Walsh 1991:30)
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speakers and are used in literacy programs and bilingual education. Whether or not these
efforts will be successful is not likely to be answered easily. Evans believes,

that by 2088, (three hundred years after the first European colonization), at most a
dozen languages will have viable speech communities – i.e. 95% extinction rate,
over the three centuries of European rule that will than comprise one twohundredth of the continent‟s history of occupation, of the accumulated linguistic
legacy of the preceding fifty millennia.
(Evans 2007:21)
My personal perception of the future is maybe less pessimistic, but not overtly optimistic
either. I have experienced a growing consciousness of indigenous matters in Australia
enforced by universities, schools, and communities. Australians more and more becomes
aware of their indigenous cultural heritage and the responsibility bound to it. If current efforts
are continued, there is a chance of survival of at least a number of languages or even the
reclamation of languages based on written sources from the last century.
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II. Language Contact in Australia

Prior to European contact, the Australian language situation was characterized by
encompassing a variety of languages, partly closely related, and a society encouraging contact
between tribes for ritual, social, and trading reasons. As a result, most Aboriginal people were
at least bilingual and multidialectal. Contact to languages outside the Australian mainland
was, as far as we know, limited to the tribes of Arnhem land trading with Macassan boat
crews from what is today southern Sulawesi. Because of frequent language contact, the
Australian languages were subject to constant change and shift. However, there was no
dominant group among the many tribes and thus, language variety was preserved. The
situation changed rapidly with the arrival, colonization, and settlement of Europeans after
1788. Their influence on lifestyle, religion, and society of the Indigenous population quickly
spread from coastal settlements into the heart of the continent. Alongside, English became the
dominant language while Aboriginal languages experienced a rapid decline in usage and
importance. This chapter focuses on preconditions, social settings, results, and mechanisms of
language change and finally the pressing issue of language death in the Australian context.

II. 1. Preconditions of Contact Situations

For languages to come into contact, a number of preconditions must be fulfilled. According to
Thomason, people in contact situations are neighbouring speaker groups or they follow
special social practices, such as exogamy (marrying a member of a different ethnic group).
(Thomason 2001:3f) As mentioned in the introduction, most Aboriginal languages only had
an average number of speakers of 3.000 to 4.000 individuals. To be able to trade with
neighbouring tribes or meet for ritual gatherings 12, (probably) all Aboriginals were able to
speak more than their native language only13. Many tribes conducted exogamy to prevent

12

“Every Australian tribe appears to have had more-or-less stable relationships with its neighbours. There would
be regular trade of manufactured items; and periodic meetings between neighbouring groups to settle disputes by
controlled bouts of fighting, to arrange marriages, and to exchange new songs and news. There would be varying
degrees of hostility […].” (Dixon 2002:4)
13
Dixon states that “most Aborigines were at least bilingual and many were multilingual – they could speak at
least one language besides their own and would often understand several more.” (Dixon 2002:4)
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incest in their own group and thus new languages were constantly introduced into speech
communities.
Other preconditions of contact situations are symmetrical bilingualism, where more than one
language is spoken in a community, or finally asymmetrical bilingualism, where only
members of a certain group speak two or more languages. (Thomason 2001:4) Both instances
are certain to have appeared in Indigenous Australia with frequent contact between tribes and
intermingling inside cultural groups due to marriage, rituals, or other traditional conventions.
The Lutheran mission around Lake Kilapaninna is characterised by symmetrical bilingualism.
There were a number of languages spoken. The missionaries were fluent in German and
English as a second language and they learned Dieri. The Indigenous inhabitants spoke at
least one more Aboriginal language of neighbouring tribes. There were four neighbouring
languages of Dieri. All of the speakers understood Dieri, even if they could sometimes not
speak it “properly” 14. Additionally, at the time of the arrival of the missionaries English words
had already been introduced into the Dieri language. (Kneebone 2005:54). Dieri was chosen
as lingua franca, which indicated a differentiated view of the people on the missionaries‟ side.
The language was central in the area, because
the mission exerted an influence from the very early post-contact years on the
displaced populations of the Cooper region, attracting people from many different
tribes and from considerable distances. […] These people used Dieri as a medium
of inter-group communication and indeed Dieri became the language used on the
mission with all such remnant tribes.
(Kneebone 2005:57)

II. 2. Kinds of Contact Situations

Winford mentions “three broad kinds of contact situations: those involving language
maintenance, those involving language shift and those that lead to the creation of new contact
languages.” (Winford 2003:11) Once again, all three types can be observed in the linguistic
area of Australia.
Language maintenance concerns the preservation of the native language by its speech
community. It involves varying degrees of influences by the source language (foreign
14

Kneebone quotes pastor Homann: “Jedoch sind die wenigsten Eingeborenen unseres engeren Distrikts,
sondern aus fünferlei Stämmen mit eben soviel verschiedenen Sprachen zusammengewürfelt. Die Sprachen
unseres Distrikts weichen so stark voneinander ab wie das Englische vom Deutschen, jedoch verstehen die
Kinder alle Djaeri obwohl zum Teil sie es nur gebrochen sprechen. Es ist so die Mode, dass jeder Stamm seine
Sprache spricht und nur die Sprache des anderen versteht und nichts [nicht?] aber ordentlich sprechen kann.“
(Homann in Kneebone: 2005:54 (footnote))
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language) on the lexicon and structure of the recipient language (native language). The
phenomenon is referred to as “borrowing”, “contact-induced change” or “cross-linguistic
influence”. (Winford 2003: 12f) This kind of contact situation can be observed in various
Australian languages. The non-Pama-Nyungan languages of Northern Australia (Arnhem
Land) were in close trading contact to merchants from Indonesia 15 for centuries.
Consequently, many words semantically related to the trading business and goods were
borrowed into the Australian as well as Austronesian languages. Nonetheless, contact
occurred in limited contexts and thus language shift did not occur. Other Indigenous
languages that remain strong till today, such as Western Desert (in Central Australia including
Pitjantjatjara / Yankunytjatjara and Pintupi), Warlpiri (Northern Territory), Tiwi (Northern
Territory Islands), Aranda (Northern Territory, Alice Springs), and Mabuyag (Torres Strait
Islands) (Yallop 1982:44), have been able to maintain their language despite colonial
influences of source languages such as English. All tribes speaking these languages were
much longer isolated than others on the continent. Their territories are very remote either in
the centre of the Australian outback or on secluded islands in the far north.
Even with the advantage of being chosen as lingua franca in a relatively large area and
simultaneously promoted by the German missionaries, Dieri did not survive. Since the
original language diversity of the area was lost, Dieri became more and more isolated, the
language group homogenized and the language itself simplified in the course of its usage as a
mission language16. (Kneebone 2005:53) Combined with others, these features ultimately lead
to the death of the language about a century after the missionaries had introduced Dieri as the
language of instruction and preaching in Lake Kilapaninna.
Aboriginal people living along the coasts or in Tasmania were mostly not able to maintain
their traditional language. The pressure from the colonizers was too strong and many of the
linguistic and cultural possessions of the traditional owners of the lands around locations of
big cities such as Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Perth, or Adelaide were deliberately
15

Walsh comments on the influence Macassan traders have had on the languages of far-north Australia: „From
toward the end of the seventeenth century traders from around what is today southern Sulawesi visited the shores
of northern Australia to collect and process a much-prized commodity variously known as trepang, bêch-de-mer
or sea-cucumber. These Macassan traders set up seasonal camps staying on the northern Australian coast for
months at a time and mingling with the local Aboriginal population. It even seems that some Aborigines
travelled back to Indonesia with the boat crews, returning to Australia on later trading expeditions. This contact
is demonstrated linguistically by a sizeable stock of Austronesian words in some Aboriginal languages of northeast Arnhem land.” (Walsh 1991:36)
Dixon states that “the Macassan contact is believed to have commenced around AD 1600 and was terminated by
the Australian government in 1907. This is unlikely to have been a unique instance of occasional contact
between Australians and other peoples. Indeed, it is probable that there were other episodes of this type, at
various times after the initial colonization of the Australia/New Guinea land mass.” (Dixon 2002:11)
16
A closer look on the linguistic features of this mission language will follow in Chapter IV.
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destroyed either by banning the use of Indigenous languages or even by killing the
Aborigines. The local language of the Kaurna people inhabiting the Adelaide Plains is extinct,
and in Tasmania at least five different dialects are thought to be spoken but have been extinct
since the early twentieth century (Yallop 1982:38). In places like this, the second kind of
contact situation, language shift resulting in total or partial abandonment of a group‟s native
language (Winford 2003:15), occurred. Australian Standard English or Aboriginal English, a
variety of English spoken by Indigenous Australians featuring some “typical” aspects of
Aboriginal grammar, replaced many languages.

The third kind of contact situations, where contact languages are developed, is manifest in
three types: bilingual mixed languages, pidgins, and creoles. Long-term contact between two
ethnic groups can lead to bilingualism and an increased mixture of languages. Hybrid
languages may develop, whose components can clearly be traced to one or the other source
language. (Winford 2003:19) The languages Media Lengua 17 of Ecuador and Michif18 of
Canada are the best-known bilingual mixed languages. I do not know of any equivalent in
Australia.
Pidgins are defined as “highly reduced languages with minimal vocabulary and grammar
whose functions are restricted primarily to barter and exchange.” (Winford 2003:20) There
seems to be some evidence that a Macassan-based pidgin developed for use between
Aborigines and the Macassan boat crews and for casual contact between Aborigines along the
coast who did not have a language in common. (Walsh 1991:36) Pidgins eventually develop
into Creoles, but not necessarily.
The formation of creole languages “involves varying degrees of input from the superstrate
languages of the colonizers and the native languages of the subjected peoples.” (Winford
2003:22) What distinguishes them from pidgins is that they eventually function as community
vernaculars and are ultimately acquired by children as first languages. (Winford 2003:304) As
already mentioned, two creoles have evolved in Australia. One creole was established on ten
of the 18 inhabited islands of Torres Strait and in two Cape York communities. The speakers
use a variety of names for the creole: Broken (from „Broken English‟), Pizin (from „Pidgin
English‟), Big Thap („Big Piece‟) or, among younger speakers, Blaikman („Blackfellow‟) or
Ailan Tok („Island Talk‟). However, it is never called „Languus‟, which is reserved for the
17

“The language is a blend of predominantly Quechua grammatical structure and Spanish-derived lexical forms
hat make up about 90% of the vocabulary.” (Winford 2003:175)
18
This language combines, roughly speaking Plains Cree VP structure with (Métis) French NP structure.
(Winford 2003:183)
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Indigenous languages, and English. Usually linguists refer to it as Torres Strait Creole. Its
speakers as well as “outsiders” often regard the creole as the „low‟ variety in comparison to
English as the „high‟ variety. (Shnukal 1991:180ff)
The other creole is Kriol, an English-based creole spoken widely by Aboriginal Australians in
the „Top End‟ of the Northern Territory and adjacent regions. (Harris 1991:195) The
speakers‟ attitude towards this creole differs tremendously from this of the speakers of Torres
Strait Creole. While formerly the Kriol speakers thought of their language as inferior, lately
this attitude has undergone rapid changes due to a growing sense of community identity and
political action. Bilingual programs involving Kriol and English were developed and have
been very successful. (Harris 1991:202)

II. 3. Social Settings

Another aspect to be taken into consideration while dealing with language contact is its social
setting. These include:
the types of community settings, the demographics of the population in contact,
the codes and patterns of social interaction among them and the ideologies and
attitudes that govern their linguistic choices. Other factors […] include the degree
of bilingualism among the individuals and groups in contact, the history and
length of contact, the power relationships between the groups, and so on.
(Winford 2003:25)
Language contact appears in a wide spectrum that ranges from relatively homogenous
communities of monolinguals where there is little or no contact to speakers of foreign
languages19 to extremely heterogenous communities that are characterized by high degrees of
individual multilingualism20. In-between the spectrum we find contact between linguistic
minorities and a dominant host group21, and communities typically employing two or more
languages in everyday interaction, which are treated as relatively equal or appropriate in their
respective domains of use. These communities are characterized by „diglossia‟, a situation
where two languages, one high and the other low fulfil complementary functions in the

19

Examples include the influence of English on a large number of languages due to the mass media, teaching in
schools, individuals who travel and others. (Winford 2003:26)
20
One of the most famous examples involves the Indian village of Kupwar, where three distinct languages –
Urdu, Marathi and Kannada - have converged extensively as a result of diffusion over a long period of close
contact. (Winford 2003:84)
21
Examples can be found among Gaelic speakers of Scotland, Basques in Southern France and Pennsylvania
“Dutch” in Midwestern USA. (Winford 2003:27)
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community22. (Winford 2003:26f) In Australia, we probably find the whole range of the
spectrum.

II. 3. 1. Homogenous Communities of Monolinguals

During the early years of settlement, English did not yet directly influence a number of
Aboriginal languages in the remoter parts of the continent. Yet, linguistic items found their
way to those tribes by other means than immediate contact. Through contact with
neighbouring clan, many tribes knew concepts and words from the early colonizers. Often
these included borrowings from other Australian languages, but sometimes, English
loanwords appeared for unknown items, concepts, and animals. One example for borrowing
from an Australian language is the word for horse, which was adopted by many Indigenous
languages from the Kaurna23 word „pindi nanto’ meaning „European kangaroo‟. „Pindi‟ was
eventually deleted (Teichelmann & Schürmann 1840:27 and Nathan 1996:169). As a result,
for example Dieri uses nhantu and Pitjantjatjara/Yankunytjatjara nyantju.24 English loans into
Australian languages are for example bratha and sista in Pitjantjatjara, meaning „younger
female sibling‟ and „younger male sibling‟. Originally, only the word malanya „younger
sibling‟ existed in the language. (Langlois 2002:128)

II. 3. 2. Heterogenous Communities

Contact between a linguistic minority (Indigenous Australians) and a dominant host group
(colonizers, mostly English) was common in Australia from the beginning of European
settlement. Very often, the minority language underwent much stronger contact-induced
change than the dominant language. Eventually, a situation like this can lead from language
change to language shift with the subordinate language disappearing. As mentioned before,
examples for this phenomenon are found all over Australia.
Contact situations involving diglossia were probably not as common after European arrival.
In all probability, many communities used to exist, where a number of languages were spoken
to the same extent and in different domains in traditional aboriginal Australia. As mentioned
22

A typical example is Standard German and Swytzerdütsch in Switzerland. (Wilford 2003:27)
Kaurna is spoken by the Aboriginal tribe of the Adelaide area.
24
The examples are taken from Goddard 1996 and Austin 1981.
23
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before, people were generally bi- or multilingual with even marriage partners speaking
different languages as their mother tongue. There were also special forms of languages used
in very limited contexts and domains. The most famous and discussed examples are so-called
“mother-in-law” languages, which had to be used in the presence of an avoidance relative.
This kind of speech generally has the same phonology as the everyday language style, and
usually the same grammar, but a different form for each of the most common (or even all)
lexemes. Other examples are „initiation languages‟, where sometimes a completely different
phonetic system from the everyday style was used and words used in songs, where unique, as
well as archaic words and style were used. (Dixon 2002:4)
In post-colonial Australia, language contact was very often not on equal terms. The
socioeconomically dominant group triggering language change in the subordinate group
usually spoke English. 25 The German missionaries at Lake Kilapaninna were an exception.
German was spoken by the missionaries and their families at home and during services.
Visitors spoke English occasionally and Dieri was the language of the Indigenous people and
additionally used by the missionaries at school and during services. Kneebone describes a
number of instances when Christian songs, of which the Dieri were particularly fond of, were
sung in three languages by members of all three „language groups‟. Nevertheless, how did the
languages influence each other if at all? I will try to answer this question, concerning Dieri in
particular, in chapter VI.

II. 3. 3. Intimate Inter-Community Contact

Intimate inter-community contact in Arnhem Land in the northernmost part of Australia
provides a very good example. Several Aboriginal languages belonging to distinct language
families have been in very close contact for centuries. All groups practice exogamy and thus
inter-group and inter-language marriages are extremely common. Even though the groups
closest to each other became similar culturally and linguistically, there were times (especially
during the wet season) when certain groups had no contact at all. Hence individuals might not
use their second language for a couple of months which might have helped preserving
language boundaries (Winford 2003:74f), thus avoiding language shift or death.

25

This factor is, according to Thomason, the most important social predicator of contact-induced change. Other
factors include the duration of contact, the numbers of speakers and the absence or presence of imperfect
learning by at least one of the groups. (Thomason 2001:66)
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Conversion took place in the areas of morphosyntax26 and syntax27. Another important factor
involved massive lexical diffusion across languages that even involved significant portions of
basic vocabulary. (Winford 2003:75).28
Austin describes close relationships between the Diyari and neighbouring tribes due to
trading, mythical links, and cultural links. The whole area of Lake Eyre Basin was, at one
time, a large cultural diffusion area. (Austin 1981:6) The Indigenous tribes of the area lived
seminomadic and met for ceremonies, rituals, marriages, and trade. Means of inter-language
communication were multilingualism, conventionalized manual signs, and even the use of
Dieri as lingua franca. (Ferguson 1987:224)

II. 4. Results of Contact-Induced Language Change

The results of contact-induced language change are as diverse as the world‟s languages. Only
a few generalizations may be drawn. Language change usually follows the „snowball
principle‟: an initial change, an interference feature from another language, is adopted and
triggers another change that triggers another and so on and so forth. Generally, everything can
be adapted from one language to another. (Thomason 2001:62f) The changes are in the
lexicon (borrowing, extension of meaning and making up a new word), in morphology (e.g.
combinations of consonants, occurrence of sounds at the beginning and the end of words),
phonology (shortening or extension of words), semantics (words undergoing semantic shift),
and syntax (grammatical changes, e.g. use of new auxiliaries, lost or newly introduced cases
etc.).
The most frequently proposed constraint on interference is an implicated hierarchy; words
first, grammar later, if at all. This seems to be true for all instances where the people
26

These include pronominal systems, demonstrative determiners and adverbs. (Heath 1978 in Winford 2003:75)
Examples are free word order, juxtaposition as primary strategy for clause linking, lack of agentive or passive
participial formation, similar uses of potential verb forms and similar structure for clausal sentences. (Heath
1978 in Winford 2003:75)
28
Examples mentioned by Winford include Ritharngu and Ngnadi as well as Nungguubuyu and Warndarang. In
both cases a group of speakers higher in numbers (Ritharngu and Nungguubuyu) than the other group (Ngnadi
and Warndarang) exerted influence on the latter and eventually gave up their own language in favour of the
other. Warndarang is already extinct and Ngnadi is fast becoming so. Nonetheless, both languages have
maintained their distinctiveness and complexity to the end. The vehicles of change included borrowing as well as
substratum influence, both not always easily separable. (Winford 2003:78f) There was nonetheless a clear
advantage for the superordinate language to be able to maintain itself. Ritharngu is still spoken even though it
was heavily influenced by the subordinate language Ngnadi, which has experienced language shift and is about
to become extinct. Still we cannot assume that the instance of borrowing, which implies a uni-directional
process, is the only reason for language shift. Rather bi-directional processes must be taken into consideration as
well. (Winford 2003:100)
27
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responsible for the changes are fluent in the receiving language. However, there are other
cases when the responsible people are second language learners. Interferences in that case are
rather structural than lexical. Another common proposed constraint claims that contactinduced language change makes the receiving system simpler, „more natural‟, less marked.
There are examples for as well as against this claim. (Thomason 2001:64)

II. 4. 1. Borrowing

Dixon explains that Australia provides a prototypical instance of a linguistic area, with
considerable time depth, fairly uniform terrain leading to ease of interaction and
communication,

a

fair

proportion

of

reciprocal

exogamous

marriages,

rampant

multilingualism, and an open attitude to borrowing. He states a basic uniformity to Australian
languages, which is the natural result of a long period of diffusion. (Dixon 2002:25)

Types of borrowing:
Types
(a) Phonetic and
phonological

Areal Features in Australia
Contrasts between:
-two laminal series
-two apical stop-nasal series
-two series of stops
-glottalisation
-occurrence of one or several lateral
phonemes
-addition of vowel phonemes to standard
three-term inventory
-initial dropping

29

Examples
Examples are numerous and
can be found in contact
situations of Indigenous
languages as well as
between English and
Australian languages29

For English borrowing from Indigenous languages often results in a change from the apico-retroflex stop /rd/
and the laminal interdental stop /dh/ to voiced or voiceless apico-alveolar stop /d/ or /t/. The common velar nasal
/ŋ/ often becomes / ŋg/ in English. Examples include the word dhayban, a word from Wik-Mungkan, whose
pronunciation changed to taipan, and the well known first word English ever borrowed from an Australian
language – gaŋurru from Guugu Yimidhirr which changed to kangaroo (Dixon, Ramson & Thomas 1990:18).
Many words in Aboriginal languages start with /ŋ/, English words cannot begin in this sound. Consequently only
a small number of words beginning in /ŋ/ have been borrowed into English. If that was the case the
pronunciation has changed to /n/ or /h/. Examples are nulla-nulla originating in the Dharuk word ŋala- ŋala and
humpy from Yagara ŋambi (Dixon, Ramson & Thomas 1990:19).
English loans in Australian languages undergo phonetic changes as well. Dixon, Ramson and Thomas give
rough, general principles. They take all examples from Dyirbal and state that /p/, /b/, /f/ and /v/ all become /b/ as
in biba from paper. /s/, /z/, /sh/, /ch/, /j/ and /th/ all become /j/ as in juga from sugar. /d/ usually remains /d/. /t/
becomes /d/ at the beginning of a word but often /rr/ in the middle or at the end. Examples are dawun from town
and bilayŋgirr from blanket. And finally /k/ and /g/ become /g/ as in gaygi from cake (Dixon, Ramson &
Thomas 1990:236-37).
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-development of bound pronominal clitics
or affixes from free form pronouns
-development of switch-reference
marking in clause combinations
-areal organisation of verbal organisations
-borrowing of „specific‟ categories (e.g.
specific pronoun for „you and me‟
-shift in morphological profile (e.g.
languages prefixing verbs, also prefix
nouns)
-borrowing of grammatical elements
(c) Grammatical
having the status of words (particularly
forms
free pronouns and some particles) → less
likely than (b)
-shift of meaning of an existing lexeme
(d) Lexemes
by creation of a new compound or by
borrowing a form from a contact
language → particularly common, when
one culture comes into contact with
another which has drastically different
lifestyles and ideas (e.g. European
invasion – borrowing in both directions)
-also: temporary interdiction of a lexeme
because of a death taboo
Figure 2: Types of Borrowing. Source: Dixon 2002:25f
(b) Grammatical
categories,
construction
types and
techniques

____________

_____________

-Boomerang, wombat,
kangaroo etc. (entering
English)
-Words based on bullock,
musket, work etc. (entering
Australian Languages)

Dixon explains these types of borrowing to describe structural similarities of Indigenous
Australian languages in a typical linguistic area. The table provides a comprehensive
overview of the possibilities of contact-induced language change.

Thomason presents a borrowing scale determined by linguistic rather than social constraints:
“less tightly structured features are easier to borrow than features that fit into tightly
integrated closed structures.” (Thomason 2001:69) She does not mention phonological and
phonetic changes. I believe it is possible to place this borrowing-type in the first stage of
borrowing. Phonological and phonetic changes take place in loan words that are already
borrowed during casual contact.

Borrowing Scale
1. Casual Contact: only non-basic
vocabulary is borrowed (borrowers
need to be fluent in the source
language and/or few bilinguals among
borrowing-language speakers)

Lexicon
Only content words,
often nouns, but also
adjectives and adverbs
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2. Slightly more intense contact:
-Function words
function words and slight structural
(conjunctions, particles
borrowing (borrowers reasonably
etc.)
fluent bilinguals, but probably
-Content words
minority among borrowing-language
-Non-basic vocabulary
speakers)
3. More intense contact: basic and
More function words
nonbasic vocabulary borrowed,
(pronouns, low
moderate structural borrowing (more
numerals, nouns, verbs,
bilinguals, attitudes and other social
adjectives, derivational
factors favouring borrowing)
affixes)
4. Intense contact: continuing heavy Heavy borrowing
borrowing in all sections of the
lexicon, heavy structural borrowing
(very extensive bilingualism among
borrowing-language speakers, social
factors strongly favouring borrowing)
Figure 3: Borrowing Scale. Source: Thomason 2001:70f

Minor structural
borrowing, no
introduction of features
that would alter the types
of structures found in the
borrowing language
More significant structural
borrowing, but usually
without resulting in major
typological change in the
borrowing language
“Anything goes”,
including structural
borrowings resulting in
major typological changes

The borrowing scale can be used to predict the results of such contact situations as described
in the last chapter. In heterogenous communities, casual contact might occur in the case of
diglossia, whereas the next stages of the scale can probably be found among a community
incorporating a linguistic minority. The stages then reflect the duration of contact the speakers
have been living together. Intimate inter-community contact might lead to the last stage of the
borrowing scale. Still, as mentioned before (Winford), it is not possible to predict the nature
and results of language contact by any means definitely.

II. 4. 2. Probabilities of Contact-Induced Language Change

Social factors play an important role during the last two stages of borrowing. The source
language must be well accepted among the speakers of the borrowing language and the
concepts and structures borrowed, contribute to the richness of the language. Thomason states
that contact-induced language change is unpredictable. Although a relationship of dominance
and subordination between two speaker groups is a powerful predicator of language change,
speaker‟s attitudes are the most powerful force of change. Tendencies of change might be
generalized, but never fully predicted. Only one constraint can be stated with absolute
confidence: contact-induced language change cannot occur without language contact.
(Thomason 2001:77f) As mentioned before, language contact can take place in numerous
settings and situations, but without any kind of language contact, there can be no influence.
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Another constraint has to do with the intensity of contact – the more intense the more
likely changes will take place. The example from Arnhem Land 30 showed this constraint in an
exemplary way. The neighbouring languages developed a number of convergences in the
areas of morphosyntax and syntax during the course of the intensive contact. (Heath 1978 in
Winford 2003:75) The examples reflect the structural borrowing features of the fourth stage
of the borrowing scale, where “anything goes”, changes in word order, relative clauses,
negation, coordination, subordination, comparison, and quantification; disruptive changes in
morphology including the replacement of flexional by agglunative morphology or vice versa,
the addition or loss of morphological categories and the loss or addition of agreement
patterns. (Thomason 2001:71)
A rather substantive constraint applies in situations where imperfect learning brings about
changes. The probability that these changes will become fixed in the target language is
crucially dependent on the relative size of the speaker groups. If the group experiencing
language shift is relatively big, chances are that at least some of their interference features
will become fixed in the target language. A good example is Irish English, which was
influenced by Gaelic. (Thomason 2003:78f) If the target language group is much larger than
the borrowing language will be confined to the shifters themselves. (Thomason 2003:79). An
example includes Aboriginal English mentioned in the previous chapter.

II. 4. 3. Speakers’ ‘Attitudes’

The most important question arising from these briefly mentioned predictions is: “Why do
some communities borrow foreign words along with foreign cultural items, while others
create native words for cultural borrowings?” (Thomason 2003:82) The answer lies
somewhere in the very much unpredictable and undefinable area of speakers‟ „attitudes‟.
Attitudinal factors can be “a stubborn loyalty to the ethnic-heritage language [which
maintains] the most salient component of that language – the lexicon” (Thomason 2003:83),
and a socio-economic need to switch from one‟s native to a superordinate language in order to
increase one‟s chances in society – avoid unemployment, contribute to cultural life.
Borrowing of pronouns is considered a rather rare phenomenon, but in certain parts of the
world (such as Southeast Asia) it happens on a regular basis. Here „open‟ systems of
pronouns, defined by numerous ways of expressing pronouns (forms of „I‟ and „you‟,
30

Compare footnote 28
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depending on social status, age difference, degree of intimacy, etc.), are present, which might
trigger borrowings of additional pronouns. The most dramatic variety of attitude-driven
change is the deliberate change of a language by its speakers. Thomason mentions
communities in Papa New Guinea purposely fostering linguistic diversity, because language
is perceived as a salient marker of group identity. (Thomason 2003:83ff)
To answer Thomason‟s question with regard to the situation of language contact, we have to
look at the ways in which the Indigenous people of Australia have dealt with the need to
express new ideas, concepts, and items. According to Blake, “[there] are three standard ways
of naming new features that arise in a culture. These are: (a) borrowing words from a
language that already has a word for the new item; (b) extending the meaning of an existing
word; and (c) making up a new word using the word-building facilities of the language.”
(Blake 1981:29) All of the above have been used to name new concepts by both European
settlers and the Indigenous people. Borrowing from English into Australian languages is often
used to describe humans, animals, material objects, transport and communication, clothing,
food, and plants. Almost all loans are nouns. (Dixon, Ramson & Thomas 1990:241ff) Often
individual Australian languages borrow terms from English, but sometimes a word is
borrowed into languages across the continent. 31 Examples from Dyirbal include biba from
paper, juga from sugar, dawun from town, bilayŋgirr from blanket and gaygi from cake
(Dixon, Ramson & Thomas 1990:236f). It is obvious that these loans are used to name objects
not known to Aborigines prior to white settlement.
Languages do not need loans, when they can extend the meaning of an existing word. A well
known example of this phenomenon involves one of
[the] most serious misunderstandings Aborigines had about Europeans – and
[which] was repeated in many parts of the continent. [It] was to think that
[the Europeans] were the spirits of their ancestors, come back to look after
them. […] In many languages the words „spirit of a dead man‟ and „spirit of
a dead woman‟ were extended to cover „white man‟ and „white woman‟ 32.
(Dixon, Ramson & Thomas 1990:232)
This view, of course, shaped the way in which Aboriginal people approached the white
settlers in significant ways. Even though many of the first encounters of native Australians
and European explorers and settlers were friendly and peaceful, this belief surely added to a
31
32

This has been the case with „missus‟ in the sense of „white woman‟ (Blake 1981:30).
An example from Dyirbal is guwuy and guyŋgan. (Dixon, Ramson & Thomas 1990:232)
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sense of superiority of the white men over the Aborigines and ultimately gave way to their
suppression and gradual destruction of their lives and culture.
Meanings of existing words will be furthermore extended if something already looks familiar
or for the effect it has on people. 33 This can, once again, reflect the nature of cultural contact.
The words used to describe the term „policeman‟ are revealing in that respect: In Kalkatungu
the word kanimayinytyit literally means „one who ties up‟, the Wunambal use yirgalngari
which means „the one with the rope‟, the Aborigines of south-west Western Australian uses
manaty „black cockatoo‟ as well as yudila „not a happy one‟ (Blake 1981:32-33), in Karadjeri,
a policeman is called weder „fierce, severe looking‟, in Yauor lendo meaning „sour, salty‟,
and in Dhurga in New South Wales he is junŋa „octopus‟ (Dixon, Ramson & Thomas
1990:243). The semantic properties of these words clearly show the kind of relationship many
Aboriginal people have with a governmental institution such as the police. For many white
Australians and Europeans the connotations for „policeman‟ include „safety‟, „protection‟, and
„help‟. Many Indigenous Australians on the other hand connote „aggression‟, „loss of
freedom‟, and „fear‟.

However, why are some words borrowed and others not? We might be able to find reasons for
the extinction or maintenance of languages also in the Aboriginal speaker‟s attitudes. The
„strong‟ languages of Australia – Pitjantjatjara, Pintupi, Warlpiri, Tiwi or Aranda – have
possibly not only survived, because of the relatively late contact to European settlers and the
English language with it, but also with the speakers‟ attitude towards their language as an
item of cultural heritage. Additionally, there was often no vital need to learn the colonizers‟
language as it was frequently the case in the urban areas of Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide, or
Darwin. There, the Indigenous population had to adapt to the new culture brought by the
Europeans in order to survive. Their customary ways of life were either determinately
oppressed or no longer possible. Traditional methods of hunting and gathering could not be
practiced any more. On the other hand, the tribes of the outback or the tropic north could
“afford” to be stubborn about foreign influences on their languages and were able to maintain
their culture at least partially. According to Dixon, after the European invasion in 1788 the

33

In many languages the word for „money‟ is the same as for „stone‟ (232). In Waramungu, spoken in the area
around Tennant Creek karnanganja „emu‟ is also used to describe „motorbike‟, because they both travel fast
(233). Nyawaygi uses the verb maguli to refer to „to work‟ which literally means „to become tired.‟ (234).
(Dixon, Ramson & Thomas 1990:232-34)
“A particularly interesting meaning extension involves the Gooniyandi word yoorroo „spider web‟: it is also used
in reference to the telephone, presumably by reason of the apparent web pattern of the telephone wires extending
out from post offices, and to the airways on which aeroplanes travel.” (Thieberger & McGregor 1994:xxvi)
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colonizers did not extent their movements to every area (the deserts in the centre or parts of
Arnhem Land) until the middle of the twentieth century. (Dixon 2002:1) I believe that these
factors have, amongst others, played an important role in the maintenance of some of
Australia‟s Indigenous languages.

II. 5. Mechanisms of Contact-Induced Language Change

Before I take a quick look at the seven mechanisms of language change described by
Thomason, three preliminary observations must be mentioned. One will never be able to trace
the full course of any linguistic change, whether a linguistic change is possible is settled as
soon as an innovation appears, and there are no absolute linguistic constraints on interference.
(Thomason 2001:130f) I shortly want to describe the linguistic mechanisms and try to find
examples from Australia.

II. 5. 1. Code Switching

This is the most studied mechanism of all and describes the use of material from two (or
more) languages by a single speaker in the same conversation. (Thomason 2001:131) There
are two broad patterns in code switching: “one involving alternation of structures from two
languages, the other insertion of elements from one language into the morphosyntactic frame
of the other.” (Winford 2003:165) Scholars argue about the relationship between code
switching and contact-induced language change – at one extreme, any connection between the
two is denied and it is claimed that code switching never leads to borrowing. The other
extreme claims that only through code switching foreign morphemes can become
incorporated into a language. Of course, neither position can fit all available data. (Thomason
2001:132)
Kneebone states that fluency in English and German was attested for several members of the
Dieri Christian community. Hymns were sung in English, German, and Dieri and it can be
assumed that mission members were generally familiar with English pidgin forms. Instances
of code-switching in conversations and letters are attested. (Kneebone 2005:66f)
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II. 5. 2. Code Alternation

The other common type of behaviour among fluent bilinguals is code alternation. The
phenomenon also describes the use of two (or more) languages by the same speaker, but not
in the same conversation with the same speaker. (Thomason 2001:136) Examples for this kind
of alternation and proof for its relevance to contact-induced change are hard to find. This is
mainly due to a lack of available literature, which is again due to difficulties arising in
distinguishing code switching and code alternation or describing a mixture of both. The
phenomenon has not been thoroughly studied yet and is mainly anecdotal. (Thomason
2001:137)
In Australia, code alternation is probably a very prominent feature of today‟s Aboriginal
peoples as well as those of former generations. I have already mentioned several times the
usual bilingualism among the Indigenous people prior to European arrival. It is likely that
code alternation was rampant there. Today English is very often the language Aboriginal
people speak at work, switching to an Indigenous language or Aboriginal English at home.

II. 5. 3. Passive Familiarity

“Contact-induced language change through passive familiarity occurs when a speaker
acquires a feature from a language that s/he understands (at least to some extent) but has
never spoken actively at all.” Mostly this phenomenon takes place among languages closely
related to each other, but it is also possible if this is not the case. (Thomason 2001:139) Using
the scarce available data on passive familiarity the mode appears to be borrowing. (Thomason
2001:142)
Once again, the closely related languages and dialects of Aboriginal Australia provide
numerous examples as well as English as a source language. It is likely that non-Dieri
children at Lake Killalpaninna borrowed some features of Dieri into their own native
languages and dialects without actively speaking Dieri.
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II. 5. 4. ‘Negotiation’34

This mechanism works when speakers change their language (A) to approximate what they
believe to be the patterns of another language or dialect (B) and can involve bilingual as well
as monolingual speakers. If speakers of A are fluent in B, both languages will eventually
converge, if speakers are not fluent in B, the languages may or may not converge, and if both
A and B speakers engage in negotiation, results can be two changed languages A and B or a
new language. (Thomason 2001:142)
Pidgins, which I have already looked at in a previous chapter, are a classic example for the
latter case.

II. 5. 5. Second-Language Acquisition Strategies

„Negotiation‟ is one way for second-language learners to deal with difficulties in the second
language input they receive. Other strategies include what Thomason calls the gap-filling
approach. Here, native language material functions to plug knowledge holes while speaking
the target language. This involves lexical items as well as structural features. Another tactic is
to maintain distinctions and other patterns from the native language into the target language‟s
grammar. A final strategy involves ignoring distinctions, especially marked distinctions, that
are present in the target language but unclear to learners at early to middle stages of the
learning process. These errors are among the most common of shift-induced interference
features. (Thomason 2001:146ff)

II. 5. 6. Bilingual First-Language Acquisition

The clearest examples of this mechanism of contact-induced language change are relatively
easily borrowed syntactic features such as word order patterns and nonsalient phonological
features like intonation patterns. The changes come about in bilingual children learning two
languages and are seldom detected by their monolingual parents. Yet, new structures can be
created. (Thomason 2001:148)
34

The quotation marks are meant as a warning that the term is not to be taken literally, in the sense of deliberate
conscious negotiation between speakers of contact languages. (Thomason 2001:142)
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II. 5. 7. Deliberate Decision

Mostly, contact-induced changes made by speakers as deliberate decisions are rather trivial
and mainly involve the adoption of loanwords. (Thomason 2001:149) In Australia, the most
obvious examples are Aboriginal words for plants, animals, and landscape features that have
been taken over by English and from there to many other languages that are themselves
influenced by English. 35 Only on rare occasions, deliberate decisions have changed more
sincere parts of a language‟s lexicon and structure. (Thomason 2001:149) Deliberate changes
in languages by mostly small groups of speakers are often, as already mentioned, the result of
a wish to differentiate oneself from neighbouring communities.

All of these mechanisms can be distinguished in principle and sometimes one will operate
alone, yet, in reality, it will usually be impossible to discover which mechanism has produced
a given change. (Thomason 2001:152)

II. 6. Language Shift - Language Death?

Contact-induced language change might lead to language shift. Then, a language has been
influenced by another language so much, that speakers of the former eventually shift to the
original source language altogether. In the Australian Aboriginal context, such a shift might
easily lead to language death, because numbers of speakers are frequently very low and thus
language shift very often means the death of a language. Thirty-nine of Australia‟s languages
are classified “extinct” in the Ethnologue compared to 231 listed „living languages‟.36
However, what actually defines „language death‟?

35

Dixon, Ramson and Thomas list some 400 loans from about 80 Indigenous languages into English. They state
that, “[it] would be wrong to think that the Aboriginal contribution to Australian English, because relatively
small, was insignificant. In fact it provides the most distinctively Australian words of all – many of them refer to
emblematic features of the country (koala and kookaburra), to features which cannot be adequately described by
any other name (the mallee and the mulga), and to other things of uniquely Australian character, as various as the
dingo and the galah […]- a good number of them are part of the active vocabulary of all Australians and are rich
in their connotations for Australians. “ (Dixon, Ramson & Thomas 1990:219)
36
“The number of languages listed for Australia is 273. Of those, 231 are living languages, 3 are second
languages without mother-tongue speakers, and 39 are extinct.”
http://www.ethnologue.com/show_country.asp?name=AU accessed 06/22/07
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A language is said to be dead when no one speaks it any more. It may continue to
have existence in a record form, of course – traditionally in writing, more recently
as part of a sound or video archive (and it does in a sense „live on‟ this way) – but
unless it has fluent speakers one would not talk of it as a „living language‟. […]
[A] language is effectively dead when there is only one speaker left, with no
member of the younger generation interested in learning it. But what do we say if
there are two speakers left, or 20, or 200? How many speakers guarantee life for a
language?
(Crystal 2000:11)
Crystal lists four critical points for the „survival‟ of any given language:
1. The importance of using the language at home (especially critical in regions
where communities live in relative isolation and its is unlikely that numbers will
increase through immigration)
2. Age of speakers (shows the extent to which language transmission between
generations has been successful)
3. The ages at which there is a shift in language use (teenage years, when peer group
pressure as well as job-market demands, often serve as a particularly sensitive
index of where a language is going)
4. Language loss is mostly pronounced during the early years of entering the job
market and after marriage (mainly women shift language and thus children are
less likely to be exposed to Indigenous languages at home)
(Modified from Crystal 2000:16ff)
To classify the probabilities of language survival, scholars have taken quite different
approaches. A common-sense classification recognizes three levels: languages are safe,
endangered, or extinct.37 Other classifications distinguish five levels: „viable‟, „viable but
small‟, „endangered‟, „nearly extinct‟, and „extinct‟.38
The latter classification takes a last interesting point concerning language death into
consideration, the issue of language revival. In Australia, a couple of attempts have been
made to revive languages that had formerly been classified extinct. This attempt is based on
written material and support of descendants from the Aboriginal tribes that once spoke the
language. An example is the revival of the Kaurna language of the Adelaide plains in South
Australia. Rob Amery, lecturer of linguistics at Adelaide University, attempts to revive the
language with the help of the community. He uses grammars, wordlists, and sketches from
two German missionaries Clamor Schürmann and Christian Teichelmann, who worked with
the Kaurna people in the 1830s as well as letters, newspaper-clippings and translations of
37

The notion of ‚moribund‟, capturing the notion of languages being no longer learned by children as a mother
tongue, may be added between the stages ‚endangered‟ and ‚extinct. (Kraus 1992:4 in Crystal 2000:20)
38
This classification mainly focuses on the size of the population of speakers, the cultural acceptance of the
language and the age of speakers. Interestingly the term „extinct‟ is only used for languages where the last fluent
speaker of a language has died AND where there is no sign of revival. (Kincade 1991:160ff in Crystal 2000:20f)
This kind of view recognizes the importance and possibilities of language revival.
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biblical texts. In 1929, the last speaker of the language died and with her the language itself.
For the last two decades, Rob Amery has worked on the revival of the Kaurna language 39 and
by now language courses are taught at school and university. The city of Adelaide has been
developing a placename strategy since the beginning of the century, reinstating Indigenous
placenames in the city area.

40

The effort to revive a language that is classified „extinct‟ or

„dead‟ is not without controversy. Many people believe that the sources used to reclaim a
language are insufficient and that the revived speech will never be able to resemble the
original language. Others claim that efforts should be made to maintain languages on the edge
of extinction, rather than making feeble attempts to revive a language. The opposite opinion
points out the cultural significance of a language for its people. As mentioned before, the
history of colonization in Australia has been disastrous for the Indigenous population. They
have lost their lands, traditions, and languages. Reviving a language is an important part of
reconciliation efforts made by many Australian citizens today. Language is a marker of
identity and for the descendants of the Kaurna people being given the opportunity to learn the
language of their ancestors, provides a significant step towards finding a cultural and
individual identity.
Kneebone states in her conclusion the hope that “making accessible and contextualizing
mission records of the language, which in time might inform and enrich the development of
new Dieri educational materials.” (Kneebone 2005:420) Kaurna is only one (successful)
example of the attempt to revive a language and efforts should be made to provide this
opportunity to other Indigenous tribes as well.
Dieri is a language. There is now no one alive who speaks Dieri fluently. Thus it is considered
a dead, or to speak in the terms of the Indigenous people a „sleeping‟ language and efforts for
a revival are made.41
Having looked at the preconditions, results and features of language change in general and
with particular focus on the Australian situation, I will now turn my attention to Dieri. A first
step to provide an understanding of the nature of language contact at Lake Killalpaninna is to
look at the missionary work of the Germans, their goals, conditions, successes, and failures.

39

http://www.arts.adelaide.edu.au/humanities/people/linguistics/ramery.html accessed 06/27/07
http://www.adelaide.edu.au/kwp/projects/language/ accessed 06/27/07
41
http://www.hrelp.org/grants/projects/index.php?projid=13 Accessed 10/19/05
40
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III. Missionary Work in Australia

Christian missions were established in Australia from the earliest days of settlement and
colonization. Various approaches were pursued by the different churches. Some believed the
best way of converting the „blacks‟ was to separate the children from their families to give
them a Christian upbringing in a boarding school or in white families. The succession of this
approach was the so-called „stolen generation‟. Since the end of the 19 th century until the
1960s, church or government personnel forcefully removed children from their families.
Children of mixed decent also belonged to the „stolen generation‟. At times, efforts were
made to eliminate these „half-breeds‟ by preventing cohabitations of Aboriginals and white
Australians. A whole generation of young Aborigines grew up in a Christian surrounding and
were not able to fit into either society. The white population did not accept them because of
the colour of their skin and they had trouble finding their way back to the traditional ways of
living of their old tribes. The results for the people concerned were devastating for their social
lives and cultural identities. (Hagemann 2004:99ff)
Other missionaries followed a different course. They lived among the local people, learned
their language, translated biblical texts, and preached in the indigenous language. The
Lutheran missionaries, whose main belief was that the word of God could only reach the
people‟s heart through the path of their own language, mainly followed this approach.42
Pioneering work was done by the German missionaries Teichelmann and Schürmann in South
Australia with the Kaurna language between 1838 and 1845. They published the first work in
South Australia on an indigenous language. (Kneebone 2005:9) The missionaries of Lake
Killalpaninna pursued the same approach and worked to attain “mastery of the weapon
carrier, the language.”43 (Kneebone 2005:11)
There was a fierce debate in German and English mission circles concerning the adequacy of
non-European languages for mission work and particularly the translation of the scriptures.
The German missionaries in South Australia perceived language as a bridge to understanding,
literally and metaphorically. This view contrasted with a widespread practice of English
missionaries in New South Wales adopting Pidgin English or English as medium of
42

„[The] Lutheran missionaries working in South Australia from the middle of the 19th century were almost
unique in their sustained attempts to use Indigenous languages as the medium of instruction. This stemmed from
the Lutheran conviction that the use of the Indigenous idiom was necessary in order to approach the „heathen‟.”
(Kneebone 2005:34)
43
„Nun kennen wir ja unsere Waffen und wissen auch, wie sie geführt werden müssen, wenn wir nur erst den
Waffenträger der Sprache in unserer Gewalt hätten.“ (Gössling 1869:47 in Kneebone 2005:11 footnote)
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instruction. (Foster & Mühlhäusler 1996:3) Initial successes of the South Australian
missionaries in establishing local schools for Aboriginal children, where the language of
instruction was the vernacular, did not last long. A school, established by Teichelmann and
Schürmann in Adelaide was only run from 1839 till 1846. After that, a „philosophical
objection emerged‟ concerning teaching in local languages reinforcing „native customs‟
authorities were intended to overthrow. (Foster & Mühlhäusler 1996:4)

In Australia, the clerics in general and the missionaries in particular spoke for the indigenous
population facing ranchers and settlers who favoured the complete extinction of the
Aboriginals. Nonetheless, evangelisation was accompanied by westernisation as both
protestant and catholic missions pursued not only Christianisation but also civilizing of the
indigenous people modelled on European patterns. (Wendt 1998:26)
The missionaries also faced a number of problems working with the indigenous peoples due
to their cultural traditions and beliefs. Dixon states that:
Aboriginal religion is, in large part, pragmatic. It is believed that ancestral spirits
created the country, and the places and foodstuffs in it. […] Religious practice
involves understanding the sacred traditions of one‟s group, their relationship to
the land and totemic animals and the like and organising one‟s life in the way that
tradition demands. There are no gods, before whom one has to humble, and no
praying. Small wonder that Aborigines are said to have been the most difficult of
the peoples of the world to convert to Christianity.
(Dixon 2002:3)
In contrast to the Christian myth of Babel, where God punished the people by spreading
diversity of languages among them to prevent further communication, the indigenous people
of Australia believed in the Warramurrungunji myth44. It “reflects a point of view much more
common in small speech communities: that language diversity is a good thing, because it
shows where everyone comes from and belongs.” (Evans 2007:20)

44

“In the oral traditions of north-western Arnhem Land, the first human to enter the continent was a woman,
Warramurrungunji, who came out of the sea on the Cobourg Peninsula. As she heads inland, she puts groups of
people into particular areas and decrees which language should be spoken where.” (Evans 2007:20)
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III.1. Dieri Missions

III.1.1. Missionaries and Mission Periods

The Hermannsburg mission was founded in 1850 45 by Louis Harms46 (1808 – 1865) in a little
town of the same name in Lower Saxony. He was an ambitious and deeply religious man
convinced of the good deed missionary work was practicing. He set up the following vision
for missionary work:
Denn das ist mein glühender Wunsch, die Heidenbekehrung so zu treiben, dass
alle 3 bis 4 Jahre und später in noch kürzeren Zwischenräumen immer eine
Anzahl von 12 soll in die Heidenwelt hinausgeschickt werden. Die ersten zwölf
sollen zusammen an einem und demselben Orte bleiben und ich ansiedeln, um
durch gemeinsame Anstrengung stark genug zu sein an den Heiden zu arbeiten
und ihren Lebensunterhalt zu verdienen, da sie im Landbau und allen nötigen
Handwerken geübt sind […]. Bildet sich dann um sie eine Heidengemeinde, so
sollen etwa 2 oder 3 bei der zurückbleiben, und die übrigen nicht hunderte, oder
zehnte, sondern 1,2 oder 3 Meilen weiter ziehen und da ebenso wieder anfangen,
und die von hier nachrückenden haben dann gleich wenn sie hinkommen
Beschäftigung und können um ihren Unterhalt arbeiten, bis sie die Sprache gelernt
haben, und besetzen dann ihrerseits geeignete, nahe gelegene Stellen, so dass
binnen kurzer Zeit ein ganzes Land mit einem Netze von Missionsstationen
umzogen wird […].(1851)
(Raupp 1990:280)
The project was incredibly ambitious and not overly successful, yet, the missionaries sent out
to Australia to evangelise the Aboriginals, tried to fulfil the high-fetched expectations. One of
the interesting features of the Hermannsburg mission was that education of the missionaries
included handicraft and farming as well as minor schooling in the classical languages and
English. 47 The bible was supposed to be the most valued and frequently used possession of
the Hermannsburg missionaries.
The Hermannsburg missionaries Johann Gössling and Ernst Homann founded a small mission
at Lake Killalpaninna in 1867. Gössling soon resigned from the mission due to strong
resistance of the Aboriginal tribes of the area and violent fights. Homann stayed and was
accompanied by the young teacher Wilhelm Koch who had a special gift for languages. To set
45

Kneebone gives in her article three years later the year 1849. (Kneebone 2001:147)
Or Ludwig Harms, using the German name.
47
“The trainees came from the most modest backgrounds and their preparation and education primarily involved
a thorough reading of the Gospel and hard physical work. Everything else was to be placed in God‟s hands.”
(Kneebone 2005:9)
46
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up the mission, the men and their families had to overcome numerous obstacles. The
indigenous tribes were initially hostile, the environment barren and the materials to build the
mission very primitive. The two missionaries were inspired in their language work by the
Dresden missionaries Clamor Wilhelm Schürmann and Christian Gottlob Teichelmann who
had pioneered in the evangelisation of a South Australian tribe, the Kaurna of the Adelaide
plains, between 1838 and 1840. They also published the first „linguistic‟ works on a South
Australian indigenous language. After starting work on the Dieri language, Koch
unfortunately died in 1869 at the age of 21. With his death the philological work of the
mission somewhat stagnated. Only with the arrival of Johannes Flierl48, a Neuendettelsau
missionary, in 1878 49, linguistic work proceeded. Homann had left the mission in 1871 and
his successor Carl H. Schoknecht tried to revive missionary work. This attempt failed and
marks the end of the first phase of missionary work among the Dieri. He is, nonetheless,
responsible for the preservation of a manuscript with the first Dieri dictionary and a short
grammar. These are presumably the lost works of Homann and Koch. (Kneebone 1998:221ff)
Under Flierl I the mission was renamed Bethesda Mission, the first converts were baptized
and Dieri translations of a catechism and Bible history were published. (Ferguson 1987:226)
The second phase of mission work was prosecuted by the Neuendettelsau missionaries
Strehlow and Reuther. The latter worked from 1889 till 1906 at Lake Killalpaninna and wrote
a thirteen volume manuscript on language, culture, religion, customs and rites of the Dieri.
Together with Strehlow, he also published a translation of the New Testament Testamenta
Marra in 1897. (Kneebone 1998:247) This work was the first published translation of the
New Testament into an Australian Aboriginal language. (Ferguson 1987:226) Another
missionary contributing to the language work on Dieri, was C.A. Meyer who worked at Lake
Killalpaninna from 1875 to 1885 and who continued his efforts on the Bible translation. The
last pastor to serve at the mission was W. Riedel, who worked there from 1908 till 1914 and
compiled a Bible history in Dieri. (Ferguson 1987:227) The mission ended in 1915 50 and the
area of Lake Killalpaninna was abandoned, the congregation scattered. (Kneebone 1998:251)
From the earliest point in time possible, a school was set up in the mission and
education of the indigenous children started. The primary purpose of the mission was, of
course, proclamation of the gospel, “but it was felt that the Christian school would grow
naturally out of the Church.” (Ferguson 1987:228)
48

Hereafter called Flierl I to differentiate him from his cousin of the same name, who also came to Lake
Killalpaninna after him. (Kneebone 1998:223)
49
He stayed till 1885 (Kneebone 1998:247)
50
Kneebone gives in her 2001 article the year 1917. (Kneebone 2001:149)
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III.1.2. Missionaries’ Impressions and Cultural Notions

Mission life was characterized by the hardships of the environment 51 and cultural
misunderstandings of the indigenous inhabitants. Gössling looked at nature in analogy to the
Aborigines. Their culture and language were seen as „degenerated‟ in comparison to classical
and European role models. He states:
Die Vergangenheit dieses Volkes ist dunkel, kein Denkmal der Baukunst oder
sonstiges giebt Licht darüber. Während bei anderen Völkern Denkmäler und
Schätze in Kunst und Wissenschaft von der vergangenen Herrlichkeit zeugen, so
ist hier nichts, was davon irgendwas berichtet.
(KMB52 1867:40 in Kneebone 1998:227)
The romanticized notion of the „noble savage‟ had been a popular perception of the heathen in
Europe since the 16th century53. The Dieri (and most other Australian tribes) did not account
for this popular belief. Their way of life was perceived as cultureless, without religion or
history and primitive54. They lacked abstract terms and concepts; they did not know ranks
among the members of a tribe or personal possessions; they believed in the spirits of their
ancestors and did not built artificial religious monuments, but worshiped natural monuments
such as Uluru. The differences between the missionaries and the „poor, restless heathen‟ were
constantly underlined and a system of opposite characteristics was developed in the mission
rhetoric in which the Dieri‟s position had a negative connotation. The Dieri were
characterised with the imagery of a people fallen from grace. (Kneebone 1998:228f)

The Hermannsburg missionaries followed the strict doctrines of their founder Louis Harms,
who abandoned the ideas and virtues of enlightenment in their apprenticeships. The
designated missionaries were supposed to be between 22 and 25 years of age and had to
engage in a practical education at the mission in Hermannsburg. This included interpretations
of important Bible texts, history of the church, maths, German and English, as well as history
and geography, to name just a few. Additionally, they worked on the field, in the house or in
51

There was lack of food (animals as well as edible plants) and water, unbearable heat and sand storms and great
distances to the more „civilized‟ parts of the country. Adelaide, the capital of South Australia was 650 km away
and train and telegraphs came to the north far later than anywhere else. (Kneebone 1998:226)
52
KMB stands for Kirchen- und Missionsblatt für die lutherische Kirche Australiens, 1867-69
53
Michel de Montaigne‟s essay “Of the Cannibals” was the text of reference for this belief. Later, in the 18 th and
19th century, Jean Jacques Rousseau in France, Henry David Thoreau in the US and Friedrich Schiller in
Germany contributed to this tradition and nurtured the myth of a paradisiacal notion of life in harmony with
nature. For them society was inhumane and laden with historical burdens, traditions and cultural codes. Natural
life was seen as a return to the time „before the fall of man‟. Many indigenous tribes of newly „discovered‟ lands
provided examples for this notion. The Aboriginal people of Australia could not live up to these standards.
54
The Aboriginals were originally a society of hunters and gatherers.
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workshops. The brotherly, harmonic atmosphere should prepare the young men for a life full
of privation. (Kneebone 1998:230f) These principles were also used for the evangelisation of
the Dieri:
Wir wollen nicht Civilisation nach moderner Aufklärung, sondern in Gottes
Namen armen, vom Satan verblendeten Heiden von dem Licht zeugen, dass alle
Welt erleuchten und selig machen will, und wodurch der Mensch wirklich
aufgeklärt wird über sich selbst und seiner unsterblichen Seele Heil.
(KMB 1868:214 in Kneebone 1998:233)
J.G. Reuther carried on impressive anthropological studies of the Dieri. He collected words,
artefacts, stories, songs and other traditional lore. However, he did not “approve” of the
aboriginal culture he encountered. Even though, he attempted to learn about ceremonies and
customs, he did not take part or encourage their performance at all. (Ferguson 1987:226f)

III.2. Missionary Linguistics

Bloomfield acknowledges the value of missionary records of indigenous languages and is a
good example of 20th century points of views among linguists:
The era of exploration brought a superficial knowledge of many languages.
Travellers brought back vocabularies, and missionaries translated religious books
into the tongues of newly discovered countries. Some even compiled grammars
and dictionaries of exotic languages. […] These works can be only used with
caution, for the authors, untrained in the recognition of foreign speech-sounds,
could make no accurate record, and, knowing only the terminology of Latin
grammar, distorted their exposition by fitting it into this frame. Down to our time,
persons without linguistic training have produced work of this sort; aside from the
waste of labor, much information has in this way been lost.
(Bloomfield 1964:7)
Today, this point of view has changed significantly. Sometimes missionary work contributed
to the maintenance of languages and many things we know today about extinct languages
derives from the linguistic work of missionaries. Their efforts deliver insight into historical
developments of languages and the history of linguistics itself. The materials preserve cultural
heritage and provide opportunities for language revival as in the case of Kaurna. It seems
possible to change regional languages to written languages and revive extinct idioms to
enhance the number of voices for intercultural communication. (Wendt 1998:37ff)

In the 1850s, linguists followed the opinion that there were three big language families:
Nomadic or Turanian languages, and the two „political‟ idioms Aryan (Indo-Germanic) and
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Semitic. The features of Turanian languages are shaped by their speakers‟ nomadic way of
life, they:
-

are without script and depend on oral traditions,
have only a small vocabulary, which
changes quickly leading to constant split of languages, and
their grammatical structures are very simple and very regular as compared to literary
languages, but they are also very flexible
(Modified from Bunsen 1854 in Kneebone 2001:151)

The Australian languages were thought to serve as prototypes for Turanian languages, but the
languages described between 1840 and 1860 displayed very complex grammatical structures.
(Kneebone 2001:152) This was explained with the lack of other intellectual occupation of the
indigenous people taking “delight in working their language to the utmost limits of
grammatical extension.” (Bunsen 1854 in Kneebone 2001:152) It is not surprising that the
Hermannsburg missionaries approached the language of the Dieri with the most consolidated
prejudices imaginable. They expected simple structures and little vocabulary, but found the
opposite. The perception of the „natives‟ as a degenerated people was extended to the
language as well.

III.2.1. Linguistic Procedures of the Missionaries

There had always been merchants, settlers, and public servants learning indigenous languages,
but the missionaries became the real interpreters between the cultures and language experts.
(Wendt 1998:11) Acquisition of the language followed certain general patterns independent
from time, religious denomination, and place. Differences only occurred as details. Whether a
group of missionaries pioneered a mission or could access knowledge from their predecessors
was of great importance for language acquisition and philological career. (Wendt 1998:17f)
It was Lutheran belief that the aim of the missionary should not be to collect sentences
and put them together in a formulistic manner, but to be able to talk colloquially. The latter
needed a great deal of time and effort and was rarely achieved by the missionaries. (Kneebone
2001:149) The missionaries‟ methods for recording a language included listening, making
notes, enquiring, testing, correcting, and moving from concrete to abstract notions. Thus
misunderstandings, errors, and misinterpretations were as frequent as unavoidable. Due to
this, it often took more than one generation of missionaries to comprehend the structure and
vocabulary of a language in grammars and dictionaries. Time was thus a very important
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marker for the quality and character of the missionaries‟ philological products. The first
generation was often only able to compile resources to simplify their own language
acquisition and start the mission process. The following generations improved and extended
the work. (Wendt 1998:18ff)
Generally, a number of problems and concerns occurred among the missionaries regarding the
suitability of an indigenous language for preaching the gospel. The language needed to have a
sufficient number of speakers to justify the effort. They had to make necessary changes to the
languages to create adequate tools for preaching. Finally, a decision had to be reached
whether to strive for the use of an indigenous language as a permanent or temporary solution.
(Mühlhäusler 1996:140) Many missions saw the greatest deficiencies of vernaculars in two
areas: their variability and learning difficulties, as well as the lack of Christian concepts in the
language. (Mühlhäusler 1996:142)
As a result of these concerns and problems, the language decisions of missionaries in
Australia and the Pacific tended to be local and „ad hoc‟ and “aimed at achieving local goals
such as facilitating preaching, education of the „natives‟ or preparing bible translations.”
(Mühlhäusler 1996:139)

III.3. Dieri as Lingua Franca

As mentioned in the first part of this chapter, the decision to preach to the Dieri people in their
vernacular was based on the Lutheran valuation of the native tongue. It is, on the contrary,
also, especially in the context of colonial reign as in Australia or South America, an indication
towards the colonizer‟s dealing with indigenous ethnics and the relationship with the
indigenous people. The Europeans often reinforced their own culture and languages to the
disadvantage of native traditions and tongue. As „by-product‟ of missionary work linguistic
knowledge about „exotic‟ languages was gained. Repeatedly the transition from missionary to
scientifically motivated interest in foreign cultures was smooth. (Wendt 2001:8f) Another
factor contributing to the decision of choosing Dieri55 was the location of the mission. Lake
Killalpaninna had already been for a long time an important hub of existing trading routes and

55

And not one of the other neighbouring tribes‟ languages Yandrawonta, Yarrawaurka, Auminie or
Wongkaooroo (Gason in Taplin 1879:257 in Kneebone 1998:237)
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as a result Dieri was known to most members of the surrounding area‟s tribes. 56 (Kneebone
1998:237)
By choosing Dieri as their language of evangelisation, the Hermannsburg missionaries wanted
to confirm their independence from the colonial power, from settlers, and ranchers. However,
they also did assimilation work and were rewarded with free tenure and protection from the
police. (Wendt 1998:25) For quite some time, the decision to learn the vernacular of the Dieri
instead of preaching in English was controversial. The additional efforts needed to learn the
language of the indigenous people were justified with the Lutheran conviction that the native
tongue was the most reliable means of communication for evangelisation. Practical reasons
were considered as well. Neither the missionaries, who had rather limited practical knowledge
of the English language, nor the Dieri, who only knew English in the narrow contexts of
station life, were able make use of English appropriate enough to start successful
evangelisation. Additionally, English was considered a bad influence on Dieri culture and
language57 and the missionaries did not want to be related to the colonial power of England.
(Kneebone 1998:239)
The decision of the missionaries to use one language of the area as a lingua franca of the
mission led to considerable linguistic and sociolinguistic consequences. With choosing one
out of a large number of languages the fate of neighbouring dialects and languages was often
sealed.58 Mühlhäusler names manifold results of these language policies:
1. it promoted a language that traditionally had no dominant role
2. it created a hierarchy of languages replacing a situation where languages had been
equal
3. it set in motion a gradual shift away from the local vernaculars to more powerful
mission languages
4. it gradually silenced those who spoke up for small languages
(Mühlhäusler 1996:150)
Austin describes a neighbouring language, Pirlapata, which finally disappeared in the 1960s,
but had been threatened for a long time, beforehand. Both, the missionaries Schoknecht and

56

“Der Unterricht ist natürlich in der Diaeri Sprache, freilich haben wir Kinder von verschiedenen andern
Volksstämmen, deren Sprache zum Teil ebenso stark abweicht von Diaeri als das Englisch von Deutsch, doch
verstehen die Kinder alle das Diaeri, antworten aber meistens in ihrer Sprache […]“ (KMB 1868:193 in
Kneebone 1998:237 footnote)
57
Luise Homann comments on the influence of English on Dieri: “… und sie leider durch manches schlechte
englische Wort ihre Sprache schon sehr verdorben haben.” (HM (Archiv der Hermannsburger Mission) 1868 in
Kneebone 1998:239)
58
Mühlhäusler uses the Wemo dialect from the Kâte language as an example which was chosen as the mission‟s
standard dialect and gradually replaced all other varieties. Another effect of this “mission language” was that
lexically related neighbouring languages of Kâte became either structurally or lexically like Kâte or were
completely replaced by it. (Mühlhäusler 1996:147)
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Reuther, provided very short word lists of Pirlapata59 and classified it as a neighbouring
language of Dieri. The language died with its last speaker Fred Johnson and seems to have
been very closely related to Dieri in terms of lexicon and grammar. (Austin 1990:32f and 40)
This could be an indication justifying the assumption, that Pirlapata was one of the languages
suffering from the promotion of Dieri as lingua franca in the Lake Killalpaninna region. Dieri
was presumably understood by the Pirlapata tribe and children of that tribe probably went to
the mission school, as the data of Schoknecht and Reuther suggests.
For the smaller, less promoted languages, mission languages meant an ultimate threat for their
survival. On the other hand, the missions‟ lingue franche were exposed to direct influences of
non-native speakers of the languages. Traditional vocabulary got lost. Alongside the loss of
the old beliefs and ways of life, the words for traditional concepts slowly disappeared and the
new religion and faith with all its new words and concepts grew in acceptance and power.

The missionaries were, at the beginning, surprised with the seemingly chaotic structure of the
language. Gössling writes:
In der Sprache habe ich, nach dem was ich erfahren habe, auch eine größere
Ordnung erwartet, sie scheint mir aber so weit ich urtheilen kann, sehr ungeordnet
und unausgebildet zu sein. […] Der bei ihnen herrschende Communismus,
Freiheit und Gleichheit hat alle Verhältnisse aufgehoben und zerfressen.
(KMB 1867:75 in Kneebone 1998:229)
Koch judges differently:
Es ist behauptet worden, […] unsere Schwarzen hätten durchaus in ihrer Sprache
keine Ausdrücke für irgend Begriffe, die sie über das Niveau des Alltäglichen
erheben, ich muss sagen, wir haben schon nach dieses sechs Monaten Beweise
vom Gegentheil. Ihre Sprache ist eine bilderreiche, so bilderreich, daß sie einem
mit den Sitten des Volkes Unbekannten lächerlich erscheinen wird, aber
ebendeshalb ist es auch schwierig sich in dieselbe hineinzuarbeiten.
(KMB 1869:47 in Kneebone 1998:229)
Gössling‟s point of view fitted well into the notion of inferiority of the indigenous people in
relation to European culture and language.

As mentioned in chapter II, the missionaries faced great problems in naming concepts not
known to the indigenous people. For preaching, naming „God‟ in an adequate way was, of
course, central to the missionaries‟ efforts:
Nur für Gott konnten wir keinen passenden Namen finden und Namen von
Geistern und Dämonen, die sie schon haben, durften wir nicht nehmen. Wir
59

or Biladapa
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sagten also: goda, Gott. […] Für Gott, den Vater haben wir: Aperi = Vater, pirna
= gross, für Gott den Sohn: Jesu, nattamurra kulno = eingeborener Sohn, der Joa
= Erretter, Helfer, Auslöser. Für ‚heiligen Geist‟ sind wir noch zweifelhaft.
(KMB 1868:150 in Kneebone 1998:241)
Interestingly, there seemed to have been no difficulties in naming the devil. Kuchi means „bad
spirits‟ and the word is intensified by the adjective madlanchi – kuchi madlanchi. (Kneebone
1998:241) The Dieri did not know other abstract notions such as „sin‟, „injustice‟, or
„punishment‟ either. Here, the missionaries created new words based on their knowledge of
the grammatical and phonetic rules. (Kneebone 1998:242)
The next chapter will now move another step further and discuss the influence of literacy on
indigenous languages and Dieri in particular.
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IV. Literacy

The Australian Aborigines were perceived by the missionaries and colonizers as
„degenerated‟ people. The introductions of cultural assets alongside technical improvements
were, for them, necessary tools to lead the indigenous tribes out of their submersion. To
reconstruct the assumed „original‟ form of the languages 60, standardizing and adding new
vocabulary were needed. The Germans highlighted the importance of Luther‟s Bible
translation as a means of standardizing the German language and unifying all dialects and
varieties. (Kneebone 2001:153)
For the Dieri, the written word bore an immense fascination and led to an eagerness to know
more about the European way of life and cultural possessions. An interesting anecdote was
reported by Homann who had sent a letter exhorting some of his pupils to return to school:

Der Brief, an einem Stückchen Holz befestig, wie die gewöhnliche Weise ist, und
wovor die Eingebornen grossen Respect haben, kam zum Salt Creek […]. Dort
sind viele Campingplätze und viele Eingebornen, deshalb waren die Schüler nicht
gleich zu finden. Aber andere Schüler die auch schon des Lesens so ziemlich
kundig, öffneten den Brief und lesen den Inhalt den erstaunten Eingebornen vor.
Dann ist der Brief von Platz zu Platz gewandert und hat die Schüler aufgesucht,
welche, 3 an der Zahl, bald zurückkamen samt dem ganz zerlesenen Briefe, der in
kurzer Zeit ca. 200 Meilen gewandert war und der zum großen Erstaunen der
wilden Heiden so gut sprechen konnte.
(KMB 21&22 1869:163 in Kneebone 2005:388 footnote)

IV.1. Writing Indigenous Languages

As argued in the last chapter, the missionaries often started to write down indigenous
languages mainly for their own purposes and as learning tools for future missionaries.
However, their final goal was to establish a literary culture among the „heathens‟.
Accomplishing this attempt was mainly dependent on the indigenous interest in learning to
write, read and absorb the information and ideas offered by the missionaries. (Wendt 1998:32)
Success or failure of this attempt was two-edged; the indigenous people adopted Christian
60

It was common believe that the languages had degenerated alongside their speakers, when they turned away
from God.
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beliefs and the use of script and thus gradually lost their own traditional culture and beliefs.
At the same time, they were often able to maintain their language as it was used in script and
sermon and learned by the children at mission schools. On the other hand, people
withstanding the missionaries‟ efforts to establish script and Christian faith were probably
able to maintain their own traditions and beliefs for a little longer, yet were more likely to lose
their language in the long run as it was not preserved in script. Often the linguistic efforts of
the missionaries inhered a trend towards linguistic westernisation. They were bound to the
prototype of their own idioms and were constrained to spelling and phonetics of their native
language. 61 (Wendt 1998:26)
Mühlhäusler points out that
vernacular literacy typically is transitional literacy, a transition often promoted by
the existence of writing systems that incorporate orthographic conventions of the
metropolitan languages. One also sees a strong link between literacy and cultural
transition: vernacular literacy is typically associated with missionization, whilst
metropolitan literacy reflects attempts by colonial and post-colonial governments
to bring about social and economic change.
(Mühlhäusler 1996:219)

IV.1.1. Writing Religious Texts

Wendt acknowledges the central role of writing for evangelisation, where there could be no
„talking‟ without „writing‟. If there was to be intensive missionary work with the indigenous
population, it was not enough to learn the language and preach Christianity. The medium of
language had to be collected and recorded, later structured and standardised to serve as a basis
for evangelisation in particular and later for cultural exchange in general. (Wendt 1998:20)
Written texts were central for the consolidation of Christian life. Mainly catechisms and
songbooks were written down and sometimes published in the vernacular. In Protestant
missions the bible was often translated and recorded. (Wendt 1998:21)
Many missionary texts were „ad-hoc-texts‟ meant for the mission‟s use only and concerned
with pragmatic interests of missionary life. This is the reason, why many missionary linguistic
studies never went into print, as it was often enough to have manuscripts circulated among
everyone involved in the language in one way or another. (Wendt 1998:22f)

61

The Latin alphabet was not the only option to write indigenous languages. Alternatives included an oldAmerican picture script in the Americas, domestic scripts on the Philippines based on Sanskrit, and the Arabic
script in Muslim countries. (Wendt 1998:27)
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For Jesuits and the Basel and Hermannsburg missionaries, part of their self-conception was to
create a basis for propagating religious material in written form. Only spreading Christian
belief verbally was not sufficient from their point of view as writing was also conceived as an
essential characteristic of civilisation. Whoever held the ownership of the script also held
ownership of truth. The Hermannsburg missionaries believed, that the Dieri only had very
vague conceptions of religion due to their oral traditions. (Wendt 1998:23)

IV.2. The Impact of Literacy

When the German missionaries of Lake Killalpaninna decided to preach the gospel in Dieri,
they did not only chose one vernacular out of a dozen or more of the region and thus placed a
threat on those other languages, they also changed the character of Dieri language and societ y
significantly. The missionaries often not only recorded the languages, but also tried to
transform the „heathen‟ into „Christian‟ ones. The main problem was how to translate central
abstract Christian ideas. The missionaries had to teach ideas that had no correspondents in the
indigenous culture. There were four solutions to this problem: paraphrasing the term 62,
creating new words out of existing morphologic elements63, using terms already in existence
in the language64 and finally adopting loan words from European languages65. Whichever
method was used, the missionaries changed the vocabulary of the languages, they
Christianised and westernised their concepts. Furthermore, structural changes were often
made, because the missionaries only knew the categorical model of classic European
languages. They used declination and conjugation categories often inadequate for the
indigenous languages recorded. (Wendt 1998:29ff)
Mühlhäusler identifies three characterisations of a peoples‟ changeover from orality to
literacy:
 Promoting the transition from low-information to high-information societies
 Offering the possibility of storing information over long periods of time
 Supplementing face-to-face interaction with written communication over long
distances
(Mühlhäusler 1996:212f)

62

It was sometimes criticised that imprecise formulations resulted from this method. (Wendt 1998:29)
Homann and Koch used this method with the Dieri. (Wendt 1998:29)
64
These words were often laden with meanings pointing backwards to pre-colonial beliefs. (Wendt 1998:29)
65
Mainly Jesuits used this method.
63
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Point one concerns the change from traditional oral and, according to age, status, sex etc,
limited transmission of knowledge to a written knowledge available for everyone at any time
with no need of an instructor. The second point is closely related to the first and concerns the
maintenance of knowledge independent of its producer. Knowledge is not „lost‟ any longer
with the death of the knowledgeable person, but can be accessed over long periods of time.
The last point made considerable impression on the indigenous Australians. Ferguson tells an
early story of Aboriginal perception of literacy:
Mr Ernst Jacob, who was out on the run looking after the sheep, sent word to
“Father” Vogelsang, who was in charge of the store, that he would like him to
send him some tobacco. A native boy was sent with the parcel together with a
letter in which it was mentioned how many plugs of tobacco were forwarded. The
boy, knowing what the package contained, could not resist upon the temptation,
and took a few plugs and hid them in order to pick them up on his return trip. The
boy was questioned by Mr Jacob, and immediately admitted his guilt. The boy
was at loss to understand how the letter, which was closed up, had managed to see
him taking the tobacco.
(Proeve 1946:21 in Ferguson 1987:228)
This example shows that the basic conception of literacy was missing, something a person,
grown up in a Western society, cannot imagine. Literacy is so much part of western history
and everyday life that it is not surprising that formerly oral societies were perceived as
inferior and even degenerated to the early missionaries.
Previously, literacy had often been regarded as a mechanical process, filling
the vacuum left by the removal of unsavoury heathen practices and […] by giving
people literacy […] simply [adding] another useful skill to their repertoire. […]
[But] literacy in all instances has been an agent of social and linguistic
transformation, whose linguistic outcome interestingly is not a strengthening of
the local languages, but the acceleration of their decline.
(Mühlhäusler 1996:215)
Yet, it is the people, not literacy, which is the active force in the transformational process that
accompanies the introduction of literacy. (Kulick & Stroud 1989:286 in Mühlhäusler
1996:215)

Mühlhäusler gives short accounts on a number of case studies proving this point of view.
The Maori realized that the key to the new world of the Europeans with all its evident power
was the written word (Parsonson 1967:44 in Mühlhäusler 1996:216), and the missionaries
tackled “the problem of Maori illiteracy as if it was a boulder to be rolled away from Christ‟s
tomb.” (Crosby 1986:246 in Mühlhäusler 1996:216)
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In the case of Tolai, a language of Papa New Guinea, early literacy almost solely concentrated
on non-indigenous issues, such as administrative and religious concerns. The Tolai did not
make any attempts to commit their traditional oral literature to writing. (Mosel 1982:162f in
Mühlhäusler 1996:220f) This decision was based on the differences between oral and written
literature. In traditional societies, only certain elders were „allowed‟ to tell the old stories and
their status and power assured the truth of the narrative. Who would verify the stories if they
were written down? How could you make sure that only the „right‟ people, the ones supposed,
would read it? The Western notion of literature is connected to the belief that one can „fix‟ a
certain time on paper and leave the work for future generations, so that they may learn from
former mistakes or right decisions. Western culture quotes the great authors to reassure
opinions and beliefs. Indigenous societies used oral literature as a transportation of
knowledge, with each narrator adding his or her bit of experience and opinion to it so as to
continually extent or decrease the contents. In this tradition, there is no need for writing.
For the smaller languages of Papa New Guinea, further effects are pointed out. Literary work
was seldom coordinated and thus success or failure of a program often depended on the
efforts of one person. Only reading skills for the comprehension of religious texts were taught
but practically nothing was done with regard to the production of literature. (Neuendorf &
Taylor 1977:417 in Mühlhäusler 1996:222) Additionally, there was often a complete failure
to teach the development of critical reading skills. In fact, “the written word itself became
sacred, leading to extreme difficulties in trying to develop a state of critical awareness.”
(Lynch 1979:14 in Mühlhäusler 1996:223) This way of teaching literacy in very limited
contexts did not provide the people with the knowledge of the various options literacy opened
to them. (Mühlhäusler 1996:223)
In the case of Fijian, a language of the Pacific area, the development of vernacular literacy
was only a transitional stage to literacy in English. Fijian gradually looked more and more
like an inferior version of English rather than a means of asserting Fijian identity, as written
Fijian was mainly used in the context of the new religion and not the traditional one. That way
more and more concepts influenced their new religious and political world view.
(Mühlhäusler 1996:228f)
These short case studies provide the path for a number of generalizations on the impact of
literacy on indigenous languages and in effect on indigenous culture as well:
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Linguistic diversity is lost 66
Vernacular literacy is transitional67
Literacy brings about conceptual change. 68
Literacy leads to social restructuring 69
Literacy is seen to reflect the truth70

The following chapter will look at these effects in Dieri.

IV.3. The Impact of Literacy on Dieri

In the 1860s, about 3.500 people lived in the Lake Eyre region of south-central Australia.
Probably a dozen languages were spoken, of which Dieri, a cluster of language varieties, was
the principal one. (Ferguson 1987:223) It is likely, that the further promotion of Dieri as
lingua franca led to a decrease in language diversity. Furthermore, the concept of „language‟
as we know it was not an aboriginal concept. As I have already pointed out, the indigenous
Australians used to be mostly multilingual, not only knowing a number of languages, but a
number of different dialects as well. As a result, languages were constantly changing,
developing away from another language or towards one. There used to be great language
diversity with only a limited number of people speaking a particular language as their native
tongue. Literacy promotes the creation of a standard variety of a language as well as
widespread use of one language to justify the time and effort involved in the publication of a
book. Dieri was, as I have shown in an earlier chapter, chosen for numerous reasons as lingua
franca by the missionaries. Members of neighbouring tribes understood the language and the
location of the mission was chosen at a popular meeting place of a number of tribes. Thus, the
dialectal variety of Dieri spoken in the immediate surrounding of the mission served as a basis
for the standardization of the language.

66

“There appears to be a direct relationship between the medium selected and the amount of linguistic variability
tolerated. Thus, in oral communication a wide range of dialectal variation can be maintained, whereas literacy
tends to favour single-standard languages […].” (Mühlhäusler 1996:234)
67
„In a situation where the vernacular is no longer perceived as a means of achieving individual and social goals
[…] vernacular literacy is simply a stepping stone for literacy in a more useful language.“ (Mühlhäusler
1996:235)
68
The concept of time provides the best example for this generalization. It describes a change of culture-specific
metaphors from „time as a cycle‟ to „time as an arrow‟. (Mühlhäusler 1996:236)
69
The introduction of colonial lingue franche as well as literacy replaces traditional power structures with other
structures based on skills needed to fit into the changed society. Additionally the abstract noun „language‟ does
not exist in most indigenous languages. Its reification is a result of literacy. (Mühlhäusler 1996:237f)
70
„The fact that most printed materials are of religious nature and that incipient literates are directed towards
taking them as true reinforces this. The power of the printed word is therefore considerably greater than in older
literate societies. (Mühlhäusler 1996:239)
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The second conclusion drawn by Mühlhäusler, concerning the transitionality of vernacular
literacy, can also be observed in case of the Dieri. Promoting literacy in the vernacular, brings
along a change in cultural perception and thus paves the way for literacy in another, more
widespread language. The reasons are, on the one hand, quite practical with only a limited
amount of written material available in the vernacular. Once the people had realized the
power and possibilities of literacy and the vast knowledge inside the texts and books, reading
as well as writing in the vernacular was no longer satisfying. The texts could reach only a
restricted number of people. Furthermore, the materials produced in Dieri were exclusively
related to religious contexts or meant for use at school. Some letters between the Dieri of the
mission and missionaries or their family members are still existent. Yet, during my research, I
was not able to detect a single piece of literature in Dieri. In other parts of the country,
speeches were held in an Australian indigenous language and traditional stories of the tribes
written down in the vernacular.71 Not all of these languages, promoting literacy outside a
religious context, survived, but the chances were reasonably higher than for Dieri.

During the first phase of graphization, two kinds of philological products were printed. On the
one hand, there were resources meant for the missionaries and their successors to provide
them with the necessary knowledge to use Dieri at school and church. 72 The other materials
were meant to be used at school73. All these supplies were developed between 1867 and 1873,
and delivered important information on the original state of the Dieri language. (Kneebone
1998:223f) However, what was the “original” state of the language? Some of the linguistic
material produced, such as the primer, the dictionary, and the small grammar bequeathed by
pastor Schoknecht, shows a more or less profound knowledge of language composition, and
yet was heavily influenced by the missionaries‟ education in classical languages as well as
German and English. Newly discovered languages of isolated peoples and tribes still puzzle
modern linguists today. They are even regarded as formerly “unimaginable” languages. How
bewildering must it have been for the linguistically, almost or completely untrained,
missionaries who had never encountered languages so stunningly different from their own?
Mistakes have almost certainly occurred – misunderstandings or overgeneralisations were
probably among them. As already mentioned, the concept of language, yet again standard
71

This is the case for the Kaurna language of the Adelaide plains. Governor Gawler tried to unite Aboriginal and
European interests in the area. He held at least two speeches in Adelaide in 1838 and 1840, both in English and
in Kaurna, promoting understanding and tolerance on both sides. (Foster & Mühlhäusler 1996:12ff appendix)
72
The Schoknecht dictionary and the grammar resemble this kind of philological material. (Kneebone 1998:223)
73
The primer, the letters, short word lists and texts as well as translations of a number of songs, the Ten
Commandments, the credo and the Lord‟s Prayer are examples for this type of material. (Kneebone 1998:223f)
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language, was not known to the Dieri. Many variations within the language were presumably
not recorded at all, but left out for the sake of less complicated systems and simplifications.
Social restructuring also took place among the Dieri tribe. Children learned to read and
write at school, thus gaining a skill, their parents and other older relatives were not capable of.
Their formerly valued abilities and qualities as teachers of mythological as well as practical
knowledge gradually diminished in the children‟s minds. New concepts and ideas, novel
valuable skills and knowledge now came from the missionaries. It was of great help as well,
that the school also provided the Aboriginal children with food. In fact, during the early years
of the mission, this was almost certainly the most important reason for them to come to
school. The missionaries experienced this, when they ran short of bread and other food and
found themselves quite alone very soon afterwards:
Nicht nach dem Wort Gottes haben sie Verlangen, sondern nur nach dem Bißchen
Mehl, welches sie am Sonntag erhalten. Wir haben uns dieses Lockmittels in
letzter Zeit bedient, weil von den freien Schwarzen sich fast keine mehr zum
Hören des göttlichen Wortes einfanden; auch dachten wir, wenn sie dasselbe
selbst nur aus unlautern Beweggründen hören, könnte es dennoch in dem Einen
oder Anderen einen Stachel zurücklassen…
(DKMZ74 19 1879:146 in Kneebone 2005:390 footnote)
Nebenbei trieben wir dann mit Hilfe einiger Eingebornen die Sprache. […] doch,
wollten wir unsere Schüler halten, […] so müßten wir sie wenigstens einmal
täglich beköstigen. Wir thaten es, doch leider wurde diese schöne Arbeit gestört.
Wir hatten keinen Proviant mehr […] und wir mußten mit sehr schwerem Herzen
den Unterricht einstellen, auch das Sprachstudium um der äußeren Arbeit willen.
(KMB 13 1868:136 in Kneebone 1998:234)
Among the German missionaries and their families, literacy was a central feature of daily life.
There was frequent correspondence with relatives, church officials and others. Many kept a
daily journal and the printed Bible, church Agende of liturgy and hymns were essential parts
of everyday life. These literacy practices were probably not only salient to the indigenous
people but also quite influential. (Ferguson 1987:227) Kneebone claims that the missionaries
allocated great authority to the script. It should record truth, identify differences, and create
order as opposed to the „chaotic‟ society of the Dieri. The non-existence of script was seen as
the reason for the bewildering diversity of religious thoughts and languages among the
indigenous tribes. Thus, writing became a feature of a higher ranked civilisation and religious
consciousness; possessing script was equated with the possession of „truth‟. (Kneebone
1998:235) Very soon, the Dieri realized that literacy could indeed be of appealing use to
74

This is the abbreviation used by Kneebone for the Deutsche Kirchen- und Missions-Zeitung (Immanuel
Synod:1870-1888)
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them. Scheduling dates and places for ritual gatherings became much easier by the use of
letters. (Ferguson 1987:228)

Ferguson states several reasons for language death of Dieri. Between 1885 and 1908, the
mission was thriving, yet the Dieri had to face a number of obstacles already:





Occupation of European ranchers and settlers of traditional Dieri territory
Movement of Dieri men from traditional areas to tribally mixed locations
European diseases
Outstanding debts of the mission
(Ferguson 1987:229)

During the following years conditions worsened and contributed to a large extend to a
decrease in the number of Dieri speakers:







Severe draught conditions
Toll of epidemics of introduced diseases
Aboriginal mobility
Personnel problems of the mission
Changes in the local scene
Spread of English
(Ferguson 1987:231)

The general prejudices of European culture together with the imperatives of Lutheran
education, defined the history of contact at Lake Killalpaninna. The influence of loan words,
foreign structures, and semantic categories was just as destructive for the indigenous
languages as the introduction of foreign animals and plants into the domestic ecosystem. The
missionaries‟ impact on Dieri forwarded a process that had already begun at first contact with
the English language in 1860. The Dieri antagonized more and more from their own language
as the oral idiom became a written mission language. When the mission ended in 1915, the
mission language had already been staring to die as well. (Kneebone 1998:250f)
Literacy was perceived by the missionaries as an, if not the most, important part of the
proclamation of the gospel. As I have already stated earlier, the use of the script in ceremony
and everyday life changed cultural and philosophical beliefs beyond reversion. Christian faith
required public reading in religious rituals, which probably remained the central use of
vernacular literacy for the Dieri. (Ferguson 1987:233) The focus was not as much on writing
as on reading. Although some Dieri converts were in frequent correspondence with former
missionaries or their families, the majority of people confined to the reception rather than the
production of script.
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IV.1. Conditions for the Introduction of Literacy

Conditions for the successful introduction of vernacular literacy are presumed to be:






Willingness by those introducing literacy to have literacy in the vernacular
Perceived utility of literacy by traditionally influential members of the
community
Establishment of native functions for literacy
Continued widespread use of the vernacular as a spoken language
Support of the maintenance of a vernacular literacy by a powerful educational
system under local control
(Huebner 1986, Spolsky, Engelbrecht and Ortiz 1983 in Ferguson 1987:234)

For Dieri, it has become obvious that the missionaries were highly interested in the
introduction of literacy in the vernacular. Lutheran belief included preaching God‟s word in
the mother tongue as a crucial path to God. Intensive studies of religious texts and the Bible in
particular were highly valued and viewed essential to Christian faith.
The second point is less easy to pin down for Dieri. In contrast to other missionary efforts, the
Germans at Lake Killalpaninna focused mainly on the education of children in literacy and
Christian beliefs. Adults were seen as too hard to convince or change. Children were regarded
as being easy to influence and as possible carriers of God‟s word to later generations. The first
converts to be baptised were, as a result, young men and women who had been taught at the
mission school.
I believe that this second point needs revision in terms of exclusiveness. The Dieri did not
know the concept of “leadership” in the European sense. Their societies contained valued
members such as storytellers, witch doctors, or elders, but not actual leaders. In such a society
it is possibly better to start with the young, presumably weakest, generation to introduce a
new „technology‟ such as literacy. The elders were concerned to keep traditions going.
Change and advancement were not part of Aboriginal culture – time as a circle is a powerful
metaphor for this concept.
The Dieri, as already mentioned, made use of literacy where it had an appealing notion to
them. Meetings and gatherings were easier to schedule by the help of letters, keeping small
accounts of trading and keeping stock, food or cultural artefacts were a great improvement,
and finally, being able to read and write was an advantage in times of further and further
European intrusion and control.
The missionaries‟ efforts of writing grammars, primers, and translating biblical and religious
texts, were, of course, only of use, if a sufficient number of people were bound to understand
and read the language. As long as the mission was running, Dieri was used as a lingua franca
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for means of communication among indigenous people of different tribes as well as between
Europeans and Aboriginals. The ability to speak Dieri, as a result, was a highly valued skill
and promoted in the community. However, the introduction of literacy with its different
cultural notions and beliefs had an incredible impact on Dieri language as well as traditional
life of the tribal members. As a result of the successful missionary efforts, traditional culture
more and more lost its importance and relevance to the indigenous people. If you were to
succeed in this emerging European society, speaking your native language gradually ceased to
be useful. Widespread use of a vernacular is assured, as long as traditional lifestyle and
cultural belief are maintained. Introducing the script into a society based on orality, on the
other hand, constitutes such interference to traditional notions and beliefs that the original
attempt to keep a language going by recording it may be reversed.

IV.2. Richard Lepsius’ Standard Alphabet

This subchapter looks at the most influential piece of work on spelling conventions for
formerly unwritten languages. It is possible that the missionaries at Lake Killalpaninna knew
the Lepsius alphabet and that they based some of their script work on the conventions.
Richard Lepsius (1810 - 1884) was a German scholar particularly interested in the
transcription and transliteration of languages. His most influential piece of work was the
Standard Alphabet for Reducing Unwritten Languages and Foreign Graphic Systems to a
Uniform Orthography in European Letters, which was first published in 1855 in German and
in English in 1858. (Kemp 1981:2ff) It was highly prominent in the mission field, but also
among a number of scholars working on African languages. (Kemp 1981:33) The success of
the volume is reflected in its two editions as well as in its translation to English. The second
English edition, printed in 1863, was “recommended for adoption by the Church Missionary
Society” (Lepsius 1863:i) A number of French, British, American, and German missionary
societies were quoted in the English editions to advertise the standard alphabet. They were
mainly glad to have finally found a way to bring uniformity into the missionaries‟ linguistic
work.75

75

For example, the Church Missionary Society wrote: „It is a matter of much satisfaction, that in this, as in other
instances, science lends its aid to the Christian zeal of missionaries for communicating to mankind the highest
benefits; and the work is commended under this aspect to the blessing of Almighty God for the furtherance of the
Kingdom of Christ among the nations of the earth.” (Lepsius 1863:V)
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The conceptual design of the alphabet was mainly based on missionary needs: “An intimate
relation exists between linguistic science and Missionary labours.” (Lepsius 1863:1) He
justifies favouring Roman letters preferred to other kinds of alphabets by stating:
The case would assume a different aspect, if the Alphabetical arrangements of
European languages were as diversified as their orthographies. In this case a new
and necessarily organical arrangement would be unavoidable. Bur inasmuch as
European nations use one and the same order of letters as handed down to them
by the Romans, who received it from the Greeks, who again received it thousands
of years ago from the Phoenicians, they possess also the right of communicating
the historical arrangement, as well as the characters themselves, to foreign
nations.
(Lepsius 1863:17)
This point of view is Eurocentral and reflects a rather narrow world view assuming European
culture to be the most developed and important. The Cyrillic writing system of Slavic
languages is not mentioned. It is not only the writing system that ought to be adopted, but the
cultural traditions and beliefs as well. This „right‟ is due to “thousands of years” of history.
„Heathen‟ societies were not perceived as having cultural history at all, they were, on the
contrary, seen as degenerated human beings „longing‟ for cultural and religious salvation.
This holds true not only for the hunting and gathering societies of Australia, but even for
highly developed societies such as in South America and Asia. Concerning Asia, Lepsius
writes:
In Asia, the birthplace of alphabets, the chief nations already possess a written
literature in their own native characters. This has afforded to European colonists
and rulers, as well as to missionaries, the means of exercising an intellectual
influence over those nations. […] it has been often and forcibly urged, that many
important advantages would arise from the substitution of a European for all the
native alphabets. For besides the superiority which the uniform division of the
syllable into vowel and consonant gives the European alphabet over the unwieldy
Syllabic Alphabets of Asia, and still more over the Chinese Word-Alphabet, […]
every new alphabet constitutes a natural and almost impassable barrier between
foreign and European civilisation by materially increasing the difficulty of
acquiring such languages […].
(Lepsius 1863:29)
Different cultural and, as a result, linguistic concepts are neither considered worth studying
nor maintained. Uniformity of language, this old dream of humankind ever since Babel,
cannot be achieved; uniformity of writing, on the other hand, seems probable and possibly a
first step towards the final goal of mutual understanding. Lepsius believed “that comparative
And: Rheinische Missionsgesellschaft: “…erklärt hiermit ihre Zustimmung zu den von Herrn Prof. Lepsius in
Berlin in seiner Schrift […] niedergelegten Grundsätzen der Orthographie und wird demgemäß ihre Missionare
für deren linguistische Arbeiten instruieren.“ (Lepsius 1863:VIII)
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philology, based on a standardised system of notation for newly discovered unwritten
languages, would provide answers on the genealogy of peoples of the world and assist
investigators to sort and order the […] confusion of races.” (Kneebone 2005:352)

Lepsius sets up a writing system of three primary vowels (a, i, u), followed by the
intermediate vowels (e between a and i, o between a and u, (the German sound) ü between i
and u and the German sound ö between e and o. The emerging pyramids of Lepsius are as
follows:

Figure 4: Lepsius Vowel Pyramid 1. Source: Lepsius 1863:52

Figure 5: Lepsius Vowel Pyramid 2. Source: Lepsius 1863:55
The triangles were a first stage towards the contemporary vowel charts shaped like a rhombus,
which is turned upside down in contrast to Lepsius‟ pyramids.
Kemp gives a conflation of the tables and also provides IPA equivalents for the symbols.

Figure 6: Kemp Vowel Pyramid 1. Source: Kemp 1981:57
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Figure 7: Kemp Vowel Pyramid 2. Source: Kemp 1981:58
Lepsius did not take account of a large number of vowels included in our modern IPA-chart,
which contains about 28 vowel sounds. Nonetheless, his layout concerning the places of
articulation, was very accurate and suggests a good understanding of phonetics as they were
taught at his time. Kneebone states, “in its attempt to systematise the representation of vowels
with regard to human physiology, Lepsius‟ approach represents an important step towards
modern phonetics.” (Kneebone 2005:355)
The vowels ought to be pronounced in the following way:

Figure 8: Examples of Pronunciation of Vowels. Source: Lepsius 1863:76f
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For consonants, Lepsius also sets up a chart. He distinguishes between simple consonants in
European alphabets and in general alphabets.

Figure 9: Consonants of the General Alphabet. Source: Lepsius 1863:76

The chart is set up differently from the modern IPA-consonant-chart with interchanges on the
vertical and horizontal scale. Faucales describe, in modern terminology, pharyngeal and
glottal consonants, whereas gutterales include velars and uvulars. The palatales comply with
the palatal sounds and the cerebral describes retroflex sounds. The lingual category is
intended for those sounds today described as pharyngealised or velarized and dentals are not
distinguished from alveolars. Finally, the labial class includes labio-dental as well as bilabials.
(Kemp 1981:65ff)
With this consonant chart, Lepsius was able to sketch an almost accurate picture of manner
and place of articulation of consonants. Kneebone states: “Lepsius proposed that notation
should clearly separate the two major consonant groups, the fricatives (f/v, z/s, th/th) and
plosives or stops (p/b, k/g, t/d).” (Kneebone 2005:355)
Pronunciation aids are provided for consonants as well.
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Figure 10: Examples of Pronunciation of Consonants. Source: Lepsius 1863:77
The second part of Lepsius‟ text is a collection of alphabets reduced to the standard alphabet.
He distinguishes between literary and illiterate languages, which he thought to be, at the same
time, a geographical distinction, “since the European, Asiatic and to a great measure the
Polynesian languages are literary, the Australian, African and American languages illiterate.”
(Lepsius 1863:89) He furthermore distinguishes between grammatical gender, stating that

it is not accidental but very significant, that, as far as I know without any essential
exception, only the most civilised races – the leading nations of the history of
mankind – distinguish throughout the genders. […] The development of peculiar
forms for the grammatical genders proves a comparatively higher consciousness
of the two sexes; and the distinction not only of the masculine and feminine, as in
the Semitic and Hamitic languages, but also between feminine and neuter gender,
exclusively expressed in the Japhetic branch, is only a further step in the same
direction.
(Lepsius 1863:89f)
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Once again, the European culture is placed above all others as “leaders in the history of
mankind” to further promote the use of a standard alphabet based on the orthography of
European languages.
As an example for Australian languages, he uses the work of Teichelmann and Schürmann on
Kaurna:

Figure 11: Kaurna. Source: Lepsius 1863:266
There is the possibility that the Lepsius Standard Alphabet was also adopted by the
Hermannsburg missionaries. The principles of the alphabet were:
- Sounds outside the extended Roman alphabet were to be represented by
diacritics and sometimes Greek symbols
- Simple sounds should not be represented by digraphs (Greek symbols preferred
over digraphs such as tj and ng as used by Schürmann)
(Kneebone 2005:102)
Kneebone claims that the missionaries initially adopted the Lepsius system, but that they soon
replaced both diacritics and the Greek symbol χ76 with digraphs. In the primer, there are no
diacritics and no foreign symbols used. (Kneebone 2005:104) It is, however, quite
imaginable, that the news of the influential standard alphabet reached the missionaries at Lake
Killalpaninna, especially keeping in mind that the use of the alphabet was very rampant
among mission circles. (Kneebone 2005:359) However, the alphabet probably did not prove
to be overtly user-friendly with its frequent usage of diacritics, Greek symbols, and invented
76

The letter χ is described by Lepsius as gutteral fricative (such as in German Krach or lachen. By adding a
small vertical diacritic above the χ the sound becomes the palatal fricative (such as in German Milch or recht).
(Kneebone 2005:103)
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graphs. Printability as well as the need to translate and write as sufficiently as possible were
presumably factors taken into consideration. Thus, the missionaries quickly established their
own writing system using only the letters of the Roman alphabet.
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V. The Dieri Language: Linguistic Data

This chapter will highlight a number of phonological and grammatical features of Dieri as
they were described between 1871 and 1981. C. Schoknecht and J.G. Reuther were
missionaries working at Lake Killalpaninna during the early and late mission years.
Schoknecht provided the basis for future language work and mainly relied on the works of his
predecessors Homann and Koch as well as personal observations. However, he only spent 2
years between 1871 and 1873 in the mission and thus was not able to compile a thoroughly
comprehensive dictionary or grammar. Reuther worked in the mission for a far longer time
between 1888 and 1906. He was interested not only in the language, but in the culture of the
Dieri as well and compiled 13 volumes on language, culture, and religion during his 18 years
at Lake Killalpaninna. His extensive work is comprehensive and was used by succeeding
linguists such as Peter Austin to work on Dieri. The latter is the third and latest linguist who
worked on Dieri between 1974 and 1978 with the last remaining speakers. His grammar
mainly focuses on syntactical phenomena and describes the language in an extensive but
sometimes almost incomprehensible manner. This is mostly due to his usage of special
linguistic terms that were popular in Australian linguistics at that time and which he
completed with his own „inventions‟ of terms. A thorough analysis of the linguistic data will
follow in the subsequent chapter VI.

V.1. Schoknecht

Pastor Carl Schoknecht worked at Lake Killalpaninna from 1871 to 1873. According to
Kneebone, Schoknecht was almost unable to accomplish any language work as he was busy
keeping the essentials of the mission running and sometimes fighting for mere survival. All he
could do concerning language work, was to transcribe and study Homann‟s and Koch‟s Dieri
documents. In 1873, he could finally report to Ludwig Harms, that he had begun holding
church services and school classes once more. (Kneebone 2005:205ff) Kneebone thus
concludes that these transitional years between 1871 and 1873 were “a diffuse and provisional
entity with periods of little formal work.” (Kneebone 2005:209)
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Schoknecht used the work of Homann and Koch and the first primer to assemble the
grammar. It was written during the three years of Schoknecht‟s missionary work. J.C.
Schoknecht (son of the late Pastor Schoknecht) translated it into English, and prepared it for
publication in 1947.77
The grammar consists of two parts. The first is very short and describes the „phonology‟ of
Dieri and the second the parts of speech.

V.1.1. Phonology

Schoknecht identified 13 consonants - b d g h j k l m n o p x r (s) t w – , three combinations of
consonants – nt dr nj - , five vowels – a e i o u – and two diphthongs – ai au.
He claims, “All letters are pronounced exactly the same as in the German language.”
(Schoknecht 1873G:1 in Kneebone 2005:Appendix C) There are only three exceptions:


h has a light ng commencing sound: ng –hapa which is represented by [ŋ]



w is pronounced as in English in „winter‟ which is represented by [w]



x is pronounced, like the Greek χ, as tj, for instance, χika, pronounce tjika. This sound is
probably the most difficult to identify and could be represented by [ɲ] or [ɳ] or by [ç] [ʝ]
or even by [χ]. Other guesses include [ʒ] or [ʃ] or [ts] or [tʃ] [dʒ], which is the Reuther
assumption and description. Another, possibly the most potential, guess is the retroflex
plosives [ʈ] and [ɖ].

77

The date of publishing of the grammar is unknown. Yet, Kneebone suggests that its outlines were possibly
written in 1873. (Kneebone 2005:207) The grammar thus will be dated Schoknecht 1873G to distinguish it from
the Dictionary Schoknecht 1873D.
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Schoknecht Consonants:

bilabial labio-

labio-

dental

velar

plosive

pb

nasal

m

dental| alveolar |post-alveolar

retrofl

palatal velar uvular pharyngeal glottal

ex
t?

|

td|

ʈ ɖ ?!

n

ɳ?

kg
ɲ?

ŋ

r

trill
tap or flap
fricative

| sz?|

lateral fricative
approximant
lateral

ʃ ʒ?

çʝ?

χ?

| tʃ dʒ ?

ts ?
w
l

approximant

Figure 12. Schoknecht Consonant Chart.

Dorothea Hoffmann
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Schoknecht Vowels:
Austin did not „determine‟ e and o being vowels of Dieri. It is noticeable that the dictionary of
Schoknecht, based on Homann‟s and Koch‟s work hardly uses the letters “e” and “o”. One
can guess that the letters were used to transcribe the sounds [ε] and [ɔ], which, according to
Austin exist in the Dieri language, but are not frequently or prominently used.
As Schoknecht stated that all letters are pronounced as in the German language, a modern
vowel chart for the Dieri Schoknecht described, based on his observations, might look like
this:

/i/
i

ε

(/e/)

/u/

u

ɔ

(/o/)

a
ɑ

/a/
Figure 13. Schoknecht Vowel Chart. Source Meibauer 2002:78
Schoknecht identified two diphthongs ai = [aɪ] and au = [aʊ]. There are no further remarks on
the phonology of Dieri, except that “every word ends with a vowel, but syllables that
compose the word may end, mostly with one, seldom with two, consonants.” (Schoknecht
1873G:1 in Kneebone 2005:Appendix C)

The grammar mentions nine main parts of speech: nouns, adjectives, pronouns, numerals,
verbs, adverbs, conjunctions, and interjections.

Dorothea Hoffmann
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V.1.2. Nouns

Gender is not recognizable from the word itself as nouns stand without general article. Yet, all
three genders appear in the language. The numeral is threefold: singular, dual (for second
declension) and plural (for first declension). Seven cases are identified: nominative, genitive,
dative, accusative, vocative, ablative, and active. In addition, a number of forms appear
expressing various conditions of locality. The language has three declensions: first, second
and the declension of nomina propria. All nouns ending in „a‟ are given the first declension,
for all others it was not possible for Schoknecht to extract any rules. Another comment of
Schoknecht concerns the endings of the vocative, which, accordingly, varies arbitrarily and is
probably “merely carelessness on the part of the speaker.” (Schoknecht 1873G:3 in Kneebone
2005:Appendix C)

Declension of nouns
first declension endings

second
declension
- nomina propria
endings
endings
o, u, i
ina
nominative a, i
aia, aia
uja
ini
genitive
ani,
ani
uni
ingu
dative
o, u, i
ina
accusative a, i
iai
ujai
iai
vocative
ali
ujelli
ili
ablative
ali
ujelli
ili
active
Figure 14. Schoknecht Declension of Nouns. Source: Schoknecht 1873G:2f in Kneebone
2005:Appendix C

Concerning the construction of nouns, Schoknecht states that many verbs can be converted to
nouns by appending the suffixes kanchi (= actual, existing in a person or thing, usually
something bad – e.g. jadina – „to lie‟, jadinakanchi – „liar), echa (=usually profane, vulgar,
e.g. milki – „eye‟, milkiecha – „one who is arouses by lust of eye‟), pirna (= something good,
always expresses a pronounced and noble characteristic, e.g. undranipirna – „one who thinks
a great deal‟) and pani ( = indicates the absence of a characteristic, e.g. jadipani – „one who
does not lie‟). Compound nouns also exist. (Schoknecht 1873G:4 in Kneebone
2005:Appendix C

Dorothea Hoffmann
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V.1.3. Adjectives

Adjectives follow the same declensions as nouns. Furthermore, “a comparation is not known
to [Schoknecht] and [he] doubt[s] that it exists.” To compare, Dieri uses the words mola =
„more, pirna = „great‟ and mutu = „certain, most‟. (Schoknecht 1873G:4 in Kneebone
2005:Appendix C)

V.1.4. Pronouns

Seven types of pronouns are identified: personal, possessive, demonstrative, interrogative,
indefinite, reflexive reciprocal and relative, and correlative.

Personal pronouns are:
Sing
nom:
nani78
gen:
nakani

first person
Dual
Plural
nom:
nom:
nail,
naiani
naldra79 (a)80
gen:
gen:
nalini,
naianani
naldrani

second person
Sing
Dual
Plural
nom:
nom:
nom:
jidni81
judla82 jura83
gen:
jinkani

gen:
judlani

gen:
jurani

dat:
nalkang
u

dat:
nalingu,
naldrang
u

dat:
naianing
u

dat:
jinkang
u

dat:
judlang
u

dat:
jurang
u

acc:
nana

acc:
nalina,
naldrana

acc:
naiana

acc:
jidnana

acc:
judlana

acc:
jurana

:

:

voc:
pulaia !

voc:
judlaai

voc:
juru !

third person
Dual
Plural
nom:
nom:
/ pudlaia86 tanaua

Sing
nom:
nauja84
nania85
gen:
nunkani
/
nankani
dat:
nunkang
u
/
nankang
u
acc:
ninaia /
nanaia
(or aua)
voc:
nauja !

87

gen:
pudlani

gen:
tanani

dat:
pudlang
u

dat:
tanang
u

acc:
pudlanai
a

acc:
tananai
a (or
aua)
voc:
tanaua

:

78

‚I‟
„we two‟
80
„we‟
81
„you‟
82
„you two‟
83
„you‟
84
„he‟
85
„she‟
86
„they two‟
87
„they‟
79
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act:
jundru

!
act:
judla

!
act:
tanalia

act:
jura

act:
act:
nulia / pudlalia
nandruja
(or
nania)
Figure 15. Schoknecht Personal Pronouns. Source: Schoknecht 1873G:5 in Kneebone
2005:Appendix C

Schoknecht highlighted the vocative of the second and third person, probably indicating a
certain doubt connected to these forms or the fact that, at least some of them are rather odd
compared to the other forms in the declension table.
Possessive pronouns‟ declension is the same as for the nouns‟ first declension.

Possessive pronouns
singula
r
nakani
88

first person
dual
plural
nalini / naianani
naldrani 90
89

second person
singula dual
plural
r
jinkani judlani juranani

singula
r
nunkani

91

94

92

93

third person
dual
plural

/

pudlani

tananani

96

97

nankani
95

Figure 16. Schoknecht Possessive Pronouns. Source: Schoknecht 1873G:5 in Kneebone
2005:Appendix C

The remaining pronouns shall not be the detailed subject of my paper, as Austin and Reuther
do not discuss them in their grammars. Interrogative pronouns are further divided into
personal and neuter types. It was rather puzzling for Schoknecht that the dual nominative
form of the personal interrogative pronoun is walepudla (= which two?) rather than
worapudla, which ought to be expected when singular nominative is woranauja / woranania
(masculine and feminine = who, which?) and the plural is woratanaua (waletanaua?) (=
which?). (Schoknecht 1873G:6f in Kneebone 2005:Appendix C)

88

„my‟
„our‟ (if two)
90
„our‟
91
„your
92
„your‟ (if two)
93
„your‟
94
„his‟
95
„her‟
96
„their‟ (if two)
97
„their‟
89
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Indefinite pronouns are hardly mentioned as were reflexive and reciprocal. The missionaries
could not identify relative pronouns at all. Concerning the correlative pronouns, only
adjectival correlatives (such as wodajandrania = how big?) are claimed to be certainly found.
Adverbial correlatives (such as woda = how?), on the other hand, are assumed to be there, yet,
without proof. (Schoknecht 1873G:8 in Kneebone 2005:Appendix C)

V.1.5. Numerals

Schoknecht only identifies three numerals: kulno = „one‟ (second declension), mandru =
„two‟ (second declension) and parakulu (parakuluntja) = „three‟ (first declension). The
following numbers are expressed by addition, anything outnumbering 10 is expressed by
marapu = „many‟. There are no ordinals, they are expressed by opara = „in front‟ (first), tati =
„in the middle‟ (second) and nadani = „at rear‟ (third). Kneebone comments on this
phenomenon: “Counting systems were notoriously neglected in early language work and it
was commonplace assertion that Australian languages possessed no terms for numbers greater
than three.” (Kneebone 2005:131)

V.1.6. Verbs

Concerning the genera of verbs, Schoknecht identifies three types: verba activa, which are
either transitive98 or intransitive99, verba reflexiva100 and verba reciproca101. There are no
passive verbs in the language.
The grammar confines itself to the principle tenses present, perfect, and future. Schoknecht
mentions five moods of the verb, namely indicative, optative, denunciative, imperative, and

98

E.g. kupa nato nadrai = „I strike the boy‟. The word expressing the subject is always used in the active form
(noun as well as pronoun). (Schoknecht 1873G:9 in Kneebone 2005:Appendix C)
99
E.g. nani wapai = „I go‟. The word expressing the subject is always used in the nominative form (noun as well
as pronoun). (Schoknecht 1873G:9 in Kneebone 2005:Appendix C)
100
These are verbs expressing an activity, which the subject simultaneously carries out and endures. You
differentiate between actions the subject places directly upon him or her and actions, which the subject places
upon part of him or her. They are constructed by adding the suffix terrina to the stem of the primitive verb. The
word expressing the subject is always used in the nominative form (noun as well as pronoun). (Schoknecht
1873G:9 in Kneebone 2005:Appendix C)
101
Theses are verbs expressing an action, which the subjects (dual or plural) direct upon one another. They are
formed by adding the suffix malia to the stem of the primitive verb. The word expressing the subject is always
used in the nominative form (noun as well as pronoun). (Schoknecht 1873GG:9 in Kneebone 2005:Appendix C)
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conditional102. There is only one conjugation and therefore “inflexion is very simple.”(
Modified from Schoknecht 1873G:10 in Kneebone 2005:Appendix C) Six auxiliary verbs,
whose original meanings cannot be reconstructed, are identified:

Tenses
present
wapana – „go‟: wapaia

future
anana – „be‟: anai

perfect
warana – „throw‟: warai
wirrina – „arrive‟: wirri
parana – „lie asleep‟: „paraia
wontina – „search‟: wonti
Figure 17. Schoknecht Verb Tenses. Source: Schoknecht 1873G:10 in Kneebone
2005:Appendix C
There are three forms of verbs: primitive verbs 103, derivative verbs, derived from nouns and
adjectives104, or derived from primitive verbs105, and reduplicate verbs106.
To construct tense, one does not need to change the form of the verb in the different numerals,
but use the according pronoun with it. The only exception is the imperative form

102

Explained as: mood of actuality, wishing or desiring, threat or notification, command, and conditions.
(Schoknecht 1873GG:10 in Kneebone 2005:Appendix C)
103
E.g. wapana – „walk‟ or nandrana – „strike‟ (Schoknecht 1873GG:10 in Kneebone 2005:Appendix C)
104
By adding the suffix rina (roughly equivalent to „to be‟) to nouns of two syllables only. E.g. tery – „angry‟:
teririna – „to be angry‟. (Schoknecht 1873GG:10 in Kneebone 2005:Appendix C)
105
Transitive verbs can be constructed out of some intransitive verbs by adding the ending bana which denotes
only an intensification of the meaning of the verb, e.g. kodana – „raining‟, kodibana – „raining continuously‟.
The other possible ending ngana expresses much the same as bana, e.g. jatana – speak, jatingana – „send word,
let know‟. (Schoknecht 1873GG:10f in Kneebone 2005:Appendix C)
106
These can be constructed from almost any primitive verb with a considerable difference in meaning. E.g.
jatana – „speak‟, jata jatana – „narrate‟; mapana – „collect‟, mapa mapana – „gather together (fire)‟. .
(Schoknecht 1873GG:11 in Kneebone 2005:Appendix C)
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Present:
indicative
nato nandrai107
or
nato nandrala
wapaia
or
nato nandraila
„I strike‟

imperative
nato nandrau!
or
nato nandramai! „Strike!‟

optative
nato nandrananto

denunciative
conditional
nato nandraiati
nato
„Otherwise O nandranani
„I should like to strike, I wish to strike‟
„if I strike‟
strike, if I could but strike‟

nulia nandraiationai! „He shall
strike!‟

infinitive
nandrana
„to
strike‟

participle
nandranani
or
nandraui108
„striking‟

nandruja nandraiationai! „They
shall strike!‟
nandralau nandralumai! „You
two strike!‟
pudlalia
nandraiatulumai!
„Both of you, strike!‟
nandranau
„Strike!‟

nandranimai!

tanalia nandrai atianimai: „You
shall strike!‟
Figure 18. Schoknecht Present Tense. Source: Schoknecht 1873G:14 in Kneebone 2005:Appendix C

107
108

This is the most usual form of the three. There is probably no difference in meaning. . (Schoknecht 1873GG:11 in Kneebone 2005:Appendix C)
This form is more often used and probably the “more correct”. (Schoknecht 1873GG:12 in Kneebone 2005:Appendix C)
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Future:
indicative
nato nandrala „I will strike‟

denunciative
conditional
109
nato
nandraiatila
nato nandranalia
„Otherwise I will strike‟
or
nato nandrananila
„if I shall strike‟
Figure 19. Schoknecht Future Tense. Source: Schoknecht 1873G:14 in Kneebone
2005:Appendix C
Perfect:
indicative
participle
nato nandrana warai – „I struck (today)‟
nandranala
–
„having
struck‟
(1st
110
nato nadrala wirri – „I struck (yesterday, or declension)
the day before)‟
nato nandrana paraia - „I struck (some time
ago)‟
nato nandrana wonti
or
nato nandrananti - „I struck (a long time
ago)‟
Figure 20. Schoknecht Perfect Tense. Source: Schoknecht 1873G:14 in Kneebone
2005:Appendix C

The optative mood appears to have two meanings: a simple wish or a concluding term stating
a purpose. The first meaning is mentioned as the supinum translated with „in order to‟.
Kneebone states that the missionaries saw the second meaning as the equivalent of the
German subjunctive form möchten. (Kneebone 2005:135)
The denunciative is striking, as it is a mood that is not employed in any language the
missionaries had knowledge of. It expresses an announcement or threat. (Schoknecht
1873G:12 in Kneebone 2005:Appendix C)

V.1.7. Adverbs

There are two kinds of adverbs – primitive111 and those derived from adjectives by adding the
suffix li112.

109

The existence of this form is not yet certain. (Schoknecht 1873GG:12 in Kneebone 2005:Appendix C)
The form is rarely used and therefore one cannot be sure it exists. (Schoknecht 1873GG:12 in Kneebone
2005:Appendix C)
111
E.g. karari – „now‟
112
E.g. kipali – „cold‟
110
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V.1.8. Postpositions

Conditions of locality are expressed by postpositions. There are no prepositions. Two kinds of
postpositions exist: monosyllabic suffixes and independent words. (Schoknecht 1873G:13 in
Kneebone 2005:Appendix C)

Postpositions
monosyllabic syllables
independent postpositions
ni – „on, in, to‟
wirti – „along‟
ndru – 1. „away from‟
wirdi – „at the end of‟
2. „on account, because mandrani – „in, in the middle‟ (actually belly)
of‟
tokani – „behind, rear of (actually back, phys.)
nto – „with‟
manani – „before, in front of‟
ldra – „also‟
pedini, poroni – „beside, at the side of‟
lu – „until‟
tati – „in the middle, between‟
li (act) – „with, by means of‟
mara – „together with, in company of (but only of articles
lu – „only, alone‟
and things, not persons)‟
ia, ja (gen. form) – „indicate pani – „without‟
direction‟
toto – „containing‟
la – „from, of‟
Figure 21. Schoknecht Postpositions. Source: Schoknecht 1873G:13 in Kneebone
2005:Appendix C)

V.1.9. Conjunctions

According to Schoknecht, there are numerous conjunctions, but the missionaries could only
translate some of them.
ja – „and‟ (seldom used)
mota - „but‟
uno? – „is it not so?‟
uncha – „yet, still, for all that‟
aro? – „not? how then?
(Schoknecht 1873G:13 in Kneebone 2005:Appendix C)

V.1.10. Interjections

There are five interjections:
Aai! Expresses defence; „Do not do it!‟
Apo! Expresses concurrence; „Yes, certainly!‟
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Jikana! „So it is!‟
Jokaia! Expresses wonder and astonishment.
Jaka, jaka! Expresses displeasure, annoyance, vexation.
(Schoknecht 1873G:14 in Kneebone 2005:Appendix C)
This grammar probably represents a very early record of the missionaries‟ understanding of
Dieri. There are a number of doubts expressed in the grammar concerning usage, „more
correct forms‟, and non-existent as well as unique forms.

V.2. Reuther

J.G. Reuther worked for 18 years at Lake Killalpaninna mission between 1888 and 1906. His
work Three Central Australian Grammars. Diari, Wonkanguru, Jandruwanta was edited and
translated by L.A. Hercus, T. Schwarzschild and J.G. Breen and completed by additional
notes of P. Austin more than seventy years after Reuther wrote the grammar in 1899. 113 The
edited and translated version was published in 1973. Later, Reverend P.A. Scherer edited and
translated the remaining twelve volumes on Dieri language, culture, and religion between
1974 and 1978.

V.2.1. Phonology

Reuther identifies five vowels a, e ,i, o, u and twelve consonants b, d, g, j, k, l, m, n, p, r, t, w
in the Diari114 language. Additionally, there are two diphthongs ai and au and four compound
consonants ng, tj, nj, and dr.
The only explanations regarding pronunciation are provided for the „compound consonants‟:
-

ng, which is a short nasal „gn‟, and the accent falls on the following vowel, e.g. ngápa
which is represented by the velar nasal [ŋ].

-

tj, which is almost identical to the German „tsch‟ as in „rutschen‟ or the English „g‟ in
„register‟, e.g. kutji, which could either be [ʒ] or [ʃ] or [ts] or [tʃ] [dʒ]. Another guess
could be the retroflex plosives [ʈ] and [ɖ]. This sound most likely corresponds to

113

Henceforth, I will use the date 1899 when referring to the Reuther manuscript. This is actually the date when
the volume was published in German, but it would not be accurate to state the date 1973, as it is not the actual
date of publishing. The edition was, after all, not altered in terms of content. Only minor changes were carried
out.
114
I have decided to keep the spelling of the original manuscript highlight the differences in the grammars.
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Schoknechts aberrant sound represented in spelling by x. This assumption is also
supported by a comparison of words that revealed that the spelling convention of „x‟ in
Schoknecht was switched to „tj‟ in Reuther.
-

nj could be the palatal nasal [ɲ] or the retroflex nasal [ɳ] (Reuther 1899:1)

I assume that the sounds are, once again, supposedly pronounced like the sounds
corresponding to the letters in German.

Reuther Consonants
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bilabial labio-

labio-

dental

velar

dental| alveolar |post-alveolar

retrofl

palatal velar uvular pharyngeal glottal

ex

plosive

pb

td

ʈ ɖ ?!

nasal

m

n

ɳ?

kg
ɲ?

ŋ

r

trill
tap or flap

lateral fricative
approximant
lateral

ç ?

ʃʒ

fricative
ts ?

|

tʃ dʒ ?

w
l

approximant
Figure 22. Reuther Consonant Chart
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The vowel chart for Reuther would look the same as for Schoknecht and the diphthongs are
the same as well.
Reuther identified nine parts of speech with the same labelling as Schoknecht. There is one
exception. What Schoknecht called postposition is labelled preposition in Reuther. Weirdly
enough, this only happens in the introduction, the actual chapter is titled postpositions, and it
is stressed that there are no prepositions in Diari. Whether this is due to mere carelessness on
Reuther‟s part or an actual misunderstanding cannot be reconstructed.

V.2.2. Nouns

Nouns are divided into three declension classes, there is no article, there are two genders
(masculine and feminine), three numbers (singular, dual, and plural) and finally six cases
(nominative, genitive, dative, accusative, vocative, and ablative). (Reuther 1899:2f)

first

declension

endings
singul

dual

plural

ar
nominative

a, i, u

- second declension
endings
singul

dual

- nomina

plural

ar
u

a, i, u

i, o, u

u

a, i, u

propria

-

endings
singul

dual

plura

ar

l

na, ni, u

a, ara

etc.
genitive

aia

ani,

aia

ja

uja

ani,

aia

nanka

ani, uja

aia

uja

dative

ani

angu

ani

ni

angu

ani

nangu

angu

ani

accusative

a, i, u

ana

a, i, u

i, o, u

ana

a, i, u

na

ana

a, i, u

vocative

ajai

ujai

ajai

jai

ujai

ajai

nijai,

ujai

ajai

ali

ali

jai
ablative

ali

ali

ali

jeli

ali

ali

nali, li

Figure 23. Reuther Noun Declension. Source: Reuther 1899:3ff

To the first declension belong:
-

all nouns ending in –a

-

all polysyllabic nouns ending in –ari, -eri or –iri with one exception (munampiri –
„breast‟)
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all polysyllabic nouns ending in –aru, -uru and the words wilapi, ngattani and taralku

To the second declension belong:
-

all nouns ending in –i, -o and –u with the exception of the polysyllabic words belonging to
the first declension

To the third declension belong
-

proper nouns

-

kinship terms (only if they refer to one‟s own father or mother, the first declension is used
when one speaks about „mother‟ in general or when there is an accompanying adjective)

-

all masculine personal names and place names (exception: kaparamara (Kooperamanna)
which belongs to the first declension) (Reuther 1899:3ff)

V.2.3. Adjectives

The declension of adjectives is the same as for nouns of the first and second declension. They
always follow the noun and then only the adjective is declined and not the noun. There is no
regular system of comparison. Quantitative comparison is phrased by putting morla – „more‟
in front of the adjective and quality or property is expressed by putting pirna – „great, more‟
after the adjective. (Reuther 1899:9)

V.2.4. Numerals

The language has three numerals kulno – „one‟, mandru – „two‟ and parkulu – „three‟. Higher
numbers can be expressed by the general term marapu – „many‟, but one can indicate exact
numbers up to twenty by referring to the number of fingers and toes. 115 To express the
number thirty, pirra or koto – „moon‟ (month) is used.116 There are no ordinal numbers but
three multiplicatives pota kulno – „once‟, pota mandrulo – „twice‟, and pota marapu –
„often‟. (Reuther 1899:9f)
V.2.5. Pronouns

115

E.g. five – mara wora – „all fingers of one hand‟; seven – mara wora ja mandru – „all fingers of one hand
plus two‟; ten – marapratjana – „all fingers of both hands‟. (Reuther 1899:9f)
116
E.g. forty - pirra kulno ja marapratjana – „one moon and all fingers of both hands‟ (Reuther 1899:10)
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first person
Dual
nom: ngali, ngaldra

Plural
nom: ngaiani ,ngaiana

Sing
nom: jidni, jundru

second person
Dual
nom: judla

gen: ngalini, ngaldrani
dat:
ngalingu,
ngaldrangu
acc: ngalina, ngaldrana
abl: ngali, ngaldra

gen: ngaianini, ngaianani
dat:
ngaianingu,
ngaianangu
acc: ngaianina, ngaianana
abl: ngaiani, ngaiana

gen: jinkani
dat: jinkangu

gen: judlani
dat: judlangu

gen: jurani
dat: jurangu

acc: jidna, jidnana
abl: jundru

acc: judlana
abl: judla

acc: jurana
abl: jura

Plural
nom: jura

third person
singular masculine
close

at
some
distance
nom:
nom:
nauje
nauwa
gen:
gen:
nunkani ninkaniwa
dat:
dat:
nunkan ninkangu
gu
wa
acc:
acc:
ninaia
ninauwa
abl:
abl:
nulia
nuluwa

singular feminine

remote

close

nom:
nau
gen:
nunkani
dat:
ninkang
u
acc:
nina
abl:
nulu

nom:
nania
gen:
nankani
dat:
nankang
u
acc:
nanaia
abl:
nandruja

at
some
distance
nom:
naniwa
gen:
nankaniwa
dat:
nankangu
wa
acc:
nanaua
abl:
nandruwa

dual

remote

close

nom:
nani
gen:
nankani
dat:
nankang
u
acc:
nana
abl:
nandru

nom:
pudlaia
gen:
pudlani
dat:
pudlang
u
acc:
pudlanai
a
abl:
pudlalia

at
some
distance
nom:
pudlawa
gen:
pudlaniwa
dat:
pudlanguwa
acc:
pudlanauwa
abl:
pudlaliwa

plural
remote

close

nom:
pudla
gen:pudla
ni
dat:
pudlangu
acc:
pudlali
abl:
pudlali

nom:
tanaia
gen:
tanani
dat:
tanangu
acc:
tananaia
abl:
tanalia

at
some
distance
nom:
tanauwa
gen:
tananiwa
dat:
tananauwa
acc:
tananauwa
abl:
tanaliwa

remote
nom:
tana
gen:
tanani
dat:
tanangu
acc:
tanana
abl:
tanali

Figure 24. Reuther Personal Pronouns. Source: Reuther 1899:10ff
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The dual of the first person has two forms: ngali - ‚we both – I and the person to whom I am
speaking‟ and ngaldra – „we both, excluding the person, to whom I am speaking‟. The same
applies for the plural of the first person nganiani – „we‟, including only some members of a
gathering and ngaiana – „we‟, comprising a whole gathering.

The possessive pronouns follow the first declension. The following chart only renders the
nominative forms.

singular
ngakani

first person
dual
plural
ngalini / gnaianani
ngaldrani ngaianini

singular
jinkani

second person
dual
plural
judlani
jurani

third person
singular
dual
plural
close
at some remote
close
at some remote close at some
distance
distance
distance
masc:
masc:
masc:
pudlani pudlaniwa pudlani tanani tananiwa
nunkani nunkaniwa nunkanai117

rem
ote
tana
ni

fem:
fem:
fem:
nankani nankaniwa nankani
Figure 25. Reuther Possessive Pronouns. Source: Reuther 1899:12f

There are three demonstrative pronouns: naupini – „this‟, naupara – „that‟ and munta – „self‟.
Two interrogative pronouns are described wora or worana and warle – „who, which, what‟.
To refer to objects, one uses mina – „what‟. Indefinite pronouns are nguru – „another‟ (second
declension), palpa – „some‟ (first declension), pilki – „other‟ (second declension) and nguruna
– „any other‟ (first declension). Reflexive or relative pronouns are not found in Diari. To
express the reflexive, teri is added to the verb and to express reciprocal, mali or lkijiribamali
is inserted into the verbal complex. Personal instead of relative pronouns are used. (Reuther
1899:15f)

117

This form is a guess of mine as the Reuther manuscript is illegible at that point.
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V.2.6. Verbs

Concerning the voice of verbs, Reuther, like Schoknecht identifies three types: active verbs,
which are either transitive 118 or intransitive119, reflexive verbs,120 and reciprocal verbs121.
There are no passive verbs in the language, but there is a middle form.
The grammar limits itself to the main tenses present, perfect, and future. Reuther mentions
five moods of the verb, namely indicative, optative, denunciative, imperative, and
conditional122. The non-finite verb forms are infinitive, participle, and supine. There is only
one conjugation, although the infinitive of the verb may have various endings. Inflection is
quite simple as there is only one form used for all persons and numbers in the different tenses.
The use of the correct pronoun indicates person and number with the exception of the
imperative that formally distinguishes between the singular, dual, and plural numbers.
Therefore, “inflection is very simple.” (Reuther 1899:20) To conjugate the future, perfect, and
a secondary form of the present, six auxiliary verbs are identified:

present
wapana – „to go‟: wapaia

future
nganana – „ to be‟: nganai

perfect
warana – „to throw‟: warai
wirina – „to enter‟: wiri
parana – „lie‟ „paraia
wontina – „to search‟: wonti

Figure 26. Reuther Verb Tenses. Source: Reuther 1899:20
There are three forms of verbs: primary verbs 123, secondary or derivative verbs, derived from
nouns

and

adjectives124

or

primitive

verbs125

and

reduplicating

verbs126.

118

E.g. ngato kupali mandrai – „I hit the child‟ With transitive verbs the subject must be in the ablative. (Reuther
1899:19)
119
E.g. ngani wapai = „I walk. With intransitive verbs the subject has the nominal form. (Reuther 1899:19)
120
E.g. nandraterina – „to hit oneself‟ These are verbs expressing an action performed and endured by the
subject. You differentiate between actions the subject places directly upon himself and actions which the subject
places upon part of himself. They are constructed by adding the suffix teri(na) to the stem of the simple verb.
With reflexive verbs the subject has the nominal form. (Reuther 1899:19)
121
E.g. ngantjamalianimai – „love one another‟. Theses are verbs which express an activity which the subjects
effect upon one another. They are formed by adding the suffix malina to the stem of the simple verb. With
reciprocal verbs the subject has the nominal form. (Reuther 1899:19)
122
Explained as: mood of reality, mood of wishing, mood of threatening, mood of command, and mood of
condition. (Reuther 1899:20))
123
E.g. wapana – „to walk‟ or nandrana – „to beat‟ (Reuther 1899:21))
124
By adding the suffix rina to nouns. E.g. tiri – „angry‟: tiririna – „to be angry‟. (Reuther 1899:21))
125
Transitive verbs can be formed from some intransitive verbs by adding the suffix bana. E.g. jiritjina – „to get
up‟, jiritjibana – „to rouse‟. The suffix bana may also indicate special emphasis. The ending ngana is used in a
similar way and before it the stem-final vowel –a is changed to –i, e.g. jatana – „to say‟, jatingana – „to invite‟
(Reuther 1899:21)
126
These can be formed from any primary verb with a considerable difference in meaning. E.g. jatana – „to say‟,
jatajatana – „to tell a story, to chatter‟. (Reuther 1899:21)
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Present: ngankana – „to make‟
indicative
ngato
ngankai127
or
ngato ngankaji
or
ngato
ngankaila128
„I make‟

imperative
ngankau
or
ngankamai! „make‟
nulia
ngankaiatimai!
should make‟

optative
ngankanato

denunciative
ngato ngankaiati
or
would ngato ngankaiatila

„I
make‟
„he or
„I will make‟

conditional
ngato
ngankanani
„if I make

infinitive participle supine
ngankana nganka
ngankala
„to make making
„make‟

„I make … or else you (had
better watch out)‟

nandruja ngankaiatimai „she
should make‟
ngankalau
or
ngankalumai „both make‟
pudlalia
ngankaiatulumai!
„you both make‟
ngankanau
„make‟

ngankanimai129

tanalia
ngankaiatinimai130
„they should make‟
Figure 27. Reuther Verb Conjugation. Source: Reuther 1899:23 Paradigm
127

The ending –ia indicates the event in general. (Reuther 1899:21)Austin notes, that it could have been intended to be read as ngankia to correspond to the list of endings given
for the present tense. (Austin 1973:26 in Reuther, editor‟s notes 1973:26)
128
The other forms –aji, -la, wapaia, aila emphasize that the event is happening right now. (Reuther 1899:21) Austin notes, that the forms ending in –la and wapaia have
apparently been omitted from the paradigm. (Austin 1973:26 in Reuther, editor‟s notes 1973:26)
129
These forms are my guess, because they are illegible in the Reuther manuscript.
130
This form is again a guess, because it is illegible.
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Future:
indicative
denunciative
optative
ngato ngankala nganai
ngato ngankaiatila ?
ngankanato „I will make‟
Figure 28. Reuther Future Tense. Source: Reuther 1899:23 Paradigm
Perfect:
indicative
participle
ngato ngankana warai – „I have made today‟ ngankanala – „having made‟
ngato ngakala wiri – „I have made
(yesterday, or the day before)‟
ngato ngankana paraia - „I have made
(recently)‟
ngato ngankana wonti
„I have made (a long time ago)‟
Figure 29. Reuther Perfect Tense. Source Reuther 1899:23 Paradigm

The imperative mood is the only one where a formal distinction between the singular, dual
and plural numbers exists. Additionally, there are two separate forms for each number; the
form ending in –mai is most commonly used. (Reuther 1899:22)
The form of the participle is identical to the infinitive. The optative mood has two meanings: a
simple wish131 or when used in a subordinate clause following on the main clause, it implies a
purpose132. The denunciative mood cannot be found in any of the great literary languages. It
expresses prediction or threat and is always preceded by a preliminary clause 133. (Reuther
1899:24)

V.2.7. Adverbs

There are two kinds of adverbs – primary adverbs134 and secondary adverbs derived from
adjectives by adding the suffix li135. Adverbs can be inflected and show no degrees of
comparison. (Reuther 1899:24)

131

E.g. ngani wapanto – „I would like to go‟ (Reuther 1899:24)
E.g. kulkanipirna ngaiana ngurali tapi ngamananto – „Our Saviour died that we might have eternal life‟
(Reuther 1899:24)
133
E.g. Ngapu ngamau, ngato nandraiati – „Sit still, or else I hit you‟ (Reuther 1899:24)
134
E.g. karari – „now‟, woldrawindi – „yesterday‟
135
E.g. kilpali – „coldly‟, marlali – „in a friendly fashion‟
132
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V.2.8. Postpositions

Locational relationships can be expressed by postpositions, but there are no prepositions. Two
kinds of postpositions exist: monosyllabic affixes that are, strictly speaking, no postpositions,
and „real‟ postpositions that are free, independent words. (Reuther 1899:25)

monosyllabic syllables
ni – (dative ending) „on, in, after, to‟
ndru – „for, from, out of‟
1. „away from‟
2. „on account of‟
nto – (optative ending) „with‟
ldra – „also, too‟
elu – „till‟
li (nominative and ablative ending) – „with,
by‟
ia, (genitive ending) – „direction towards‟

independent postpositions
wirdi – „along‟
mandrani – „inside‟ (literally „in the belly‟)
tokuni – „behind‟
manani – „before, in front‟
terti – „in the middle‟
mara – „with‟
pani – „without‟
pota – ‘with‟
nkeri – indicates exactly the opposite
direction

Figure 30. Reuther Postpositions. Source: Reuther 1899:25

V.2.9. Conjunctions

Reuther only identifies ja – „and‟ and ngangau – „therefore, because‟. (Reuther (1973:25)

V.2.10. Interjections

There are five interjections:
a, ai - „heaven forbid!‟
ngapu – „all right, very well‟ (expresses agreement)
jakajai – „goodness gracious me!‟
ngujangujala Expresses pity.
piu „villain!‟
(Reuther 1899:25)
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V.3. Austin

Peter Austin described the Dieri, or Diyari, as he spelt the language name, in 1981. He studied
the language between 1974 and 1978. At that time, he recorded the last generation of fluent
speakers. 136 He states that the language consists of two dialects, Diyari and Dhirari. When
Austin published his grammar there was only one remaining speaker for Dhirari and only a
number of families were using Diyari with its youngest speaker aged about fifty. (Austin
1981:x preface).
He mentions three main language informants: Ben Murray, who was the last person able to
speak Dhirari. He grew up among Diyari speakers and spent two years at the Killalpaninna
mission school. All speakers of Diyari were multilingual, speaking Arabana or Wangganguru
as well as Diyari and English with more or less facility. Rosa Warren learned Diyari as a child
from people who had been at Killalpaninna. Frieda Merrick learned Diyari as a young woman
in Muloorina and Killalpaninna. (Austin 1981:xii acknowledgements and Austin 1981:13f))
Austin does not refer to the early missionaries Schoknecht, Homann and Koch by
name in his Diyari grammar. He briefly describes the establishment of the mission at Lake
Killalpaninna and their published and unpublished works. He describes these materials as
“orthographically poor, but [showing] a solid understanding of Diyari morphology and syntax
on the part of their authors.” (Austin 1981:12) The influence of the mission for his description
of the language is not addressed at all. All of his three informants learned Dieri in
Killalpaninna or from people who had been there. This matter must have surely influenced the
language. The following sub-chapters illustrate Austin‟s description of Diyari.

V.3.1. Phonology

136

http://www.hrelp.org/grants/projects/index.php?projid=13. accessed 07/15/07
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Austin Consonants

bilabial labio-

labio-

dental

velar

dental| alveolar |post-alveolar

retro

palatal velar uvular pharyngeal glottal

flex

plosive

p

t

|

td |

ʈɖ

ɟ

k

nasal

m

n

|

n |

ɳ

ɲ

ŋ

|

r

ɻ

j

ɭ

ʎ

trill

|

tap or flap
fricative
lateral fricative
approximant
lateral

w
|

137

?l

|

approximant
Figure 31. Austin Consonant Chart modified. Source: Austin 1981:17

137

Austin has included a lamino-dental lateral sound for which I cannot find a clear equivalent in the IPA-system. Using the palatal approximant is a guess. Austin explains, that
the dental sign indicates a prestopping of the sound.
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Figure 32. Austin Consonant Chart. Source: Austin 1981:17138
In the IPA chart above, I tried to „translate‟ Austin‟s terms into modern IPA convention. I
have assumed the following:
-

the apico-alveolar stops and the nasal are alveolar plosives and the alveolar nasal

-

the apico-alveolar tap is the alveolar trill

-

the bilabio-velar glide is the labio-velar approximant

-

the lamino-palatal glide is the palatal approximant

-

the apico-post-alveolar (retroflex) continuant is the retroflex approximant

-

apico-domal stops, the nasal and the lateral are retroflex plosives, nasal and lateral
approximant

-

the lamino-palatal stop, nasal and lateral are the palatal plosive, nasal and lateral
approximant

-

the dorso-velar stop and nasal are velar plosive and nasal

-

the lamino-dental stop and nasal are presumably dental plosive and nasal

-

the lamino-dental laterals is the most difficult sound to recover. I assume that it is the
alveolar lateral approximant. The IPA does not include any “dental lateral” sound.

Vowels
There are three vowel phonemes in Diyari, a, i and u. Each vowel phoneme has a number of
allophones, with widest phonetic range in the realization of /a/.

138

For easier transcription I shall use the following orthographic symbols for Austin‟s spelling system hereafter:
apico-domal t, d, n and l: tj, dj, nj and lj; lamino-dental t, n, l: tt, nt, lt, lamino-palatal t, n, l: tl, nl, ll, dorso-velar
n: ng and retroflex continuant r: rj. I chose to do so, because there is no spelling convention that could promote
confusion in terms of double-consonants.
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i
/i/

u<

i>

/u/
u

ε

ɔ
æ

Λ

ɑ

/a/

Figure 33. Austin Vowel Chart modified. Source: Austin 1981:19f
/i/:
[i>] occurs in an unstressed position before /w/ and is slightly backed
[i] occurs in all other environments and is a high front unrounded vowel
/u/:
[u<] occurs in unstressed position before /y/ and is slightly fronted
[u] high back vowel
/a/:
[æ] occurs in stressed syllables between /y/ and /d/, /r/, / / immediately followed by y vowel,
low front unrounded
[ε] occurs in stressed syllables between /y/ and a laminal or apical stop (other than /d/) or
nasal, immediately followed by a vowel, mid open front unrounded
[ɔ] occurs in stressed syllables between /y/ and a bilabial or dorso-velar stop or nasal, mid
open back unrounded
[ɑ] occurs in stressed syllables between /w/ and an apico-domal stop, nasal or lateral or / /
immediately followed by a vowel, low back unrounded
[Λ] occurs elsewhere, low central vowel
(Austin 1981:20f)
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In addition to these vowels, Diyari also has phonetic long high vowels [i:] and [u:] as well as
two-vowel sequences [Λi], [Λu], [iΛ] and [uΛ], and three-vowel sequences [ΛuΛ], [Λui],
iuΛ], [iui], [ΛiΛ], [uiΛ] and [uiu]. (Austin 1981:21ff)
Austin states that both, the consonant as well as the vowel system are typical of Australian
languages. The only exception for this observation is the voicing distinction that is highly
unusual for an Australian language. (Austin 1981:16)

Austin mentions seven word classes or parts of speech: nominal, pronoun, verb, predicate
determiner, particle, co-ordinator, and interjection. (Austin 1981:33)

V.3.2. Pronouns

Diyari has two sets of pronouns: Personal pronouns and special relationship pronouns. “The
latter only occur in the dual absolutive but the former have full case paradigms” (Austin
1981:59). There is a contrast in the first person dual and plural between inclusive and
exclusive reference. (Austin 1981:36)

Special relationship pronouns

Figure 34. Austin Special Relationship Pronouns. Source: Austin 1981:59

Hercus and White first recorded this set of pronouns in 1973. They are a marginal set and
have never occurred in any of Austin‟s recorded texts. These forms are root + suffixes –nttta
and –kiya. Recalling that all Diyari words phonologically begin in a consonant, one can
suggest that the vowel-initial second person pronoun is a borrowing from ArabanaWanggaguru that is spoken by all remaining Diyari speakers. (Austin 1981:59)

Personal pronoun: The personal pronouns are specified by person (first, second or third), and
number (singular, dual or plural).
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Sing
nom: nganti

first person
Dual
Plural
Sing
nom: ngalda / nom: ngayana / nom: yini
ngali
ngayani

erg: ngattu

erg: ngalda / ngali erg: ngayana / erg: yundu

second person
Dual
Plural
nom: yula
nom: yura

erg: yula

erg: yura

erg: ntandu /
ntulu

erg: pula

erg: ttanali

dat: yula i

dat: yura i

dat: ntangka i
/ ntungka i

dat: pula i

dat: ttana i

acc:
yulanha

acc:

acc: ntanta
ntinta

/ acc: pulanta acc: ttananta

loc/all:
yulaŋu

loc/all:

loc/all:
ntangkaŋa
/ ntungkangu

:
loc/all: loc/all:!
pulangu
ttanangu

ngayani

dat: ngaka i

acc: nganta

dat: ngalda i /
ngali i

dat: ngayana i /

dat: yingka i

ngayani i

acc: ŋaldanha / acc: ngayananha acc: yinanha
ŋalinha
/

third person
Dual
Plural
nom: pulati nom: ttana

Sing
nom: ntani /
ntawu

yuranha

ngayaninha
loc/all:
ngakanu

:
loc/all: :
loc/all: loc/all:
ngaldangu /
yinkanu
ngayanangundu /
ngalingu
ngayaningundu

abl:
abl:
ngakangundu ngaldangundu /
ngalingundu

abl::
ngayanangundu /

abl:
yingkangundu

yurangu
!

abl:
abl:
abl:
yulangundu
ntangkangundu
yurangundu
ntungkangundu

abl:
pulangundu

abl:
ttanangundu

ngayaningundu
Figure 35. Austin Personal Pronouns modified. Source: Austin 1981:61
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Figure 36. Austin Personal Pronouns. Source: Austin 1982:61

Most of these forms can be analysed into root followed by case suffix. The roots are marked
by underlining and exceptions in bold letters. All pronouns start in a consonant.
A distinction is made between inclusive and exclusive in first person dual and plural which is
a contrast drawn in many Australian languages. “The third person pronouns distinguish two
genders in the singular, feminine and non-feminine. Gender is determined by natural sex
distinctions.” (Austin 1981:60) Locative and allocative share the same forms.

Diyari only has free pronouns and distinguishes between ergative and nominative forms.

V.3.3. Nominals

Austin distinguishes three types of nominals:

Figure 37. Austin Nominals. Source: Austin 1981:35
There are eight morphological case inflections for Diyari, nominative, ergative, accusative,
absolutive, ablative, locative, allative, and dative. A distinction is drawn between transitive
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and intransitive subject and transitive object. Interestingly, nominative case does not only
mark the intransitive subject but the transitive as well for non-singular 1 and 2 pronouns,
which is usually marked by ergative case.

Diyari Case marking system:

Nonsingular 1
and
2
pronouns

Nonsingular
common
nouns

Female
persona
names

Male
personal
names

Singular
common
nouns

ergative

ergative

ergative

ergative

Intransitive
subject (S) nominative nominative nominative nominative

absolutive

absolutive

Transitive
object (O)

absolutive

absolutive

Transitive
subject (A)

Singular 1
and
2
pronouns,
other
pronouns

nominative ergative

accusative

accusative

accusative

accusative

Figure 38. Austin Case Marking System. Source: Austin 1981:47

first

declension

endings
singul

dual

plural

ar
nominative

ni /nja

ergative
dative
accusative
locative

- second declension
endings
singul

dual

- nomina

plural

ar
u

propria

-

endings
singul

dual

ar

plura
l

rja

a, i, u

----

--------

------

------

------

ndu / li li

li

li / yali ----

--------

------

------

------

angka anji
/ anji
nta / ana
nta
ngu
ngu

anji

ya

----

--------

------

------

------

nja

ta

----

--------

------

------

------

ngu

nti

----

--------

nti / i / ------

------

a
allative

ngu

ngu

ngu

ya

----

--------

ya / i

------

------

ablative

ndu

ndu

ndu

ndu

----

--------

ndu

------

------

Figure 39. Austin Declension of Nouns. Source: Austin 1981:51
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Figure 40. Austin Diyari Case Forms. Source: Austin 1981:51
The most common noun case inflections are ABS –Ø, ERG –(ya)li, LOC –nti, ABL –ndu,
ALL –ya.
Diyari has a locative suffix to express “at”, “in”, “near” or “on” which is a common feature of
most AIL (Nathan 1996:165). The language has „local‟ cases LOC, ALL and ABL.
Diyari distinguishes clearly between NOM and ACC forms. NOM and ERG in Diyari are
„joined‟ together as ABS in some forms,

Diyari is an exception among AIL in that it has only a single inflectional paradigm for all
verbs (Austin 1981:66). The language has two classes of verbs, main verbs, which are either
transitive or ditransitive or intransitive, and auxiliary verbs, which are optional and have tense
and modal functions, and are homophonous with the main verb roots (Austin 1981:88).

V.3.4. Verbs

Diyari only has one conjugation class.
Verb inflections
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Figure 41. Austin Verb Conjugation. Source: Austin 1981:83

Diyari has three tenses, present, past, and future. The latter is formed with a non-finite form.
Moods are imperative and optative. Participials are also non-finite forms. An interesting
feature is the different endings in subordinate classes depending on the subject and the form
of the subordinate class.

Austin describes six auxiliary verbs:

Figure 42. Austin Auxiliary Verbs. Source: Austin 1981:89
The first indicates distant past time reference. The second has two distinct functions. When
suffixed by –ya it specifies past time of one or two months prior to the present, when suffixed
by –yi, it indicates habitual mood, which is some action or event known to occur habitually.
The third auxiliary co-occurs with –ya and indicates past time of one or two weeks prior to the
present. The fourth co-occurs with –yi and indicates that an action or event took place at some
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time between this morning and yesterday morning. The fifth co-occurs with –yi and indicates
immediate past and the sixth co-occurs with –yi and indicates near or distant future time
reference. (Austin 1981:89ff)

V.3.5. Numerals

There are three basic numeral adjectives in Diyari: kunju- „one‟, mandu –„two‟ and parkulu –
„three‟. These can be combined for higher numeration 139 and for numbers up to twenty marja„hand, fingers‟, ttina – „foot, toes‟, wada – „half, one side‟ and partlanja – „all‟ can be
combined. 140 The latter system is open-ended. Moreover, “it is not clear whether this system
of enumeration is indigenous to Diyari or whether it was invented after contact with white
people.” (Austin 1981:57)
There are only two simple ordinal number adjectives: nguparja – „first‟ and ngadja –
„next‟.141

V.3.6. Location nominals

Instead of naming them postpositions, Austin refers to location nominals with temporal or
spatial reference.
Temporal location nominals are:

Figure 43. Austin Temporal Location Nominals. Source: Austin 1981:44

Spatial location nominals consist of the directional terms:
-

ttinankara – „north‟

139

E.g. mandu mandu – „four‟, mandu mandu kunju – „five‟ (Austin 1981:56)
E.g. marja partlanja – „ten‟, marja (partlanja) ya ttina partlanja – twenty OR putta mandu marja partlanja
(x 2 10) – „twenty‟ (Austin 1981:57)
141
They are combined with the derivational affix –yitla to form nouns nguparjayitla – „first one‟ and ngadjayitla
– „next one‟. (Austin 1981:57)
140
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kunankari – „south‟

-

yantakara – „west‟

-

ttidiwa – „east‟

-

yara – „this way‟ (direction towards the speaker)

-

yada – „that way‟ (direction away from the speaker)
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and the roots njaka „there‟ and njingki „here‟ which select one of the obligatory relative
distance suffixes:
-

dja „vicinity‟ (position or location close to the speaker, up to a metre away)

-

-ya „near‟ (position at medium distance, a few metres away)

-

-pada „there‟ (between –ya and –wa)

-wa „distant‟ (position relatively far from the speaker, but not so far as njaka) (Austin
1981:45)

Figure 44. Austin Spatial Location Nominals. Source: Austin 1981:45
V.3.7. Interjections

Austin identifies 15 interjections. Two of these are phonotactially unusual for beginning with
a vowel:
-

adu - „hello‟ (a greeting)

-

ayi – „hey‟ (a call for attention)

Another is phonologically deviant both for beginning with a vowel and for containing a
glottal stop found nowhere else in the language:
-

aʔayi – ‚no, that is not correct‟

The usual stress rules do not apply to these interjections. (Austin 1981:36)
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The remaining interjections are:

Figure 45. Austin Interjections. Source: Austin 1981: 37

This chapter was intended to give an overview over the linguistic data I worked with to
provide a basis for analysis. Thus, I tried to compile comparable data by modifying charts and
tables. The following chapter is concerned with analysing the data of chapter V as well as lists
of vocabulary provided in the appendix.
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VI. Comparisons and Assumptions based on the Linguistic Data

This chapter deals with the assumptions that can be drawn from my compilation of
grammatical features in chapter V as well as vocabulary lists of the appendix. It is obvious,
that Dieri has undergone significant change during the course of 110 years of recording the
language. As I have argued in chapter IV, introducing literacy into the Dieri society triggered
a number of changes not only in the language, but in cultural and religious beliefs and
concepts as well. However, conceptual changes were only a small part of extensive shifts in
Dieri. A close look at vocabulary lists, provided in the appendix, shows numerous changes in
the lexicon that can be analysed using the terms of language change and language death. An
analysis of the different descriptions of Dieri grammar suggests a number of changes in the
structure of the language throughout the years due to cultural, linguistic, and literary
influences.

VI.1. Conceptual Changes

Languages do not only change in terms of grammar and lexicon, but also in terms of concepts.
This is perhaps the most influential change of all as it triggers a change in perception and
cultural awareness among the speakers of a language. Often these changes ultimately lead to
the disappearance of a language while the influence of another language and culture group
increases. I thus conclude, that conceptual changes are a strong indicator for potential
language death. Mühlhäusler describes the differences between Standard Average European
(SAE) systems and other conceptual systems lying in their lexically and grammatically coded
knowledge of semantic distinctions and in the culture-specific metaphors that are used to
obtain new knowledge. (Mühlhäusler 1996:298) It is obvious, that two very distinct cultural
systems clashed at the encounter of German missionaries and the Dieri Aborigines.
Conceptual differences are in notions of time and space.
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VI.1.1. The Concept of Time

As mentioned before, time for Western civilisations is described by the metaphor of an
„arrow, leading in one direction without the possibility of going back. „History repeats itself‟,
or so they say, but the concept does not include repetition of time, but an altered version of
something that has already happened. The arrow always points forward and cannot alter its
course. The Indigenous tribes of Australia, on the other hand, believed in the concept of time
described by a „circle‟. Australian kinship systems reflect this concept by a system of
replacement from younger to older generations. Thus, grandchildren‟s names are repeated in
their grandparent‟s names. Kinship terms of many Australian languages confirm this view.
(Amery & Mühlhäusler Lecture 09/01/05)
Austin states that there are two ways to express location in time with respect to the time of the
speech event in Dieri: by means of temporal location noun and/or verb tense marking. There
are location nouns142 and two systems of temporal deictic specification by tense marking: a
simple tense system marked by direct suffixation to the verb stem143 and a compound system
involving auxiliary verbs144. (Austin 1982:278f)

VI.1.2. The Concept of Space

Another conceptual worldview is the notion of space. There is a difference between absolute
and relative terms while describing concepts of space. Absolute terms are up / down,
north/south and relative terms are left / right, front / back. It is an interesting fact that some
Aboriginal languages use absolute, rather than relative spatial systems. An example comes
from Gurindju using not only the four directions of the compass north / south and east / west,
142

Location nouns with deictic temporal reference are: karrari – now, today; ngarda – later, next; warru – long
ago, before; waldawirti – yesterday; thangkurpana – tomorrow. The last two can be followed by nguru meaning
„one day beyond‟: waldawirti nguru – the day before yesterday and thankurparna nguru – the day after
tomorrow. (Austin 1982:278)
143
There is a two term contrast, -ya „past‟ (and „perfective aspect‟) for events occurring prior to the event of
speaking (and completed by that time) versus –yi „nonpast‟ for events occurring during or after the speech event.
(Austin 1982:279)
Examples: juju-yali nganha matha-ya (snake-erg me-acc bite-past) „A snake bit me.‟ (Austin 1982:275)
Paya parrjarna thada-yi (bird all-abs fly-nonpast) „All birds fly.‟ (Austin 1982:279)
144
The system consists of six auxiliary verbs that historically derive from full lexical verbs and follow the main
verb that takes a non-finite inflection –rna „participle‟ and –lha „future‟. There are five past and one future
auxiliary: --lha nganayi – future, any time after t0; -rna wanthiyi – distant past, -rna wapaya – intermediate past,
up to one or two months prior to t0,; -rna padaya – recent past, up to some weeks prior to t0; -lha widiyi –
yesterday past, up to one day prior to t0, -rna warrayi – immediate past, events immediately prior to t0
(t0 indicates the moment of speaking) (Austin 1982:280)
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but also terms for up / down and upstream / downstream. (Amery & Mühlhäusler Lecture
09/01/05) Tribal territories in clearly defined borders that were marked by distinctive
landmarks partly propagated the development of absolute spatial systems rather than relative.
Modern Western spatial systems are relative, which is probably due to a long history of urban
settlement. According to Austin, Dieri has a very simply deictic system with only two deictic
directionals indicating direction of motion, or induced motion, with respect to the speaker or
sender in the speech event 145. (Austin 1982:281)

VI.2. Influences on the lexicon

Due to the work of the missionaries with the Dieri, today a number of documents exist from
the very early phase of cultural contact. (Kneebone 2001:149) These allow deep insight not
only into cultural differences, biases and assumptions, but also into the nature of the „real
Dieri‟ language.

Apart from the influence literacy had on Dieri, the wordlists, grammars, and dictionaries did
not only add „new‟ knowledge of the European missionaries about religion, society, and
culture, but also reduced the traditional lexicon by limiting the number of words and phrases
taken into consideration. (Kneebone 1998:245)

VI.2.1. Animates146

For a hunter and gatherer society as the Dieri animates played a crucial role for every day‟s
survival. Examples include the Dieri-words for „snake‟. It is rather doubtful whether the Dieri
even had a generic term for „snake‟ as these animals were part of their daily life and it was
crucial to be able to distinguish venomous from harmless ones. Homann translated the term
„snake‟ with womar and wipparu. Gason147, added many more terms for the word: including
145

The two directionals are yarra – this way, towards the speaker and yada – that way, away from the speaker.
Example: yarra wapa-mayi (this way come-imperative) „Come here!‟ (Austin 1982:281)
146
The examples described are included in the appendix 1 in form of a comparative chart.
147
Samuel Gason had already been stationed as a police officer at Lake Killalpaninna for two years when the
mission was established. He acted as a mediator between the missionaries and the Dieri and provided Homann
and Koch with hundreds of words to help them establishing a first knowledge of the Indigenous language. He
published an article in Taplin‟s Native Tribes of South Australia from 1879 (Kneebone 1998:244) Examples
from Gason are mostly from footnotes in the Reuther manuscript and are referenced accordingly.
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woma, meaning „carpet snake, from 5 to 7 ft. long, large body, its bite not venomous‟
(Reuther 1901:3976)148, wipparoo: „long thin snake, shaded with other dark colours, about 7
ft. long, very venomous, its bite causing instant death, so the natives are very much cautious
killing it‟ (Reuther 1901:3765), wirrawirrala: „large brown snake, with yellow belly, from 6
to 10 ft. long, very venomous‟ (Reuther 1901:3781), and wonkoo: „light brown and grey
snake, from 4 to 7 ft long, venomous and very vicious‟. (Reuther 1901:3975) Schoknecht
listed in his dictionary eleven terms for „snake‟: wiparu, woma, wonku, malkankura, merikila,
wirawiraila, woraworaku, kacheeri, mulana, metindi, and maljaanti. (Schoknecht 1873D)149
There is no distinction made between the words in terms of meaning. Reuther was probably
able to record almost all terms for „snake‟. His dictionary, however, is only one-way and
incredibly extensive. Therefore, I was not able to find all the terms he included, but only six:
wiparu: ‟a poisonous species of snake‟ (Reuther 1901:3765), woma: „ a species of snake‟
(Reuther 1901: 3976), wonku: „a species of snake‟ (Reuther 1901: 3975), malkankura: =
wirrawirrala, ‚a very venomous snake, a leaping adder‟ (Reuther 1901: 1390), wirawiralila
3781: „a species of snake‟, marikirla: „a very venomous snake‟ (alternate spelling: marikilla)
(Reuther 1901:1389). It is worth noting that these are no exact translations as we find them in
Gason. The only distinction is drawn between venomous and harmless snakes. A collective
term is the word tjutju: „a reptile; [an insect], similarly all snakes, spiders, flies, beetles,
lizards, and lice‟ Reuther comments on this: from the context, it would appear that every
crawling creature is a tjutju. (Reuther 1901:3525) tjutju madlentji: is used for „a venomous
snake‟ (Reuther 1901:3525). Austin, finally, includes in his very short word list in his
grammar only the word wanka for „snake‟. (Austin 1981)150
This example shows the reduction of traditional meanings in the Dieri lexicon in the course of
time. Like other Indigenous peoples, the Australian Aborigines‟ lexicons were very much
influenced by their surroundings and natural phenomena. As are not many species of snakes
in Europe, European languages use one collective term and a number of very specialized
biological terms that are only known to a limited number of people. The Dieri and other
Indigenous Australians, on the other hand, very much relied on a coherent knowledge of flora
and fauna as well as weather phenomena and seasonal particularities. Australian climatic
preconditions were extreme as was the large number of dangerous and venomous plants and
148

The date given for reference of the Reuther manuscript is again the original date of publishing and not of the
translation that P.A. Scherer undertook between 1974 and 1976. The numbers following the date are not the page
numbers, but the internal numbering Reuther used in his dictionary for each entry.
149
For the Schoknecht dictionary I shall use 1873D for reference. As this is a very short one-way dictionary in
alphabetic order, there is no need to refer to the pages.
150
For Reference I shall only use the date of publishing and not the page numbers. The word list is one-way and
very short.
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animals. When Samual Gason got to know Dieri culture before the Lutheran mission was set
up, he was probably the first and the last white person experiencing truly traditional Dieri life
and language. He acted as an interpreter for Homann and Koch and dictated long lists of
words to them. Given the reasons for which Homann and Koch wanted and needed to learn
Dieri – missionary work, teaching, and translation of biblical texts – their requirements
concerning the semantic range of the lexicon were rather limited. The „snake‟ is, once again, a
good example for this. As I have already assumed earlier, it is not very likely that the Dieri
had a generic term for the reptile given the variety of them and the necessity to be able to
distinguish dangerous from harmless ones. Using the term tjutju not only for „reptile‟ but also
for all animals able to crawl, as Reuther suggests, is similarly unlikely. Homann, Koch, and
Schoknecht needed to know how to refer to the crawling creature and were probably content
with a few words in their active and possibly more in their passive vocabulary. Their
translation work was limited to a number of short biblical texts, songs and the primer for the
mission school. Reuther, in collaboration with Strehlow, on the other hand, translated the
Bible. It would have been very interesting to find out which of the many terms for „snake‟
Reuther found, was used in the translation of the Genesis. Unfortunately, I was not able to
include the bible translation of Reuther and Strehlow into my considerations. Kneebone
analyzed some translations of religious content from Homann and Koch, where the term used
for the snake in the story of Adam and Eve was xoxo or tjotjo in a different spelling.
(Kneebone 2005:149) This then, would correspond to the term tjutju, translated as „reptile‟
and thus the least specific translation of all. Of course, this fits with the missionaries‟ effort to
generalize and avoid direct associations for the Dieri.
Thus, one is able to conclude that where the missionaries had trouble finding words for
„Jesus‟, „God‟, „Holy Spirit‟, „Saviour‟, „Heaven‟, „Paradise‟ etc, they were possibly similarly
tended to reduce the language for simplification and to fit it more easily into the new cultural
and religious concepts they were inclined to bring upon the Dieri.

VI.2.2. People, Mythical Beings, and Religious Terms

Apart from terms for the various Australian animals daily encountered by the Dieri, another
interesting semantic field is, in the context of missionary work, concerned with terms for
people and mythical beings. Reuther gives a number of terms for „white‟ and „black‟ people.
Some of these are spelt in capital letters suggesting use as a proper noun. Examples include
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Tilpirini: „white‟ (Reuther 1901: 649), Pilpantana: compounded to pilpa (= „cheek‟) and –na
(= ‟he‟), denotes „one that has white cheeks‟ (Reuther 1901: 719). Kutjani: from kutja
(=‟feathers‟, i.e. white) and –ni (=‟she‟), means, „the white one‟ (as white as feathers)
(Reuther 1901: 732), interestingly, Schoknecht included in his dictionary the term Ketjani,
which means „Dieri‟. (Schoknecht 1873D) If the two terms are identical, there could have
been a change in meaning. Ketjani, then, was possibly the term for a person of special
importance for the tribe – maybe a kunki (witch doctor) (Reuther 1901:812) who used white
feathers to perform his rituals (such as contacting spirits of the deceased or to influence the
weather). The meaning of Kutjani was reduced and, meaning „the white one‟, could have
possibly been used to refer to the white settlers. What makes this assumption even more
likely, are my observations in chapter II pertaining to one of the biggest mistakes of
Aboriginal Australians in mistaking the white Europeans for spirits of their deceased
ancestors, because they believed them to be white.
Wiljaruna: from wiljaru (=‟black‟) means „the black one‟ (Reuther 1901:704), kana: „man‟,
the plural denoting „people‟. Kana means as much as „black man‟ [i.e. Aboriginal] (Reuther
1901:298), kana wolara: „people, tribe‟ (wolara actually means „mob, multitude, host,
crowd‟). (Reuther 1901:300) For the latter Schoknecht states karna, meaning „man (native)
(Schoknecht 1873D) and Austin kana, meaning „Aboriginal person‟. (Austin 1981) Here, the
original meaning „man‟ or „people‟ has been specialized. Before they encountered the first
Europeans, the Dieri had probably no need for a specialized term for „Aboriginal‟ person.
The Dieri term for „soul‟ is (almost) the same in all dictionaries and wordlists I consulted.
Interesting about the expression are the explanations Reuther gives for mungara: „the soul‟.
The word is a compound of Mura (=‟deity‟) and ngara (=‟heart‟), i.e. „heart of the deity‟, or
of Mura and ngararina (= „to turn into a heart‟) (Reuther 1901:1634), mungara: „soul‟.
Mungara is only used with reference to the human soul – kana mungara: „a man‟s soul‟
(Reuther 1901:813), mura: „the deity‟ (absolute supernatural being) (in the beginning, only
milis ‘servants‟ (Reuther 1901:1452) and muramuras: „demi-gods‟ Untergötter (Reuther
1901:1522) existed on the earth (Reuther 1901:1520)). It is possible that the missionaries
introduced the term to refer to the „soul‟ of people. Reuther‟s explanation suggests this
reading. The addition of the term kana mungara and the explanation that it is only used for
human beings also support this claim. Schoknecht included mungara: spirit, soul (Schoknecht
1873D) in his dictionary and Austin yawula „soul‟ and mungara „soul‟ (Austin 1981). I was
not able to find a corresponding term for yawula in any other dictionary or wordlist.
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Another very interesting term is kutji or kuchi. Schoknecht translates the word: kuchi with
„spirits, evil, appearing mostly in birds and animals‟, kuchi kuchi means „bird‟. kuchi
madlanchi is then translated with „devil, Satan‟ (Schoknecht 1873D) Reuther, on the other
hand, gives the following explanations kutji: ‚[evil] spirit; devil.‟ (Reuther 1901:973), kutji
808: „[evil] spirit; devil (Reuther: „Menschengeist‟ also translated by „nature, disposition‟).
(Reuther 1901:808)
Kutji ngumu is „the benevolent spirit of a deceased person‟ (Reuther 1901:976) or „a noble
human spirit‟ (Reuther: „Menschengeist‟ also translated by „nature, disposition‟) (Reuther
1901:808.3). In opposition to that, kutji madlentji is translated as ‟the malevolent spirit of a
dead person‟, just as kutji, in the sense of „devil‟, permits of no attributive [qualities], except
for „good‟ (nulia) and „bad‟ (nauja). Even the spirit of a deceased person is described in a
general way as kutji, (Reuther 1901:977). Other translations of kutji madlentji are „an evil
human spirit‟ (Reuther 1901:808.2) or „the [malevolent] spirit of a dead man which oppresses
the living‟ (Reuther 1901:1368A). Finally, Austin states kutji – „devil‟. (Austin 1981)
The word kutji has clearly undergone a change in meaning. Schoknecht recorded the term as
evil spirits (note the plural), whereas Reuther described them as „evil spirit, devil‟ or even
„Menschengeist‟. It has been noted that the term, the missionaries used for „devil‟ was much
easier to find than those for God, Jesus, or Saviour. The term was kuchi madlanchi, using the
adjective for „bad, ugly, evil‟ to undermine the wicked nature of the Christian devil. In
Reuther‟s time, the word had already an addition in the meaning of the word kutji. The phrase
kutji madlentji interestingly is not translated as „devil‟, but „evil spirit‟. There is even an
antonym for it kutji ngumu, meaning „benevolent spirit‟. This also adds to my theory. Austin
gives the least „satisfactory‟ translation for kutji - „devil‟.
In correspondence to that, one finds the phrase madlanxi ankana for „to sin‟, which literally
means „to make evil‟. (Kneebone 2005:150)
Another noteworthy term is associated with Jesus and the related connotation as „saviour‟.
Homann and Koch introduced the term kulkanipirna as the mission term for Jesus (Saviour).
(Kneebone 2005:138) Schoknecht translates the term kulkaninpirna as saviour (pirna is
greater, more exalted than echa) – Jesus, kulkaniecha then means „helper, protector‟ and
kulkuna is „to help, protect, defend‟. (Schoknecht 1873D) Reuther, on the contrary, gives the
following explanation kulkanipirna: „protector, guardian (in respect to property)‟. (Reuther
1901:888) This term was probably not used in pre-mission times by the Dieri. Thus, it can be
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analyzed as a loan translation, using already existing words to explain new concepts. Why
Reuther translated the term the way he did, is not clear. Once again, it would have been very
useful to consult his bible translation to find out how he described Jesus. It seems clear,
however, that he agrees neither with Homann and Koch nor with Schoknecht on the
translation in a religious sense. A reason for this could lie in the attempt to include only
„original‟ Dieri words into his dictionary. This theory is also supported by the fact that no
other loans or loan translations seem to be included in the manuscript. In a similar fashion, the
term aperipirna became the mission term for „God the Father‟ – from aperi - „father‟ and
again pirna - „great‟. (Kneebone 2005:139)

VI.2.3. Seasons and Weather Phenomena

The word for „summer, heat or daylight‟ is (almost) the same in all sources – woldra. Yet,
translations for phrases including the word, as well as for the word itself differ in a number of
ways. Schoknecht writes woldra: daylight, warmth, woldrali: warm, woldra pirna: heat,
woldrakancha: summer, woldrauti: yesterday at mid-day. (Schoknecht 1873D)
Reuther writes woldra / woldrali: (adj.) = ‚hot‟, (n) = heat, woldrakanja: „summer heat‟,
woldra wirdi: „yesterday‟, woldrawirdi nguru: „the day before yesterday‟ (Reuther
1901:3904). The translations used by Schoknecht seem somewhat more differentiated.
„Warmth‟ is increased to „heat‟ by adding the adjective pirna „great‟. The meaning of woldra
is additionally extended to cover „daylight‟ as well. Woldrauti is more specific, adding the
time of day. Furthermore, it is only one word instead of two.151 Reuther adds another word for
„heat‟, namely kangu: „perspiration, heat‟ (Reuther 1901:602) kangurina: to get hot, to warm
oneself, to perspire‟ (Reuther 1901:603) One can conclude from this that the term had already
experienced a reduction in meaning when Reuther wrote his dictionary.
The word for rain is also (almost) the same in all sources – talara. Reuther, interestingly
claims that: “This word is a compound of tala (= „name‟) and –ra from mura (= „deity‟) and
signifies „name of the deity‟, i.e. to call on the deity, to mention the name of the deity during a
ceremonial song („Göttergebetsgesang‟).” (Reuther 1901:3007) I disagree with this
assumption. Surely, the rain was for Aboriginals, living in a mostly dry and arid landscape
151

Though it is not clear what the writing conventions were concerning word phrases. German usually extends
one word by adding meaningful parts. English rather creates two words. Therefore it is not sure whether or not
these were „real‟ word phrases or single words.
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incredibly important and possibly related to the spiritual world of their ancestors. To claim
that the word is a compound solely applicable for ceremonial purposes, is wrong, I believe.

VI.2.4. Body parts

The word mana or mona has in all sources the meaning „mouth, door, entrance‟. Planert also
includes the meanings „hunger‟ and „hand‟, the former is expressed in Schoknecht by moa and
in Austin by mawa. The relation could still be drawn as the terms „mouth‟ and „hunger‟ are
somewhat semantically related. The latter is probably only a spelling mistake considering that
mara translates to hand.
The term wirina has also undergone a semantic shift. Schoknecht translates it as „wear
clothes‟ as well as „setting of the sun‟ (Schoknecht 1873D), whereas Reuther records: „to go
inside, to crawl inside, [to paint oneself] (Reuther 1901:3723). It is possible that the second
Schoknecht translation was eventually extended to „wearing clothes‟. Climatic conditions at
Lake Killalpaninna were desert-like; very hot during the day and cold at night. Putting on
some protective garments, however composed and moulded, was likely to happen after the
setting of the sun. Reuther gives a rather different meaning, which relates to the covering of
the body in terms of paint rather than clothes. One cannot be sure, whether Reuther was not
aware of the meaning „setting of the sun‟ or if it was wrong recording on Schoknechts behalf.
It is likely that Reuther, once again, tried to avoid any possible loan translations as he did a
number of times in his dictionary. The latter suggestion is supported by the term widmana,
which is translated by Schoknecht with „clothes, put on‟ (Schoknecht 1873D), and by Reuther
with „to put into‟ (Reuther 1901:3699).
What Reuther does include though, is the word kati that is translated as „clothing, covering‟
“Kati also denotes the hair-covering of land animals and the plumage of birds. People and fish
are „naked‟. All land animals such as snakes, lizards, etc wear their own peculiar kati.”
(Reuther 1901:259) Planert simply translates with „clothes‟ or „dress‟ („Kleid‟) (Planert
1908:694) Reuther makes once again sure to distance himself from possible loans or loan
translations, finding meanings in the realms of nature or cultural background. The words
ngapa and wirpa are translated in Reuther as „a public covering‟ (Reuther 1901:2018 and
3787). Gason, however, recorded the term unpa which means „bunch of tassels, made from
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the fur of rats and wallaby, worn by the natives to cover their private parts‟ (Reuther
1901:2018)

VI.2.5. Food

The most interesting term relating to food is the equivalent of „bread‟. Reuther (1901:361) and
Planert (1908:693) translate the term with buka that could be a loan translation from the
German „backen‟ or English „bake‟. In concordance with this is the translation of Schoknecht,
giving the terms maljumi and unkipina (Schoknecht 1873D) to refer to „bread‟. This would be
the first time that Reuther possibly overlooked a loan and included it in his dictionary. I could
not find any equivalents for the Schoknecht terms in the Planert, Gason or Reuther sources. I
do not know whether or not „bread‟ was something the Dieri knew prior to European contact.
The Schoknecht reference seems to claim awareness on the Dieri‟s side, the later sources of
Planert and Reuther do not.

VI.2.6. Language

The word jaura is similarly translated by all sources. Schoknecht gives the terms jaura and
joa and translates it with „speech, word‟ (Schoknecht 1873D), Planert also uses jaura and
translates with „word‟ (Planert 1908:695), Reuther‟s entry is rather long and includes jaura:
(actually jauara) „word, news‟. Derived from jauana (=‟to scatter abroad‟, „to disseminate‟)
and –ra from ngara (=‟heart‟), it means to disseminate from the heart, i.e. „to say (something)
from the heart‟, kana jaura: „the words of people‟, jaura jatana: „to speak, to utter words‟,
jaura tinpana: „to send, forward news‟, jaura pilki: „another language‟, jauraetja 4051: „a
speaker, a spokesman‟(Reuther 1901:4050), jakalkana: „to ask, enquire‟. (Reuther 1901:4052)
Austin finally records yawada: „word, story, language, and message‟ (Austin 1981), which is
possibly referring to Reuther‟s correction jauara. Once again, the explanation Reuther gives
for a possible origin of the word seems to be rather far-fetched. Why the Dieri should not
have an independent word for „talk‟ or „speech‟ is hard to understand. The morpheme ra
which is supposed to be derived from ngara „heart‟, could originate in a large number of other
words – mura „deity‟ is only an example, then jauara would mean „disseminate from the
deity‟ which is no less plausible than „to disseminate from the heart‟. Reuther best describes
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the meaning of „language‟ with jaura pilki ‘another language‟ – literally probably meaning
„another way of talking, kind of speech‟.

VI.2.7. Loan Words and Loan Translations152

Kneebone states, “the lack of abstract concepts in the Indigenous language was a typical
complaint of the missionaries of the establishment phase of the mission.” (Kneebone
2005:110) The missionaries tried to form new words in accordance with their knowledge of
grammar and phonology. (Kneebone 2005:111) The results were loan words or loan
translations the latter of which were favoured as they were easier understood.
Some of the most important names and concepts in Christian religion retained their foreign
form. (Kneebone 2005:113) Examples are Goda which was introduced for the term „God‟
(Kneebone 2005:148), jesu for „Jesus‟ (Kneebone 2005:148) and paradisi for „paradise‟
(Kneebone 2005:149). The missionaries chose these rather than Indigenous terms to avoid
misunderstandings among the Dieri. (Kneebone 2005:115) Great difficulties also arose for the
creation of a term for „Holy Spirit‟. Homann reported to Harms in 1868:

Gottes Geist konnten wir nicht übersetzen, den (sic!) Geist bedeutet auch Traum,
auch Gespenst, wir haben nun Goda Iaola Gottes Hauch genommen und
umschreiben und erklären solches fort und fort.
(Homann 1868 in Kneebone 2005:114)
Yet, this term did not seem to have satisfied the missionaries completely. In 1885, Johannes
Pingilina, the first baptised Dieri, used the term Iala Kulikirini for „Holy Ghost‟. (Kneebone
2005:Appendix J:28) This is derived from kulikiri „clean, also in a moral sense‟ and joala
„breath‟. (Schoknecht 1873D)
Other loans from early mission contact included bota (Kneebone 2005:150) from „boat‟, pepa
from „paper‟ (Kneebone 2005:138) and jerta from „shirt‟ (Schoknecht 1873D), taula,
meaning „towel‟. All words were given the typical vowel ending of Dieri, of which Homann
and Koch also made use to introduce new concepts into the language. (Kneebone 1998:240)
One hundred years later, Austin also recorded some loan words that were, however, far from
any religious context, but reflect station life of many Indigenous people in the Australian
outback. Examples include mani – „money‟, makita – „gun‟, mutaka – „car‟, mayatta – „boss,
master‟. (Austin 1981)
152

A chart of loans and loan translation is added in appendix 2
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More interesting than loans are loan translations and semantic modifications. Nachina which
literally means „to ask‟ became the mission term for „pray‟ (Schoknecht 1873D and Kneebone
2005:145), tepa nurali meaning literally „always alive‟ was used for „eternal life‟ (Kneebone
2005:152) and Godaia kupa literally meaning „God‟s child‟ was the term for „God‟s baptism‟
(Kneebone 2005:Appendix M:31), whereas „to baptise‟ was translated by Schoknecht with
kaluwirnkarna. (Schok 1873D). All of the loan translations I discovered are related either to
religion and Christian concepts or to literacy. Pepa dakana literally means „to spear or pierce
paper‟ and is used for „to write‟ (Schoknecht 1873D), similarly pepa jinpala – ‘paper, letter‟
(jinpana means „send or despatch‟ (Schoknecht 1873D)) and pepali jaura – „paper talk‟ (jaura
means „talk, word or speech‟ (Schoknecht 1873D)). Two letters of Dieri pupils which are
included in the appendix of Kneebone‟s dissertation use the loan pepa in a phrase with an
Indigenous verb or noun (both Kneebone 2005:Appendix M:31).
Once again, later loan translations are at later stages devoid of religious concepts, but relate to
everyday life in the outback. Examples include mardatandra which means „coins or
Geldstücke‟ (Planert 1908:695); tidnaputa translated as „shoes‟ (Planert 1908:694), and yulta
which, according to Austin, means „police‟ and is possibly a loan translation. (Austin 1981)

VI.3. Grammar

VI.3.1. Phonology

This is the most difficult part of the grammars to analyse. In the previous chapter, I tried to
develop IPA charts for the sounds Schoknecht and Reuther identified. These charts are based
on the guess that the missionaries assumed that the sounds of Dieri were “exactly the same as
in the German language.” (Schoknecht 1873G:1 in Kneebone 2005:Appendix C). Influences
of German are most obviously seen in the orthography that was, of course, influenced by the
German spelling system. Schoknecht‟s supposition may sound „naive‟, but it is based on an
observation of Clamor Schürmann153 and the assumption that the German language is indeed
suited better than the English to record Dieri. (Kneebone 1998:245f) After initially criticising

153

“the native words are spelled according to the German way.” (Schürmann to Angus, Adelaide 12.6.1839, in
Schurman 52 in Kneebone 1998:246)
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the mission orthography, Austin later acknowledged, “the standard mission orthography is a
fairly good representation of Diyari, although it generally over-differentiates the vowels and
under-differentiates the consonants.” (Austin 1986 in Kneebone 1998:249)
The most troubling sound in Reuther, Homann and Schoknecht is the one spelled as „tj‟ or „x‟
or „ch‟ respectively. It is quite interesting that Schoknecht introduces the sound as „x‟ in the
grammar‟s spelling convention, but never uses it in his dictionary. The sound is represented
by „ch‟. I assume that the represented sound is the same that can be reconstructed by
comparing the orthography of the same words in Reuther, Homann and Schoknecht. An
example is the term for „bad‟ or „evil‟ which is spelt madlanxi by Homann (Kneebone
2005:150), madlanchi by Schoknecht (1873D) and madlantji by Reuther. (1901:1368A) I
believe that Austin described the sound as the apico-domal stops (retroflex plosives). Austin
did not identify any fricative sounds in Dieri, which is why I believe that the missionaries
mistook the retroflex voiceless plosive for a post-alveolar lateral fricative. After all, none of
them was trained in linguistic fieldwork. The only basis they had, were their knowledge of
their mother tongue German, their knowledge of English that has only one sound German
does not have – the dental fricative - and finally their knowledge of the classic languages
whose spelling conventions mostly followed the pronunciation of the words. It is not sure
whether the missionaries knew of and used the Lepsius‟ standard alphabet. Even if they knew
it, it was probably not much help as it encouraged wedging the world‟s languages into the
Roman alphabet and suggested the usage of a number of complicated letters that were not
easily reproduced and probably would have only hindered the daily missionary language work
that had to be highly efficient, easily understandable, and quick.
Schoknecht found three combinations of consonants nt, dr, nj. (Schoknecht 1873G:1 in
Kneebone 2005:Appendix C) Reuther identified four compound consonants ng, tj, nj and dr.
(Reuther 1899:1) Schoknecht probably identified the „nt‟ as compound consonants which
really is the dental plosive [t], „nj‟ is presumably a retroflex nasal [ɳ] and „dr‟ could either be
a „real‟ consonant compound represented by [dr] or the retroflex voiced plosive [ɖ].
Concerning Reuther‟s data, the sound for „ng‟ I have already identified as the velar nasal [ŋ],
„tj‟ probably stands for the retroflex plosives [ʈ] and [ɖ]. „nj‟ is presumably a retroflex nasal
[ɳ] and „dr‟ could either be a „real‟ consonant compound represented by [dr] or the retroflex
voiced plosive [ɖ].
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The differences displayed between the two missionaries are interesting. Whereas Schoknecht
was able to identify the velar nasal as an independent sound, Reuther added it to the
consonant clusters. Schoknecht recorded the dental plosive where Reuther did not add it and
both were able to identify the retroflex nasal, but mistook it for a consonant cluster. It can be
noted then, that Schoknecht was able to identify more distinct sounds than Reuther. Austin
does not mention any consonant clusters, but we can identify all the sounds in his consonant
chart.

Both, Schoknecht and Reuther, identified five vowel phonemes in Dieri, Austin only
classifies three phonemes. The phonemes /e/ and /o/ are missing from his vowel chart. The
system is characteristic for Australian languages that typically have /a/, /i/ and /u/ with a
contrast in length. (Yallop 1982:61) It is likely that Reuther and Schoknecht mistook [ε] for
the /e/ phoneme and [ɔ] for the phoneme /o/.
Reuther and Schoknecht both identified the same diphthongs ai [aɪ] and au [aʊ]. (Schoknecht
1873G:1 in Kneebone 2005:Appendix C and Reuther 1899:1)
Austin, on the other hand recorded four two-vowel sequences [Λi], [Λu], [iΛ] and [uΛ], and
seven three-vowel sequences [ΛuΛ], [Λui], [iuΛ], [iui], [ΛiΛ], [uiΛ] and [uiu]. (Austin
1981:21ff) This is probably, once again, due to a limited linguistic knowledge on the
missionaries‟ part. The German language has three diphthongs [aɪ], [aʊ] and [ɔʏ]. Those
could have served as the basis for Schoknecht‟s and Reuther‟s assumptions. There are no
three-vowel sequences in German; hence, it is possible that the missionaries simply
„overlooked‟ these sounds.

The analysis of Dieri phonology is presumably not very productive for the presumed change
in the Dieri language due to missionary influence. The notes regarding pronunciation of
Reuther and Schoknecht are not meaningful enough to identify the „correct‟ pronunciation in
the 19th century. Yet, the analysis gave at least a short insight into the development of
linguistics and the limited means by which the missionaries recorded the language. One can
only assume that their own pronunciation of Dieri must have sounded quite strange to the
Aborigines. The language comprises of a number of very distinct sounds (according to
Austin) and pronouncing them „exactly as the German way‟ was probably not entirely correct.

VI.3.2. Nominals
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When Wilhelm Koch described the basic principles of the Dieri grammar he was clearly
influenced by the model of the classic languages. He mentioned „substantiva‟ and the cases
„nominative, genitive, dative, accusative, vocative, and active/ablative‟ and „verbum‟ and the
„modi‟ „indicative, optative, denuntiatio, imperative, conditionalis‟. Kneebone raises the
question whether the endings were actually heard by the missionaries or if it was rather an
adjustment to the familiar model of classic languages. Gason did not record the forms.
(Kneebone 1998:246f) The limited linguistic knowledge of the missionaries has already been
briefly discussed in chapter 4.

Concerning gender, Schoknecht states that all three genders (masculine, feminine and neuter)
appear in the language (Schoknecht 1873G:3 in Kneebone 2005:Appendix C), Reuther
identifies only two genders (masculine and feminine) (Reuther 1899:2) and Austin recognizes
two types of gender (feminine and non-feminine). (Austin 1981:34) Schoknecht does not
elaborate further on the appearance or usage of the three genders and they are not included in
his declension charts. Furthermore, he gave the paradigm for conjugations of verbs only the
masculine and the feminine form. It is doubtful whether Schoknecht, Homann or Koch ever
came across a neuter gender, but they probably assumed that it had to be there to complement
the other two genders.
All three describe the three numbers singular, dual, and plural and three declension classes
(first, second and nomina propria in Schoknecht (1873G:2f in Kneebone 2005:Appendix C
and Reuther 1899:3ff)) and non-singular nouns and pronouns; singular nouns and other
pronouns, non-singular common nouns, female personal names; and male personal names,
singular common nouns. (Austin 1981:47) Finally, declension classes differ for all three
grammars:
Schoknecht

Reuther

Austin

nominative

nominative

nominative

genitive

genitive

ergative

dative

dative

dative

accusative

accusative

accusative

vocative

vocative

locative

ablative

ablative

allative

active

ablative

Figure 46. Dieri Declension Classes
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Schoknecht‟s active class has the same endings as the ablative case. He does not explain the
usage of any of his seven declension classes. Thus, it is not quite certain what the active class
stands for. The forms are otherwise (almost) identical. Reuther distinguishes further between
the numbers singular, dual and plural and gives three different forms for the declension
classes. Schoknecht, on the other hand, gives the ending –ulo for the dual (2nd declension) and
–wora for the plural (1st declension). He additionally notes, “if the dual or plural indication be
added, the noun is not declined. […] it must be remarked that these forms of plural and dual
are very seldom used in that form as the singular covers all numerals. Consequently, the
declension of the noun is very simple.” (Schoknecht 1873G:2 in Kneebone 2005:Appendix C)
Reuther seems to come to a different conclusion as he clearly distinguishes between the
numbers and provided different endings for all declension classes as well as the cases. The
plural and dual forms in Reuther are, nonetheless, all the same for the three declension
classes. The only difference arises in the plural nomina propria when Reuther adds the ending
–ara. The forms Schoknecht provides, match, consequently, only in Reuther‟s singular. The
other endings were obviously ignored by the early missionaries. If this was due to a lack of
knowledge, carelessness, or an urge for simplification, cannot be answered. Yet, Schoknecht
later claims that he is still doubtful about the kind of declension for nouns ending in –u and –i
(it is always the first declension for all nouns ending in –a). This statement makes it quite
clear that the missionaries were not altogether sure about the nominal declensions.
Furthermore, the remark concerning the straightforwardness of the Dieri language (the same
is said for the inflection of verbs) supports the claim, that sometimes the missionaries only
heard what they were able to comprehend or even wanted to take notice of and tried to
simplify the language to some extent.
Austin‟s case marking system differs from the missionaries‟ observations to a great extend.
The most obvious dissimilarity exists in the cases. Austin describes three main case
inflections, which are nominative, ergative, and accusative. These are used to mark syntactic
function, namely transitive (nominative or ergative) and intransitive (nominative and
absolutive) subject as well as transitive object (accusative and absolutive). Other
morphological case inflections are ablative (codes location from which motion proceeds and
indirect cause), locative (codes a number of functions including location in time or space,
accompaniment and complement in certain intransitive verbs), allative (codes location
towards which motion is directed) and dative (codes purposive, benefactive and genitive
functions). (Austin 1981:49f)
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Austin‟s dative is the same form as Reuther‟s and Schoknecht‟s genitive. The
accusative forms are similar, but they do not match entirely. The allative, ablative and locative
forms match to some extend Schoknecht‟s and Reuther‟s postpositions (monosyllabic
syllables) in terms of form and function. Thus, it can be concluded that the missionaries were
very much aware of these forms, but simply classified them differently. Consequently, the
only case inflection entirely absent in the missionaries‟ grammars is the ergative case. Again,
this is not surprising, considering the limited linguistic knowledge of the missionaries and the
special functions applied to the ergative case, which is a typical part of Australian languages‟
case marking system. On the other hand, the case inflection vocative does not occur at all in
Austin. The forms are similar to Schoknecht‟s and Reuther‟s genitive case and thus Austin‟s
dative case. However, the function of the case is to directly address somebody and identify the
person. There are two possibilities: either the missionaries made a mistake and noted a
vocative case that was not actually there, but was just another form of the genitive. The other
possibility is that Austin‟s informants did not use the form any longer and as a result, Austin
could not record it.
Adjectives follow the same declension as nouns, which is noted in all three grammars.

VI.3.3. Pronouns

Personal pronouns are given the same forms in all three grammars, apart from the spelling
conventions and different case markings. An addition in Reuther is that he includes a further
differentiation in the third person masculine and feminine singular, dual and plural. The
distance to the people referred to, is taken into account and different endings are recorded.
Schoknecht did not record these forms at all neither did Austin. The early missionaries were
likely to have overlooked the forms in order to, once again, simplify matters. Reuther took a
lot of time and effort into recording Dieri. He was able to notice the ending differences. Is it
possible that Austin did not record the forms because his informants did not use them any
more? A differentiation like this, referring to the distance of a person in relation to objects and
people talked about, o is of good usage for an oral society. Written languages, on the other
hand, have no need for such a distinction. On the contrary, it would make no sense at all to
write something down using this special reference. Additionally, a changed lifestyle could
furthermore have promoted the decreased usage of the forms. Traditionally, the clans in the
tribes living nomadic lives and only gathering occasionally, needed the distinctive reference
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to describe the whereabouts of certain people. After European contact, the Dieri started to
settle in and around missions and stations, giving up their nomadic lifestyle and thus the
usefulness of distance-relating personal pronouns. Thus, it is possible that the forms Austin
recorded were certainly in use at that time, but he „missed‟ out on these special forms.
Both Reuther and Austin included inclusive and exclusive reference in the first person dual
and plural, Reuther in the notes accompanying the grammar and Austin in the actual chart.

VI.3.4. Numerals

All three grammars only describe the same three basic numerals. Both Schoknecht and
Reuther claim that there are no ordinals in the language. Schoknecht notes that they are
semantically expressed by opara = „in front‟ (first), tati = „in the middle‟ (second) and nadani
= „at rear‟ (third) (Schoknecht 1873G:8 in Kneebone 2005:Appendix C). Reuther does not
mention these as ordinal numbers, but he records the terms manani – „before, in front‟, terti –
„in the middle‟ and tokuni – „behind‟ as postpositions. (Reuther 1899:25) Austin claims that
there are “two simple ordinal number adjectives: nguparja – „first‟ and ngadja – „next‟.
(Austin 1981:57) The missionaries recorded neither of these. The use of ordinals again could
be European influence with regard to the importance of numbers. The terms could also be
borrowings from other Indigenous languages neighbouring the Dieri with whom the tribe
must havee in very close contact since the mission set up a school and encouraged the
Aboriginals to settle down. Thus, it makes sense to conclude that the forms did not exist in
early mission times, as both missionaries explicitly recorded the non-existence of ordinal
numbers.

IV.3.5. Verbs

Schoknecht identifies three types: verba activa, which are either transitive or intransitive,
verba reflexiva and verba reciproca. There are no passive verbs in the language. (Schoknecht
1873G:9 in Kneebone 2005:Appendix C) Reuther likewise identifies three types: active verbs,
verba, which are either transitive or intransitive, reflexive verbs, and reciprocal verbs. There
are no passive verbs in the language, but there is a middle form. (Reuther 1899:19) Austin
doesn‟t make this kind of distinction. He actually doubts whether there is a word class termed
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„verbs‟ in Dieri at all: “There is a class of words in Diyari […] which inflect for tense and
mood and which may be termed „verbs‟. (Austin 1981:65) He only differentiates between
„main‟ verbs and „non-main‟ or auxiliary verbs. (Austin 1981:65f) He also includes
reduplicated verbs (Austin 1981:68). Reuther identifies three forms of verbs : primary verbs,
secondary or derivative verbs, derived from nouns and adjectives or primitive verbs and
reduplicating verbs. (Reuther 1899:21) Schoknecht applies the same classification.
(Schoknecht 1873G:10f in Kneebone 2005:Appendix C)
Schoknecht mentions five moods of verbs, namely indicative, optative, denunciative,
imperative, and conditional. (Schoknecht 1873G:10 in Kneebone 2005:Appendix C) Reuther
records the same. (Reuther 1899:20) Austin only mentions three moods, indicative, optative
and imperative. (Austin 1981:83) The as highly unusual regarded mood denunciative, which
was not known to the missionaries at all, is not mentioned whatsoever by Austin. He confines
himself to a syntactic analysis of verbs, which does not include their moods in a detailed
manner.
All three grammars recognize that there is only one conjugation class for verbs, which is
highly unusual for Australian languages. Reuther and Schoknecht name the tenses present,
future, and perfect. The latter is further subdivided into four forms differing in terms of the
amount of time the narrated event has happened ago. Austin only names present, future and
past with no subdivision for the latter. The conjugation tables in the missionaries‟ grammars
are pretty much identical. The perfect is formed with the auxiliary verbs solely in Reuther‟s
tables. Schoknecht gives for the distant past an alternate form without the auxiliary. Austin
notes that the system of auxiliary verbs is remarkably developed in Dieri in comparison to its
neighbouring languages. These verbs are a very distinctive feature of the languages around
Lake Killalpaninna, which is unusual. Austin suggests that the languages “may have been
undergoing change in the recent past, perhaps expanding in the direction of the Diyari
system.” (Austin 1981:91f) This observation could hint towards a change in Dieri caused by
the missionaries themselves. German frequently uses auxiliary verbs to express the past tense.
Translating bible passages, songs, and prayers must have involved an extensive use of the past
tense. It is possible that the missionaries extended the already existing system so that by the
time Austin recorded the language it had experienced great acceptance and utilization among
the Dieri.

VI.3.6. Interjections
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Both Reuther and Schoknecht identified five interjections, though they are not identical.
Austin, on the contrary identifies 15 interjections, three of which are highly unusual in terms
of phonotactics, because they begin with a vowel. Two of those adu meaning „hello‟ (a
greeting) and ayi – „hey‟ (call for attention) (Austin 1981:37) show a certain phonetic
similarity to vernacular German pronunciation of the corresponding German interjections.
They could possibly be borrowings Austin overlooked.

This brief analysis of conceptual, lexical, and grammatical developments and changes in Dieri
confirms the assumption my paper is based on. The Dieri Austin recorded in the 1970s was
influenced by the missionaries. Their efforts to record the language, translate biblical texts
and to develop a standardized form of Dieri universally understood, had an immense impact
on the Dieri people as well as their language. I noticed reductions in the meanings of words
and in the frequency of use of grammatical features during the course of time. Influences from
English and German can also be observed in grammar as well as the lexicon. 154

154

Austin recently commented on Kneebone‟s assumptions: “ […] there is no reason to believe that spoken
Diyari used by the people I studied with in 1974-78 was created by the German missionaries. […] It follows then
that they didn‟t invent spoken Diyari. […]The written genre of Diyari is a different kettle of fish – clearly here
the missionaries did have a role in creating the orthography and written style, especially as represented in letters
and postcards that were written by Diyari native speakers even as late as the 1950‟s.”
http://blogs.usyd.edu.au/elac/2007/02/diyari_spoken_and_written_lang_1.html accessed 27/08/07
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VII. Conclusion

How long Dieri had been spoken prior to European contact, no one can tell, but what we do
know is, that the language experienced a rapid decline during the 110 years that lay between
the first and last recordings of the language in 1871 and 1981. Before the missionaries set up
the Lutheran mission at Lake Killalpaninna in 1850, the Dieri had presumably been in close
contact to neighbouring tribes for trading, social, and ritual purposes. Thus, the social setting
was intimate inter-community contact characterized by bi- and multilingualism. This contact
situation was probably characterized by language maintenance involving contact-induced
changes, but not a shift of languages.

The situation changed dramatically when the German missionaries arrived at the tribal area of
the Dieri and set up a mission. Choosing Dieri as lingua franca did not add to a maintenance
of the language since it contributed to a loss of language diversity in the area. The social
setting was a heterogeneous community with a number of languages spoken by different
members of the mission community and for different purposes. Bi- and multilingualism were
common among the speakers including knowledge of and proficiency in English, German,
Dieri, and other Indigenous languages. The results of language contact between the Europeans
and the Dieri were one-sided and included lexical borrowings from English and German into
Dieri as well as a reduction of grammatical diversity. These changes ultimately lead to the
extinction of the language. Today hopes are raised that reclamation of the language based on
missionary and current material is possible.

The Lutheran missionaries followed the approach for the use of vernacular languages that the
native idiom provides the best way for God‟s word to reach the „heathens‟‟ hearts. Their
mission at Lake Killalpaninna existed from 1850 until 1915 and was an overly ambitious
project that perished under hard living conditions, lack of resources, and the failure to
evangelize the greater part of the Dieri population. However, in the beginning, the first
missionaries put great effort into the compilation of basic dictionaries and grammars for
future generations of missionaries as well as primers for use at school, songbooks and parts of
the Bible for church service. During the course of these linguistic works, the missionaries
experienced a number of difficulties, the greatest arising from the lack of Christian concepts
in the vernacular and the variability of the Indigenous language itself, which made it almost
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impossible to reach the self-set goal of learning to speak it in a demotic way. The
development of Dieri into a „mission language‟ as Kneebone suggests it, has its roots in the
missionaries‟ efforts to transform some of the language‟s features into Christian ones for
easier understanding and recording.

The impact of literacy on Dieri was significant. It triggered a number of changes not only in
the features of the language but also in social and cultural factors and ways of life. The
introduction of literacy promoted the creation of a standard variety of Dieri. It furthermore
provided the path for a transition from Dieri to another, more „useful‟ language such as
English. Additionally, it led to conceptual changes for time or space and lead to social
restructuring. Finally, it promoted the notion of writing as a feature of a higher ranked
civilisation, possessing the script and thus possessing the „truth‟. Ferguson made a number of
points concerning the detrimental introduction of literacy to the survival of Dieri. The most
important were changing living conditions for the tribe, a spread of English and English
literacy, the focus on reading rather than writing in the vernacular, and the cumulative
antagonizing of the Dieri from their own language, as the oral idiom became a written mission
language.
Writing Indigenous languages was also difficult in terms of choosing the appropriate medium
of recording. Richard Lepsius‟ Standard Alphabet provides interesting insight into the state
and perceptions of linguistics in the 19th century. It is not clear whether the Lutheran
missionaries knew this, in missionary circles highly influential work, but it is obvious that
their decision for Dieri orthography was based on the beliefs and generalizations of the time
as laid down in Lepsius.

The linguistic data I analysed in the last two chapters of the paper gives evidence that Dieri
had undergone significant alteration in the course of time from 1871 to 1981. Conceptual
changes concerning notions of time and space are culturally and socially of tremendous
importance. The introduction of literacy and, as a by-product, of Western concepts of time
triggered a change of perception from circular to directional movement. The possibility of
storing knowledge in script had formerly been unknown to the Dieri. Now the recording of
„historical‟ and cultural events led to a restructuring of tribal society and ultimately, notions of
time.
Influences on the lexicon can be seen in many areas. Particularly interesting are traditional
Aboriginal words for Australian flora and fauna. The missionaries often recorded generic
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terms for plants or animals that were, as the data suggests, not necessarily truly part of the
Dieri lexicon. The reduction of traditional meanings reflects the different cultural perceptions
of Europeans and Indigenous Australians. While the latter very much depended on a profound
knowledge of animates and vegetation for survival, civilisation had taken away this need for
the former long ago. Other noteworthy areas of the lexicon that were influenced by the
missionaries include Christian terms for Bible translations. Here, loan translations and loan
words were mostly used to introduce the novel concepts. These also provided the greatest
difficulties for the missionaries. Additional areas of semantic shift involve words for covering
the body with clothes. Formerly the Dieri used fur and other natural material for protection
against the cold. It is likely that the missionaries enforced the abidance of dress codes in the
mission for „moral‟ reasons. Thus, for example, the term wirina extended its meaning from
„setting of the sun‟ to „to wear clothes.‟
Grammatical changes are also noticeable. In case of phonology, the missionaries‟ record is
probably not very reliable. A „German pronunciation‟ of Dieri cannot be assumed and the
conclusion drawn by Schoknecht and Reuther suggests a kind of ignorance towards the
unknown sounds of Dieri. In case of nominal declensions, it becomes clear that the
missionaries were not aware of the subtleties of case marking in the world‟s languages, as
they were only familiar with classical grammars. The case vocative proved the most difficult
for the missionaries to describe. It is an interesting fact that Austin did not record the form at
all, suggesting either a loss of the form or a misunderstanding of the missionaries.
The record of pronouns also proposes a grammatical reduction in terms of distinctive
reference towards the referred to person‟s distance from the speaker. Reuther recorded a
number of distinct forms, but Austin did not. This can be a due to the disappearance of the
forms because of changed living conditions in Austin‟s time.
Numerals were recorded in all three grammars, but differed significantly from one another.
Schoknecht or Reuther did not record the use of ordinals at all, which Austin described as a
matter of course. It can be concluded, that the forms were possibly introduced at the mission
school where of Austin‟s informants went to. Finally, the frequent use of auxiliaries, which
Austin regarded as being „highly developed‟, might also be a result of the missionaries‟
influence on the language. It reflects the regular use of auxiliaries in German.
Today, we cannot reconstruct the nature of the „true‟, of the traditional Dieri any more.
However, the missionaries‟ recordings can give us a glimpse of its former usage.
Additionally, the recordings of Dieri provide us with referential material concerning the
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nature of language change and language death as well as the impact of literacy on an oral
society.
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XI. 1 Internet Source Number 1
http://www.arts.adelaide.edu.au/humanities/people/linguistics/ramery.html
accessed on 06/27/07

Dr Rob Amery
Lecturer
Room Napier Building, Room 910
Phone 8303 3924
Email robert.amery@adelaide.edu.au

Dr Rob Amery
Marni ninna budni! (Welcome!)
This is Rob Amery's homepage at the University of Adelaide. My main research focus is
Australian Indigenous languages, their maintenance and revival. I began working in
Aboriginal communities in 1980 in health, first as a nurse and then as an Aboriginal Health
Worker Educator. I became involved in education issues when I went to Yirrkala, North East
Arnhemland in 1985 where I researched Dhuwaya, a new koine variety of Yolngu Matha
spoken by the younger generation, and implications for the Gumatj-English bilingual
education program in operation within the school.
In 1993 - 1994 I served as Project Officer for the innovative Australian Indigenous Languages
Framework (AILF) project which introduced Indigenous languages into senior secondary
studies in accredited programs for the first time in Australia's history. Go to
http://www.ssabsa.sa.edu.au/language/subjects.htm
and
http://www.ssabsa.sa.edu.au/support/language/aulg/aulg-menu.htm
Over the last two decades I have been working with the Indigenous languages of Adelaide and
surrounds, especially Kaurna, the language of the Adelaide Plains. The language is being relearnt on the basis of 19th century materials and is beginning to be used again for a range of
purposes. I have worked closely with the Kaurna community, the Department of Education
and Children's Services (DECS), Kaurna Plains School and other institutions to implement
Kaurna language programs. I completed my PhD on the reclamation of Kaurna in June 1998
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(see publications). In 2002 we established Kaurna Warra Pintyandi (KWP) to monitor and
further the development of the Kaurna language. Go to http://www.adelaide.edu.au/kwp.
Awards
In 2007, Dr Rob Amery was awarded a UNESCO Certificate of Achievement for his work in
Linguistics. Specifically, his award was in recognition of "the documentation both of the
Kaurna language and aspects of the traditions of the Kaurna Plains people and the
development of language revival resources".
Research Interests









Kaurna Language and Linguistics (Kaurna is the original language of Adelaide and the
Adelaide Plains.
Language Reclamation and the Formulaic Method.
Indigenous Languages in Schools.
Language Planning and Language Revival.
Language Modernisation and Development.
Linguistic Vitality.
Endangered Languages.
Linguistics and Health (communicating Western health concepts in Indigenous
languages).

Teaching
I teach the following courses:
LING 2009/3009 Kaurna Language &
Language Ecology
LING 2007/3007 Australian Indigenous
Languages
LING 2030/3030 Language &
Communication Planning
Links
Aboriginal Education site within DETE,
South Australia.
Australian Linguistics Society (ALS)
conference
Senior Secondary Assessment Board of
South Australia
School of Languages (host the Kaurna
program, Warriparinga)

LING 1101 Foundations of Linguistics
LING 1102 Language & the Ethnography of
Communication
LING 2012/3012 Phonology (new course in S1
2007)

Aboriginal Languages section within DECS,
South Australia.
Kaurna Warra Pintyandi (KWP)
Kaurna Plains School
Warriparinga

Publications
A list of recent publications and other details of my work.
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XI.2. Internet Source Number 2
http://blogs.usyd.edu.au/elac/2007/02/diyari_spoken_and_written_lang_1.html
27/08/07

accessed

Diyari spoken and written language: Guest blogger Peter Austin
by Jane Simpson
7 February, 2007
In a previous posting “Modern Grammar from nineteenth century mission materials” Jane
Simpson refers to the 2005 University of Adelaide doctoral dissertation, The language of the
chosen view: the first phase of graphization of Dieri by Hermannsburg Missionaries, Lake
Killalpaninna 1867-80 by Heidi Kneebone who, she says “takes linguists to task for NOT
looking at early grammars of the languages they're working on”.
Now I don‟t have a copy of this dissertation and only had a few hours in Canberra recently to
skim through a copy lent to me by Luise Hercus. I was impressed by the historical work
Kneebone had done with Lutheran sources (some written in an old German handwriting that
is incredibly difficult to read, at least for me) and how she turned up materials written in
Diyari by native speakers that I had not seen before. But since the thesis makes claims about
my own research on Diyari, spoken in northern South Australia, and appears to suggest that
the language I recorded thirty years ago from the last generation of fluent speakers was in part
a missionary creation, I would like to take this opportunity to make a couple of points.
Firstly, I did look at many of the Lutheran missionary documents, including all the
Killalpaninna mission publications, and gave an assessment of them in a chapter in my thesis
which was completed in 1978 (it is not referenced in Kneebone‟s dissertation, and the relevant
chapter was not included for reasons of space in my 1981 published grammar that she did
look at). Secondly, there is no reason to believe that spoken Diyari used by the people I
studied with in 1974-78 was created by the German missionaries (a view incidentally also
promulgated in the 19th century by Trooper Samuel Gason, who spent years at Mirra Mitta
and studied Diyari, publishing some quite detailed materials in the Curr 1886 collection).
Gavan Breen and I have worked on Ngamini, spoken next door to Diyari and closely related
to it – this language shows highly similar grammatical structures to Diyari (including the
complex switch-reference system of cross-clausal reference – if the Lutherans invented that
then I am truly impressed!). Reuther recorded vocabulary in Ngamini (along with several
other eastern Lake Eyre languages) but surely no-one would claim that the missionaries
“invented Ngamini”. It follows then that they didn‟t invent spoken Diyari.
The written genre of Diyari is a different kettle of fish – clearly here the missionaries did
have a role in creating the orthography and written style, especially as represented in letters
and postcards that were written by Diyari native speakers even as late as the 1950‟s (as
evidenced by letters that ended up in the possession of the late Ronald Berndt which he gave
me access to in 1978). I have published a little on this topic [1], though there is more to be
said. In addition to the extensive work of Reuther that Jane suggests should be taken into
account, there is a bulky manuscript translation of the Old Testament into Diyari dating from
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around 1915 that deserves careful study. It shows some interesting and consistent differences
in transcription and structure from the earlier missionary materials that Kneebone used.
On the general issue of modern linguists using older sources, the late Terry Crowley and I
discussed in print (in Nick Thieberger‟s edited collection Paper and Talk) how careful use of
older materials can be helpful in reconstituting data that can be compared to and/or
supplement materials from contemporary speakers or semi-speakers. John Giacon has done
this rather successfully with the Gamilaraay language programme.
The issues Jane raises at the end of her post about research and publication methods for premodern sources are indeed important ones. Bill McGregor has adopted a particular solution in
the monumental editing job he did on Nekes and Worms' Australian Languages recently
published by Mouton de Gruyter. As Bill says (on pages 33-34):
"Revisions to the text of Australian Languages are primarily in style and format rather than
content. I have refrained as far as possible from interfering with the content except in the
caser of obvious inadvertent errors … It is not my editorial duty to check every factual claim,
to modernise the terminology, or correct the spellings of words in Aboriginal languages;
however in cases where I believe the authors to have erred, an explanatory endnote is
appended. Doubtless there are places where the transcriptions of words and sentences are
wrong (although they are on the whole reasonable accurate). I have not attempted to
retranscribe the words in modern practical orthographies accepted by speakers, communities,
or schools. On the other hand, I have adopted the policy of using, wherever possible, the
currently accepted spellings of the language names”

Bill also mentions that he reorganised lists and paradigms into more readable tables, corrected
the authors‟ non-native English, and made other cosmetic changes to increase the readability
of the resulting text. However, he is concerned to note (on page 35) that:
“These editorial decisions are of course subjective, and at times I may have over-stepped the
bounds of interference laid out above, in the interests of producing a comprehensible piece of
writing.”

This trade off between faithfulness to the original and comprehensibility is an interesting
issue to explore in more depth.

XI.3. Internet Source Number 3
http://www.ethnologue.com/show_country.asp?name=AU accessed 06/22/07

Languages of Australia
See language map.
[See also SIL publications on the languages of Australia.]
Commonwealth of Australia. 19,913,144. 170,000 are of Aboriginal descent, of whom 47,000
have some knowledge of an Aboriginal language. National or official language: English.
Includes Cocos Islands (569 in 1981), Christmas Island (3,000 in 1983), and Norfolk Island
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(1,800 in 1985). Literacy rate: 99%. Also includes Adyghe, Afrikaans (12,655), Assyrian
Neo-Aramaic (30,000), Basque, Chaldean Neo-Aramaic, Eastern Yiddish, Estonian, Fijian
Hindustani, Greek (106,677), Hebrew, Hungarian (5,764), Indo-Portuguese, Italian (500,000),
Japanese (12,000), Korean (37,000), Lao, Latvian (25,000), Lithuanian (10,000), Maltese,
Mambae, Northern Kurdish (11,000), Northern Uzbek, Nung, Piemontese, Polish (13,782),
Pukapuka (140), Romanian, Scottish Gaelic, Senaya, Serbian (38,753), Slovenian, Spanish,
Standard German (135,000), Sylheti, Tai Dam, Tongan, Traveller Scottish, Turkish (40,000),
Turoyo (2,000), Unserdeutsch, Uyghur, Vietnamese (35,000), Western Cham, Western Farsi
(11,000), Yue Chinese, Malay and Indonesian (35,000), Arabic (250,000), Chinese (190,000),
many other languages of Europe. Information mainly from W. J. and L. F. Oates 1970; S.
Wurm and S. Hattori 1981; P. Black 1983; J. Hudson 1987; B. Waters 1989; A. Schmidt
1990. Blind population: 28,000. Deaf population: 90,000 to 196,008 (1998). Deaf institutions:
116. The number of languages listed for Australia is 273. Of those, 231 are living languages,
3 are second language without mother-tongue speakers, and 39 are extinct.

XI.4. Internet Source Number 4
http://www.ethnologue.com/show_language.asp?code=dif accessed 06/09/07
Dieri
An extinct language of Australia
ISO 639-3: dif
Population
Region
Alternate names
Dialects

Extinct.
South Australia, Leigh Creek.
Diyari
Related to Garuwali, Marrula, Midhaga, Yarluyandi, all of which may
be extinct.
Australian, Pama-Nyungan, Karnic, Karna
Grammar. NT: 1897.

Classification
Language
development
Entries from the SIL Bibliography about this language:
Academic Publications

Trefry, David. 1970. "The phonological word in Dieri."

This web edition of the Ethnologue contains all the content of the print edition and may be
cited as:
Gordon, Raymond G., Jr. (ed.), 2005. Ethnologue: Languages of the World, Fifteenth
edition. Dallas, Tex.: SIL International. Online version: http://www.ethnologue.com/.

IX.5. Internet Source Number 5
http://www.adelaide.edu.au/kwp/projects/language/ accessed 06/27/07
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Kaurna Language in the City of Adelaide.
History.
Kaurna is the language Indigenous to Adelaide and the Adelaide Plains. When Adelaide was
first established Kaurna was a vibrant language spoken by the original inhabitants of Adelaide
– the Kaurna people. The colonists even made use of the language, and for at least a few
years, knowledge of Kaurna was keenly sought. Two of the first colonists to arrive in South
Australia, William Williams of the Colonial Store and James Cronk, went out of their way to
learn Kaurna. Williams published his wordlist in the newspaper in 1840. It was the „Protector‟
of Aborigines‟ duty to familiarise himself with the local cultures, customs and languages and
to engage interpreters in their dealings with the Indigenous population. So it was that when
George Gawler, South Australia‟s third governor, arrived in October 1838, the Protector
William Wyatt acted as interpreter when he addressed the local Indigenous population within
a few days of his arrival. This speech and Wyatt‟s Kaurna translation were also published in
the newspaper at the time. Gawler actually encouraged the colonists to listen out for
Indigenous names, so that these might be placed on the map.

Two German missionaries, Clamor Schürmann and Christian Teichelmann, arrived on the
same ship as Gawler and immediately set about learning and describing the Kaurna language.
Within 18 months of their arrival, they published a sketch grammar, vocabulary of about
2,000 words and about 200 translated sentences. On 23 December 1839, they opened a school
at Piltawodli which they taught in the Kaurna language for five and a half years before it was
closed down by Governor Grey. Kaurna children were taught to read and write in Kaurna and
several letters written by Kaurna children survive. The missionaries translated the Ten
Commandments, six German hymns, a school prayer and some biblical truths into Kaurna.
Despite a promising start, the Kaurna language soon ceased to have value. In fact, Governor
Grey actually forbade the German missionaries from preaching in Kaurna as they were
accustomed to doing. The colonists insisted on imposing English to the exclusion of all other
languages. The Kaurna language was probably last spoken on a daily basis as early as the
1860s. Ivaritji is often said to have been the “last speaker” of the Kaurna language and she
died in 1929.
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Despite Gawler‟s efforts to promote the use of Indigenous placenames, exceedingly few were
recorded within the Adelaide City precincts and even fewer were officially gazetted. Longstanding Kaurna names appearing on the map include:
Morialta Street (drawing the name from Morialta Falls to the east in the foothills)
Medindie Road (leading to the suburb of Medindie)
and perhaps Pinky Flat (possibly derived from pingko „bilby‟ in Kaurna)
None of these are high profile streets or localities.
For the South Australian sesquicentenary in 1986 a series of plaques commemorating famous
South Australians were placed along the footpath on the north side of North Terrace. One
Kaurna name appeared, Witto-witto, a word which refers to the white cockatoo headdress
worn by Kaurna men in ceremonies. It is perhaps ironic that this name was not used in
reference to a Kaurna person, but rather referred to Charles Witto-witto Cawthorne, one of
William Cawthorne‟s sons on whom he bestowed a Kaurna name.
William Cawthorne had close relationships with Kaurna people, particularly Kadlitpinna, and
made a record of Kaurna artifacts, some of which were not documented by other observers.
Three prominent South Australian Aboriginal peoples‟ names appear on plaques. They are
Gladys Elphick, Jimmy James and David Unaipon.
1995 saw the first Kaurna language appear in public artwork. The Yerrakartarta installation
by Darryl Pfitzner and Muriel Van der Byll incorporates a number of Kaurna words and a
sentence adapted from one appearing in Teichelmann & Schürmann (1840). In the ensuing
decade, many Kaurna words, phrases and text have appeared on plaques and in public art
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throughout the city and the wider metropolitan area, as people have become aware of the
city‟s Indigenous heritage.
The Adelaide City Council‟s Kaurna placenaming strategy is a significant development in the
use of Kaurna language in the city. Kaurna names for parks and squares have been reinstated,
allocated or developed and in November 2001 the Torrens River was dual-named with its
original name Karrawirra Parri (redgum forest river). During NAIDOC week in 2001,
Council convened Tarndanyangga Kaurna Yerta in Tarndanyangga-Victoria Square in
celebration of the 30th Anniversary of the design of the Aboriginal Flag by Harold Thomas.
The name Tarndanyangga was officially recognised by Council in May 2002. On 8 July
2002, Council unanimously endorsed the Flags and Banners Policy resulting in the flying of
the Aboriginal flag in Tarndanyangga on a permanent basis. Information about these Kaurna
naming initiatives and acknowledgement of the traditional custodianship of the Adelaide
Plains area by Kaurna people is posted on Adelaide City Council‟s Reconciliation Website.



















KWP Home
Announcements
o Next KWP Meeting
o Events
o Language Courses
Welcome
o Welcome
o Acknowledgements
About the Kaurna Language
o Maps
o Spelling & Pronunciation
Kaurna Placenames
o Meanings
o Council Initiatives
KWP Meetings
o Agendas
o Minutes
o Correspondence
Language Projects
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o Organisations
o Programs and Events
Links
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XI.6. Internet Source Number 6
http://blogs.usyd.edu.au/elac/2007/02/modern_grammars_from_nineteent.html#more
accessed 27/08/07

Modern grammars from nineteenth century mission materials
by Jane Simpson
1 February, 2007
God and languages are in the air. The Australian Federal Government is cross with a radical
Islamic sheik who preaches in Arabic (translator spooks required!). The sheik points out,
correctly, that many churches advertise services in Korean, Tongan, etc., and this causes no
offence (= no drain on the spook translator budget). The NSW State Opposition leader wants
immigrants to Australia to learn a subject called "English as a first language", not "English as
a second language". "Second", he thinks doesn't reflect the importance of English. Maybe he
wants immigrants to talk to their gods in English. Clearly, what linguists think a first language
is is not yet a mainstream thought.
And linguists have been debating our connections with missionary linguists, language work
done by missionaries, and linguistic software built by the missionary linguist organisation SIL
(Semantic compositions (11/1/07) on the panel at the LSA and Anggarrgoon). On one side
there are people saying that missionaries roll Dalek-like through the societies of the speakers
of the languages they study and do bad things, and so their work is irredeemably sinful. On
the other side people say that linguists are also a Dalek species, and so, what the hell, if the
SIL software's good and the linguistic descriptions are good, use them. (Setting aside
Earthlings who say that both species of Dalek are only into extermination).
And there's the position taken by Heidi Kneebone in a 2005 University of Adelaide doctoral
dissertation, The language of the chosen view: the first phase of graphization of Dieri by
Hermannsburg Missionaries, Lake Killalpaninna 1867-80. PhD dissertation, Linguistics,
University of Adelaide (noted at OzPapersOnline )[1]. Kneebone takes linguists to task for
NOT looking at early grammars of the languages they're working on.
Of course Kneebone's right - had we but world enough and time... which the average language
documenter doesn't. Getting recordings of living speakers must take priority over deciphering
German handwriting and nineteenth century meta-language for language description.
However, early materials are often interesting, and raise questions of interpretation.
--How well did the missionaries understand the language? (Good reason for reading their
diaries)
--What language were they documenting? (Ditto)
--Do the extant materials reflect what speakers said, or do they contain sentences constructed
by the missionaries in accordance with their beliefs about the structure and meanings of the
language? (Rule of thumb: if the sentences concern God, Adam, sin or Jesus, treat with great
caution..)
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Kneebone raises another question - what influence did the recording of the early language
have on the later language? She suggests that the missionaries to the Diyari had so much
influence through literacy, church work and conversions that they changed the language into a
"mission form of Diyari". She goes on to suggest that this mission form influenced the
language recorded by Peter Austin with the last speakers in the 1970s and 80s (A grammar of
Diyari, South Australia 1981 Cambridge University Press). Since Austin's description of
Diyari doesn't look remarkably different from other Pama-Nyungan languages with different
contact histories, Kneebone's hypothesis awaits testing against the linguistic evidence. This
would require examining the immense Diyari language material assembled by J G Reuther
and Otto Siebert, which are outside the scope of her thesis.
The useful assemblage and analysis of early Diyari materials in Kneebone's thesis could
provide the jumping-off point for someone to do a proper grammar and dictionary of
nineteenth century Diyari varieties using the Reuther materials. Without Reuther (and maybe
even with him) the early materials are too scanty to provide evidence of change, since
differences in forms used in a primer in 1870 and a letter in 1910 could result from many
causes other than mission-influenced language change. But, a decent grammar and dictionary
of the nineteenth century variety could be compared with Peter Austin's grammar to see if
there is much language change and whether it follows the patterns of language change
elsewhere in Australia.
Another question is raised by Kneebone's decision to use only the nineteenth century
orthography (Dieri rather than Diyari), and to use the nineteenth century grammatical terms,
rather than Austin's. It's a decision to think about - placing presentation of the material on its
own terms above the information that could be gained from clear comparison with later
materials. Suppose you're working on a language where there are only nineteenth century
records - how would you construct a proper grammar and dictionary of this language? What
would you do if there are analysis and recordings made 100 years later? Of the 'same'
language? Of different but related languages?
[1] Some of the ideas in this thesis will probably appear in Heidi-Marie Kneebone and Peter
Mühlhäusler, in press, Nineteeth century missionary notions and practices of literacy.
London: Routledge.

IX.7. Internet Source number 7

http://www.linguistics.unimelb.edu.au/thieberger/popmap.html accessed 06/09/07

Population of speakers of Australian indigenous languages, marked by territories on the
Tindale map.
Produced by Nicholas Thieberger, AIATSIS, 1994, revised 1996.
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This map shows the number of speakers of Australian languages as per the Tindale map
(1974). According to this work 25 named varieties have over 1000 speakers, 11 between 500
and 1000, 43 between 100 and 500, and 526 below 100, many of these having no speakers at
all.
This map is produced in MapInfo and maps tabulated data on a vector-based geographic
representation of Tindale's map of tribal distribution.
This representation has a number of problems. First is the Tindale map itself, which lists
many languages (there are 605 named varieties on this map), some of which are unknown in
any other literature.
Another problem is the identification of people with a language who may not speak it. There
are good discussions of links between land and language and group identity by Sutton, Merlan
and Rumsey. The need to reidentify with particular areas of land has led to the reidentification
with particular languages. As Rumsey (1993) points out, this need not imply a communicative
use of a language.
To avoid problems of missing out languages with a few speakers, this map lists all languages
with under 100 speakers in the same category.
It should be made clear that having a small number of speakers does not necessarily mean that
a language will not be passed on. It is the degree of intergenerational contact or, more
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importantly, how much the younger generation is learning a language that ensures its
continued use into the future.
Some language names given by Tindale have either not been recorded since, or are known to
be dialects of other languages. When this situation occurs, the area marked on this map uses
data from the known variety. For example some Western Desert named varieties have been
included into a Western Desert bloc and assigned a value of 1000 speakers, on the basis of
information about the whole bloc having over 3000 speakers.
Wenamba according to Black & Walsh 1982 is similar to Jumu and both are here conflated
under the general Western Desert label and assigned over 1000 speakers as part of that group.
No claim is made about numbers of speakers of either variety as little is known.
Similarly, groups from eastern Arnhem Land have been assigned a group population of over
1000, as the Tindale map only provides for 8 named varieties (and groups four of them
together in this map).
In both the Western Desert and the Yolngu cases there are varieties that have fewer speakers,
some that have none left, but the high degree of multilingualism within the area and the
complexity of establishing differences between groups puts a more detailed analysis outside
the scope of this mapping project.
Sources of information used in the map:
Black, P. (1983) Aboriginal languages of the Northern Territory, SAL, Batchelor.
Black, P. and M.Walsh (1982) Guide to the languages of the Aboriginal Australians (ms).
McGregor,W. (1988) Handbook of Kimberley Languages, Pacific Linguistics, C-105,
Canberra.
Menning, K. and D.Nash (1981) Sourcebook for Central Australian languages, IAD, Alice
Springs.
Oates, L.F. (1975) The 1973 supplement to a revised linguistic survey of Australia, Christian
Book Centre, Armidale.
Thieberger, N. (1993)Handbook of WA Aboriginal Languages south of the Kimberley Region
Pacific Linguistics, Series C-124, Canberra.
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Gason (18651872)
anim
als

kutta:lice
modakatakata
sand lice

Homann (1867–
1871)

Appendix 1

Schoknecht (18721873)
choche: reptiles

kadni: lizard
kadnini: scorpion
kaperi: lizard
kapi: lizard
pinchipinchindera:
lizard
chupa: a lizard
churponunka: lizard
modakura: lizard
womaluru: lizard
wokuri: (small)
lizard
wirawirarila: lizard
kata (karta): fleas,
lice on dogs

maijaru: wandering
rat

Dorothea Hoffmann

Planert (1908)

Austin
Reuther (1888-1906)
(1974-1978)
tjutju 3525: „a reptile; [an insect]
thutyu:
reptile
(Reuther: from the context it
would appear that every crawling
creature is a tjutju), similarly all
snakes, spiders, flies, beetles,
lizards, and lice‟

kani: frill
necked
lizard

kadni 323: (n, m & f) „lizard‟ This
is a species of lizard that the
Aborigines eat with [great] favour
kapiri 328: a species of goanna

kata: louse

kata 339: „head lice‟
kara 340: „flea (of an aninal)
pintjiri 341: „body lice‟

majaru 1362: ‚rat, migratory rat‟
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woma: „carpet
womar
snake, from 5 to 7
ft. long, large
body, its bite not
wipparu
venomous‟
(Reuther p 2134)
wipparoo: „long
thin snake,
shaded with other
dark colours,
about 7 ft. long,
very venomous,
its bite causing
instant death, so
the natives are
very much
cautious killing it‟
(Reuther p. 2066)
wirrawirrala:
„large brown
snake, with
yellow belly,
from 6 to 10 ft.
long, very
venomous‟
(Reuther p. 2070

Appendix 1

wiparu

wanka
(snake)

wanka 3685: „pathless,
untraversable country‟

woma
wonku

wiparu 3765:‟a poisonous species
of snake‟

malkankura

woma 3976: „ a species of snake‟

merikila

wonku 3975: „a species of snake‟

wirawiraila

malkankura 1390: = wirrawirrala,
‚a very venomous snake, a leaping
adder‟

woraworaku
kacheeri

wirawiralila 3781: „a species of
snake‟

mulana
metindi

kajari 342:‟bed of stream, the
Milky Way in the sky‟

maljaanti

katjiriri 1504: ‚the mother ant‟
marikirla 1389: „a very venomous
snake‟ (alternate spelling:
marikilla)
tjutju madlentji: „a venomous
snake‟

wonkoo: „light
brown and grey
snake, from 4 to 7
Dorothea Hoffmann
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ft long, venomous
and very vicious‟
(Reuther p. 2134)
karpakarpaetja 360: „ a person
who does not speak coherently,
one who easily makes a mistake‟

peopl
e/
mythi
cal
being
s

Tjukulani 646: „quite black‟
Pilpantana 719: compounded to
pilpa (= „cheek‟) and –na (= ‟he‟),
denotes „one that has white
cheeks‟
Tilpirini 649: „white‟

waru: white

Wiljaruna 704: from wiljaru
(=‟black‟) means „the black one‟

karna: man, (native)

Dorothea Hoffmann

muramura
(mythical
being)
kana
(Aboriginal
person)

muramura 1522: „demi-god‟
(Untergott) existed on the earth
kana 298: „man‟, the plural
denoting „people‟. Kana means as
much as „black man‟ [i.e.
Aboriginal]
kana nguju 299: „type of person‟
(or) „personal type‟
kana wolara 300: „people, tribe‟
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(Wolara actually means: „mob,
multitude, host, crowd‟)
munkuru 1596: „bowed down
with grief‟

mungara: spirit, soul

mungara 1634: „the soul‟ The
word is a compound of Mura
(=‟deity‟) and ngara (=‟heart‟), i.e.
„heart of the deity‟, or of Mura and
ngararina (= „to turn into a heart‟)
mungara: soul

Dorothea Hoffmann

yawula
(soul)
muŋara
(soul)

mungara 813: „soul‟ This word is
a contraction of mura (=‟deity‟
Reuther: „Gottheit‟) and ngara
(=‟heart‟), i.e. „heart of the deity‟
Mungara is only used with
reference to the human soul – kana
mungara: „a man‟s soul‟

mura: spirits of the
departed

mura 1520: „the deity‟ (absolute
supernatural being) (in the
beginning, only milis and
muramuras 1522: „demi-god‟
Untergott) existed on the earth

kunki: doctor,
wizard, one who sees

kunki 812: „witchdoctor‟ [The
word] means the equivalent of
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„clever, skilful‟.
kunki wima: „devil songs‟. Since
the kunki associates with the devil,
the latter also inspires him with
magical incantations, for which he
even provides the exact tonal
patterns.
Very long explanations from
Reuther

the devil
muncha: witchdoctor

Ketjani: Dieri

mili: all children of
one father

Kutjani 732: from kutja
(=‟feathers‟, i.e. white) and –ni
(=‟she‟), means, „the white one‟
(as white as feathers)
mili (Diener)

papa 2601: father‟s sister, [i.e.
auntie] (child speaking)

pepa dakana write

karpa karpa: stupid
tita tita: stupid,
shallow, insipid
julo julo: stupid
person
kapo kapo: stupid
person
Dorothea Hoffmann

mili 1452: ‚servant, subordinate,
follower [adherent]‟
kutja mili: „the devil‟s servants‟

patipatili: stupid
people

patipatila 2513: „a fool, stupid
fellow‟
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kupa: child
mandranikulno:
only child
machu machu:
orphan

kuchi: spirits, evil,
appearing mostly in
birds and animals
kuchi kuchi: bird

kulkaninpirna:
saviour (pirna is
greater, more exalted
than echa) - Jesus
kulkaniecha: helper,
Dorothea Hoffmann

kupa : child

kupa 1011: child (applied by the
mother‟s eldest brother and the
father‟s brothers)
kupa kanku: „a male child‟ (only
said by child‟s parents‟)
kupa mankara: „a female child‟
(only said by child‟s parents‟)
kupa majtumatju: „an orphan‟
(when only the father is deceased)
kupa ngamadunka: „an orphan‟
(when only the mother is
deceased)
kupa ngamuru. „a total orphan‟
kutji ngumu 976: „the benevolent
spirit of a deceased person‟
kutji ngumu 808.3: „a noble
human spirit‟ (Reuther:
„Menschengeist‟ also translated by
„nature, disposition‟)
kutji: devil

kutji 973: ‚[evil] spirit; devil.‟
(very long list of examples
following)
kutji 808: „[evil] spirit; devil
(Reuther: „Menschengeist‟ also
translated by „nature, disposition‟)
kulkanipirna 888: „protector,
guardian (in respect to property)‟
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protector
kulkuna: help,
protect, defend

adjec
tives,
chara
cteris
tics,
featu
res
and
Dorothea Hoffmann

jinpaniecha:
messenger

mandra 1233: „messenger, envoy,
courier‟

kuchi madlanchi:
devil, Satan

- kutji madlentji 977: ‚the
malovent spirit of a dead person‟,
just as kutji, in the sense of
„devil‟, permits of no attributive
[qualities], except for „good‟
(nulia) and „bad‟ (nauja). Even the
spirit of a deceased person is
described in a general way as kutji
(very long list of examples
following)
- kutji madlentji 808.2:
‚an evil human spirit‟
kutji madlentji 1368A: „the
[malevolent] spirit of a dead man
which oppresses the living‟

madlanchi: bad
madlanchi: evil
junkarina: evil

madlentji: evil,
bad

madlentji 1368A: „bad, ugly, not
nice‟
kana madlentji: „an ugly person‟
mita madlentji: „bad country‟ – in
the sense of infertility, a country
where a person has got sick, a
country where a person has died
pariwilpa madlentji: „a couldless
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sky‟
pita madlentji: „a bad tree‟ (e.g.
not nicely curved for a
boomerang)
watara madlentji: „a bad,
unhealthy wind‟
milki madlentji: „a bad, shortsighted, ailing eye‟
ngara madlentji: a bad heart, i.e.
„to be somewhat hexed‟
mandra madlentji: „a bad stomach,
a stomach ache‟
nganti madlentji: „a lean animal,
lean meat‟
ditji madlentji karari: bad sunshine
today, not a good day, a hot day‟

weat
her
phen
omen
a

thooroo

woldra

kilpa

Dorothea Hoffmann

woldra: daylight,
warmth
woldrali: warm
woldra pirna: heat
woldrakancha:
summer
woldrauti: yesterday
at mid-day
kilpa: adj. and n.:
cold
kilpakanchi: winter

woldra (heat)

kilpa (cold)

woldra / woldrali 3904: (adj.) =
‚hot‟, (n) = heat
woldrakanja: „summer heat‟
woldra wirdi: „yesterday‟
woldrawirdi nguru: „the day
before yesterday‟

kilpa

kilpa (n) 760: ‚cold weather,
winter‟

kilpa /
kilpali (adj)
761: ‚‟cold,
damp‟

kilpalie
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kilpawoldra 762: cold and hot
weather combined, i.e. summer
and winter, meaning „one year‟
waka: small, trifling
waka waka: very
small

waka: small

waka 3630: ‚small‟
kana waka: ‚a small man‟
ditji waka: „a star‟
tiri waka: „only slightly annoyed‟
ngalku waka: „only slightly
nostalgic‟
tjutju waka: „small (crawling)
creatures; [insects and reptiles]
jetja waka: „few words‟
waka waka: „not a little, i.e. a lot‟
manu 1191: „temperament, spirit,
character, disposition, mood‟
mardu 1262: ‚moiety, class‟

pariwilpa: heaven‟s
vault
pirna: heavy
parina: to be happy
jirijiribana:
command

pirna: great

Dorothea Hoffmann

pariwilpaia milita
: kingdom of
heaven (des
Himmels Reich)
jirrijiribani:
command (Befehl)

pari 2413. (adj.): „heavy, laden,
big, stout‟
jirijiri 4125: „confused in the
head, mentally disturbed‟

pirna 2799: (adj & adv): „big,
much, far, long‟
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kangu 602: „perspiration, heat‟
kangurina 603: to get hot, to
warm oneself, to perspire‟

thulara (rain)

Dorothea Hoffmann

tallara (rain)

mani: fat (n & adj)
manipirna: fat
person
muja: dry, arid,
withered
puroka; dry, arid
talara: rain
talara toruntoru:
drizzling rain
talara kudana: rain
(v)
talara nandrana:
hold rain against the
body
tilcha kundi kundi
terkana: lightening,
to flash

talara (rain)

mani
money

mani 1266: ‚fat‟
kana mani: ‚human fat‟

muya (dry)

muja 1564: „parched, withered,
dry‟

talara (rain) talara (n,f) 3007: ‚rain‟ This word
is a compound of tala (= „name‟)
and –ra from Mura (= „deity‟) and
signifies „name of the deity‟, i.e. to
call on the deity, to mention the
name of the deity during a
ceremonial song (Reuther
“Göttergebetsgesang‟)
talara godana: „for rain to fall, to
rain‟
talara marda: „a rain stone‟
talara dijana [lit]: to kill the rain,
i.e. „to cause the rain to cease‟
talatalara: „a species of “grass”‟
talara jindrana: „for the thunder to
roll, for it to thunder (literally „for
the rain to cry‟)
talara: pildripildri: „lightning‟
talara mura: „the [totemic] rain
ceremony‟
(Reuther:
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„Regengöttergebetsgesang‟)
talara kidnala 3012: „one who
has been killed by lightening
(Reuther: „Blitzstrahler‟,) a tree
that has been struck by lightening‟

bodil
y
parts

mandra 1308: „stomach, body,
midriff, bowels, intestines,
entrails‟
punga mandra: „the interior of a
hut‟
ngura mandra: „the center of a
camp area‟
maru mandra: „the middle of a
plain‟
mandra: „the front of the body,
belly‟ (in contrast to doku „the
back‟
mandrantju 1309: „pregnant‟
(with reference to humans and
animals)

kapa: belly, lower
body

mandra: stomach

manda
(stomach)

kalu 249: „liver‟ (used for both
humans and animals)

kalu: stomach, liver

tidnaputa: shoes
(Schuhe)
Dorothea Hoffmann

mandra 1232: (n. m.) ‚body,
stomach‟
(n. f.) „the middle‟

tidna kati 529.8: „kurdaitcha
shoes‟ („Fußbekleidung‟) Were for
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use by the sorcerers, whose
footprints were not allowed to be
discovered, therefore they wore a
type of shoe which left no
footprints behind.

jirdrikarna:
„squeaking of shoe
soles‟

tidna: „foot‟
tidna mandra: sole
of foot
tindna nadla: ball of
toe
tidna woda: heel
tidna tadina:
unfasten, release
tidna wontina: track,
trace (v)
mara: hand
mara: with
maramuko: finger
mara piri (or pira):
fingernails
piri mara: fingernail
moa: hunger
moali: hungry
mona: mouth,
opening, door
chunderu: lame

Dorothea Hoffmann

tidnaputa: „shoes‟
tidnani: „feet‟

tidnani:
„feet‟

marapiri 1139: ‚the fingernails‟

marapirapira:
handring

mana: hand, door,
hunger

tidna 3270: „foot or footprint‟
kana tidna: „people‟s footprints‟
muramura [primeval]: „ancestor‟s
footprints‟ (Reuther:
„Urväterfußspuren‟)
tidna mandra: „the sole of the foot‟
tidnanipa: „a plaited shoe‟ (also
spelt tidna-kati)

mana
mouth, door
mawa
(hunger)

mana 1219: „mouth, entrance,
doorway‟
tjutju mana: „a mouth of a snake‟
mana wuldru: „a narrow entrance‟
mana maru: „a broad entrance‟
tjunduru 3520: „lame, halt,
limping‟
nauja tjiunduru: „he (is) lame‟
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kana tjunduru: „a lame man‟
munda: land
verbs

wompa: land

mita: earth

muna 1543: ‚a man‟s chest‟

mita land

naranarana:
remember

wilparina 3739: „to recall,
remember, (to open up)‟

wolpana: to cover
up, over
wolpa dakana: cover
up

walpana 3581: „to cover‟
walpaterina 3582: „to cover
oneself‟
walpala
(white man)

Dorothea Hoffmann

walpalulu 3585: „the act of
covering up‟

wirina: wear clothes,
setting of the sun

wirina 3723: „to go inside, to
crawl inside, [to paint oneself]

widmana: clothes,
put on
tarkalkana: carry in
clothes

widmana 3699: „to put into‟

pepa dakana: write

dakana 139: (= „to spear, to
pierce, etc.). Verbally related to
diana. Whereas
Diana expresses greater
uncertainty with regard to one‟s
objective, (whether successful or
not), in [the case of] dakana it is
more the certainty that comes to
the fore.
jaurali dakana: „to stimulate, to
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aggravate, to prod, to tease (in a
good and bad sense)
tjuru dakana: „to make a person
aware of (something), to remind
(him), to point out (some danger)
panchina (originate,
come into existence)

pantjina 2697: „to become, to turn
into‟
pantjimana 2698: „to bring into
being for the first time, to produce,
to newly contrive or invent‟ This
word applies mainly to the
[supernatural] ancestors

jatana (speak)

jatana 4037: „to speak, talk, say‟
jertabalalu 4113: „the act of
relying on oneself‟

food

Dorothea Hoffmann

jaoinganu (announce
arrival by smoke or
fire signal)

japina 4032: „to kindle, to set
alight‟

kudana: to fall down

godana 242: „to fall down‟

maljumi: bread
unkipina: bread

buka: bread

- buka 24: word ows ist origin to
the muramura, Wirrikidnana, who,
having gathered all kinds of things
to eat (buka), invited muramura to
pay him a visit (for a banquet)
- other versions: juda, wankana,
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warkana
- buka 361: „bread, food‟
antie meat, flesh,
animal food

anti: meat for food
alive or dead
chukera: kangaroo
chompa: dingo

nganti
(Fleisch/Wild)

nganthi
(meat,
edible
animal)

nganti 2062: „an animal, meat‟ all
creatures whose flesh is eaten are
called ngantis
warukati: „emu‟
tjukuru: „kangaroo‟
pandipandi: wolf (extinct)
ngapa 2036: (n., f.) „water‟

apa: water

ngapa 2036A (n. m.) : „water‟ in
contrast to the feminine

lands
cape,
plants
,
times
of day
Dorothea Hoffmann

kauri: mouse

maljumalju 1403: ‚a species of
mouse‟

kanta: grasses
kotu: grass

kanta 361: „grass‟, all edible herbs
are also known as kanta. At the
same time they are classed as
buka (=‟bread, food‟)
wilpara:
train

wilpa 3736: „a hole in the ground,
an opening, a debt‟
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pulpala 2940: „a place where one
is fond of playing‟

daku sand
Dorothea Hoffmann

pirkilana: play

pulpa 2937: „playground‟

toda: mid-day

toda 3358: „midday‟
ditji toda: „the midday sun‟
ngura toda: „nobody in the camp‟
i.e. when men are out hunting and
woman foraging for food

dichi: day

ditji 187: „the sun‟
ditji mara: „rays of the sun‟
ditji ngalpuru: „eclispse of the sun‟
ditji 103: „the sun‟, actually not
day, though the Aborigines use the
term „sun‟ for „day‟. If one wanted
to use the term ditji (=sun) for
„ya‟, one would need to say ditjini
(= „in the sun‟, i.e. during the day)
ditji kulno: one sun, i.e. „one day‟
ditjiditjirina: „to become exhausted
on account of thirst‟

torara: end of a thing
or article

dia (n) 129: „end, place, boundary,
local-clan boundary or tribal
boundary‟ (insofar as it affects the
gathering of food for physical
sustenance and the necessities of
life)

mita: sand

mita land

mita 1519: ‚earth, ground, land,
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country‟
Earth in general: murala
mita maru: „the whole, extensive,
wide world‟
mita ngalara: „dry drifting sand‟

mita: earth

daka 101: hard earth, lump,
clump, clod of earth etc.‟
dako 184: „a sandhill‟
marda kupara 1084: ‚a pounding
stone‟
murda: stone

moda: stone
tandra: fruit, small
pieces of hard
substance

marda: stone
tandra: Frucht

mardatandra:
money

dilka: thorn,
prickle, burr

Dorothea Hoffmann

marda
stone, kill

marda 1081: ‚stone, millstone‟

mardataldra 1090: ‚a rock‟

kuncheri: bush
kala: bush, empty
talpa: leaf, ear
(exterior portion)

kutjera 771: „ear‟ leaf (of a tree)

dilka: thorn, thorn
bush

dilka 117: ‚thorn, splinter‟
ngara kilka: ‚thorn in the
conscience‟
palku-dilka: „thorn in the body,
nakedness‟
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mita-dilkadilka: „rubblestones,
stone pebbles‟
mudla-dilkadilka: „a sour face‟
ngana 1761: „me‟,

prono
uns,
quanti
fiers,
adver
bs

ngana 2284: (interjection
indicating agreement)
natu: „I‟ pronouns
acc
thanna (they)

clothe
s

tanana (they)

tanana (they)

tana (they)

ngani 1757: „I‟ used with
intransitive verbs
tanana 3185: „‟them‟ at a remote
distance from the speaker

mandru: two

mandru 1183: „two‟
marapu 1186: „much, a lot of,
many‟

jerta (shirt)

jerra 4101 (adv) „there, in that
direction‟
jera 4102: (adv) „this way, in this
direction‟

jinkina: give
jinkinpirna:
generous person

kira: weapon,
Dorothea Hoffmann

ŋanta (call
by kinship
term)

jinki malientjanie
(verkaufen,
einander geben)

jinka 4129: „string‟ (made of
human hair or flax‟)

kirra 776: „a crescent-shaped
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crooked

throwing stick [i.e. a boomerang]

kati 259: „clothing, covering‟ Kati
also denotes the hair-covering of
land animals and the plumage of
birds. People and fish are „naked‟.
All land animals such as snakes,
lizards, etc wear their own peculiar
kati.

kati (Kleid)

jelkara 4109: „a certain [type of]
string around the neck‟

jelkura (hysteria of a
jealous woman)

nganpa (cf. wirpa) 2018: „ a
public covering‟

unpa: bunch of
tassels, made
from the fur of
rats and wallaby,
worn by the
natives to cover
their private parts
(in Reuther S.
1447)
„lang
uage‟

nganpa 3787: or wirpa: „a public
covering‟

jaura / joa: speech,
word
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jua 4164: „howling, wailing‟

joa: word, speech

jaura: word (Wort)

yawada:
word, story,
language,
message

jaura 4050: (actually jauara)
„word, news‟. Derived from jauana
(=‟to scatter abroad‟, „to
disseminate‟) and –ra from ngara
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(=‟heart‟) it means to disseminate
from the heart, i.e. „to say
(something) from the heart‟
kana jaura: „the words of people‟
jaura jatana: „to speak, to utter
words‟
jaura tinpana: „to send, forward
news‟
jaura pilki: „another language‟
jauraetja 4051: „a speaker, a
spokesman‟
jakalkana 4052: „to ask, enquire‟
kaluwirnkarna:
baptize
nachina: pray, ask
petitarana; resist (in
good and evil sense)
ura: huts, camp

Dorothea Hoffmann
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XI. Appendix 2
Loans and loan translations:

loans

-

Homann, Koch and Schoknecht
goda – „god‟(Kneebone 2005:148),
jesu – „Jesus‟ (Kneebone 2005:148),
bota – „boat‟ (Kneebone 2005:150),
paradisi – „paradise‟ (Kneebone 2005:149),
pepa – „paper‟ (Kneebone 2005:138),
jerta – „shirt‟ (Schoknecht 1873D)
nantu – „horse‟ (Schoknecht 1873D)

-

Planert (1908)
buka ?– „bread‟

-

loan
translations
and semantic modifications
Dorothea Hoffmann

kulkanipirna – „Jesus, the Saviour‟ (Kneebone 2005:138),
aperipirna – „God, the Father‟ (Kneebone 2005:139),
milkila – „having seen‟, which conveys the concept of „kennen‟ and is not recorded in early documents (Kneebone 2005:139),
naxina – „to pray‟ ,lit. „to ask‟ (Kneebone 2005:145),
nachina – „to pray‟ (Schoknecht 1873D)
pariwilpa – „heaven‟ (Kneebone 2005:146), mission semantic
refashioning, lit. „hole in sky‟
undrana – „believe‟ (undrana is used with the dative ´, just as in

tidnaputa – „shoes‟
marapirapira – „hand ring‟
mardatandra – „coins‟, lit.
„stone + fruit‟

-

Austin (1981)
mani – „money‟
makita – „gun‟
piki – „pig‟
puluka – „cattle‟
puwa – „bore‟
tjipi – „sheep‟
tjuka – „sugar‟
tjukitjuki – „fowl,
chicken‟
mayatta – „boss,
master‟
mutaka – „car‟
nlanjikuti – „goat‟
rlapiti – „rabbit‟
walpala – „white
man‟
wilpara – „train‟
yulta – „police‟
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German „glauben an… + Dat‟) (Kneebone 2005:148),
madlanxi ankana – „to sin‟, lit. „to make evil‟ (Kneebone
2005:150),
petabota – „ark‟, lit. „wooden boat‟, (Kneebone 2005:151)
tepi namana – „to live, in eternal sense‟ (Kneebone 2005:152),
tepi nurali – „eternal life‟, lit. always alive (Kneebone
2005:173),
materina – „to suffer?‟ (possibly derived from matala – „pain in
limbs, lame‟ (Kneebone 2005:152),
pepa dakana – „to write‟, lit. to spear, pierce paper (Schoknecht
1873D),
wolkarali anxana – „yearningly loving‟ (mission construction
for spiritual love) (Kneebone 2005:153),
warula –„of old‟, lexicalized as „long ago‟ (Kneebone
2005:156), kurieli manina – „to steal‟, lit. „take secretly‟
(Kneebone 2005:165), tepi terkana – „to resurge‟, „auferstehen‟
(Kneebone 2005:171),
nurtila – „dirt, sin‟ (Kneebone 2005:193),
kaluwirnkarna – „to baptize‟ (Schoknecht 1873D)
Goda Iaola (1868) – „Holy Spirit‟ (Homann 1868 in
Kneebone 2005:114), from joala „breath‟ and goda „god‟
iala kulikirini (1885) – „Holy Spirit‟ (Kneebone 2005:Appendix
J:28), from kulikiri „clean, also in a moral sense‟ and joala
„breath‟ (Schoknecht 1873D)
pepa jinpala – „paper, letter‟(Kneebone 2005:Appendix M:31)
pepali jaura – „paper talk‟ (Kneebone 2005:Appendix M:31)
Godaia kupa – „god‟s baptism‟, „Taufe Gottes‟ (Kneebone
2005:Appendix M:31)
kalumiltjamiltjarila – „merciful‟, „barmherzig‟ (Kneebone
2005:Appendix J:26)
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